NOW A SYSTEM SIMULATOR FINE-TUNES ASIC DESIGN

LSI LOGIC'S CAD TOOLS RUN APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE ON SIMULATED SYSTEMS
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Series 32000 makes VAX power more personal.

NOW YOU CAN JOIN HEWLETT-PACKARD, FUTURENET, EATON, COMPUTERVISION, AND OVER 50 OTHER COMPANIES IN BRINGING 32-BIT POWER TO THE LARGEST INSTALLED BASE IN THE WORLD

There are over 10.7 million* IBM personal computers and compatibles in use today. That's the largest "installed base" in the world—an enormous pre-existing market that represents an enormous marketing opportunity. And National Semiconductor is leading the way for OEMs, systems integrators, VARs and VADs to take full advantage of it.

Because it's now possible to put the power of a VAX™ 11/780 into the PC environment. At a mere fraction of the cost.

PC add-in boards, based on National's Series 32000™ family, allow you to immediately upgrade almost any personal computer to true 32-bit performance.

Simply by plugging a Series 32000-based board into one of the computer's standard expansion slots, you can deliver the power and speed of a $30,000 workstation for about $3,000.

That means you can put high-performance CAE/CAD capabilities onto every engineer's desktop. You can distribute more computing power to more people at a lower cost in a multiuser, multitasking office environment.

You can capitalize on the hot new market in desktop publishing. The opportunities are endless.

DELIVER TRUE 32-BIT POWER

Already more than 50 key systems integrators, VARs and VADs have realized the potential of this market by using PC add-in boards.

And more PC add-in board manufacturers are using the Series 32000 than all other 32-bit microprocessors combined.

That's because no other 32-bit microprocessor offers a more complete, integrated family of solutions, including coprocessors, peripherals, software, and development tools.

And, because the entire family was designed with the same highly symmetrical, orthogonal 32-bit architecture, the Series 32000 is fully software-compatible across all its CPU offerings. So your customers' software investment is completely protected even as they migrate to higher performance.

BRIDGE THE UNIX-DOS GAP

A Series 32000-based add-in board gives your customers the best of both worlds in operating systems. Since the Series 32000 was the first 32-bit microprocessor to support full demand-paged virtual UNIX™, your customers can run high-performance engineering and business applications in the most cost-efficient multiuser, multitasking environment in the industry. Yet they can still run important personal-productivity tools like spreadsheets, word processing, and project managers under DOS.

PLUG INTO THE MARKET NOW

Obviously, the potential of the PC add-in market is enormous. And it's already being tapped with Series 32000-based boards being manufactured by a number of OEMs. If you're a systems integrator, VAR or VAD, contact one of these companies about their products.

Or if you're a board-level OEM yourself, follow their lead by contacting National Semiconductor about how you can design the Series 32000 into your own product.

PC ADD-IN COMPANIES USING SERIES 32000

Selected OEMs
- Aeon Technologies, Vail, CO (303) 986-3599
- Cyberool Systems USA, San Jose, CA (408) 263-1700
- Definicon Systems, CA (818) 889-1646
- DFE Electronic Data Systems, CA (415) 829-3925
- Hightec EDV Systems, Saarbrücken, Germany
- Matrox Electronic Systems, Quebec, (514) 685-2630
- Opus Systems, Cupertino, CA (408) 446-2110
- Siritel, Cleveland, OH (216) 526-9453
- Zaiaz, Huntsville, AL (205) 881-2200

Selected VARs
- Analog Design Tools
- Auto-Trol Technology
- Cambridge Graphics
- Computervision
- Cyberool Systems USA
- Hightec EDV Systems
- Lattice Logic USA
- Matrix Elec. Sys.
- National Semiconductor
- Olivetti
- Siemens AG

Either way, the PC add-in market represents one of the most significant business opportunities in years. With over 10,000,000 prospective customers. And the Series 32000 can help you reach every one of them.

Personally,

National Semiconductor
MS 23/200
P. O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

National Semiconductor
Circle 1 on reader service card
The low cost, fully featured digital telephone-on-a-chip has arrived! Mitel's MT8994 and MT8995 D-Phones include all the standard interfaces to get your advanced digital telephone sets, cellular radio products and integrated voice/data terminals to international markets fast. Fabricated in low power ISO-CMOS, these designs operate from a single 5 Volt supply. On-chip filter codec and speaker phone functions simplify your design. It's all part of Mitel's family of ISDN interface solutions.

Get all the details today.

United States San Diego CA (619) 279-3421 • San Jose CA (408) 249-2111 • Oakbrook IL (312) 574-3900 • Boca Raton FL (305) 994-8600
Europe Denmark +45 1-612566 • West Germany +49 711-7701522 • United Kingdom South Wales +44 291-423355
Canada 360 Legget Drive Kanata Ontario Canada K2K 1X5 (613) 592-5600 • In 1000 quantity, $ U.S. $17
For Waller, the deadline pressure was like the call to the post for an old thoroughbred. "I'm a semiconductor junkie," he confesses, "and I go back in this industry to the early 1960s—before there was a Silicon Valley. But the industry is showing a new face in 1987: humility. Chip executives ordinarily are the most optimistic in America, but they have been bloodied so badly in the last few years that even though orders are turning up, they remain skeptical."

Digging into the AMD-MMI merger was another longtime industry watcher, San Mateo bureau chief Cliff Barney, with the aid of semiconductors editor Bernie Cole. Cliff says, "I wasn't too surprised by the deal, because in my talks with company officials back in February I was able to detect hints that something was in the works."

Steve Rogerson's fast-turnaround report from London on Thomson-SGS points up the big difference in the scene there. Says Steve, "The U.S. companies have to contend with the Japanese, but for European companies there are the Japanese and the Americans."

In total, that's a lot of deadline bending. But we have a lot of experience.
### NEWS

**Electronics, 21**
- Motorola aims to halve the price of DSPs for adaptive PCM uses
- Cherry will show off a practical thick-film EL display
- Sequent will soon launch its most powerful system yet

**International, 49**
- Seiko Epson skirts NEC's lawsuit and unveils a clone of a NEC computer
- Continuous-speech recognizer from the UK will sell for $300
- It's back to the future for this 3-D color CAD display

**Disk drives, 31**
- A new magnetic head may be just around the corner—and it could double disk-drive densities
- A bunch of heavy hitters are working on the new heads

**Displays, 32**
- Is a low-cost color monitor coming?
- Seiko has a better big-screen color LCD too

**Packaging, 33**
Pin feud, chapter two: measuring spikes

**Software, 34**
Alliance with IBM broadens Lotus base

**Services, 38**
Got a problem? Let your fingers do the walking

**Optical memory, 38**
Optical-disk bandwagon: all aboard!

**Production, 42**
National slashes programming time of microcontrollers

### INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

**COVER:** Now a system simulator fine-tunes ASIC design, 67
Lsi Logic's new design tools can run applications software in a complete, simulated systems environment

**Fluke's board tester can cover all the bases, 74**
The compact 9100 microprocessor board tester works in the lab, on the production line, or troubleshooting in the field

**Fluke's overhauling starts paying off, 77**
The old-line instrument maker has completely transformed itself in order to develop such gear as the 9100 microprocessor board tester

**SPECIAL REPORT:** Graphics software is on the move, 81
AI techniques are being used for goal-directed behavior, dynamic analysis, and even complete animation from a written description

**Technology update, 89**
BIT's bipolar process is breeding a healthy family . . . Siemens' E-beam tester gets back on track

**PRODUCT SPECIAL REPORT:** A faster pace in power supplies, 93
Merchant makers are developing more compact and more efficient power supplies in order to increase their 30% share of a $6 billion market

**One tester handles ASIC and commodity VLSI chips, 98**
The MegaOne/AP tester can switch quickly from testing one ASIC chip to another, and it can test big batches of VLSI chips quickly

**A low-cost way to get VMEbus image processing, 103**
A beefed-up graphics board set from Matrox Electronic Systems combines real-time image processing with hardware-generated graphics

**TI cuts the size of military power supplies by 90%, 108**
New packaging and circuitry concepts give TI a family of modular military power supplies a tenth the size of previous units

### PROBING THE NEWS

**What's driving the chip upturn? 55**
The upsurge in chip sales, fueled by orders from PC makers, looks to be spreading—and users say they're buying for production, not inventory

**Here come bigger, tougher chip makers, 56**
The AMD-MMI merger will mean a much stronger company; the National Semiconductor-Lattice tieup will boost Lattice's GAL technology

**A combined SGS-Thomson wants to hit the top 10, 60**
Europe's new No. 2 is targeting the international chip market

**How one chip maker keeps profits high, 62**
ITT Semiconductors skillfully exploits three key niche markets
NEW PRODUCTS

**Newsletter, 25**
- Motorola controller chip tailors ISDN chip to need
- Now a ¼-in. tape cartridge from Cartrex backs up Winchester drives

**Semicon/West Preview, 119**
- Leitz's mask measurer boasts a 30-nm resolution said to give four times the accuracy of other units
- An adjustable lens iris makes Ultratech's 1:1 wafer stepper faster than its competition
- Two 5:1 reduction wafer steppers target ASICs with submicron resolution

**Design & Test, 122**
- The Astro Design signal generator's 400-MHz pixel frequency is fast enough to develop high-resolution displays
- Calay's family of work stations for pc-board design ranges from entry-level to top-of-the-line
- Visionics' software tool set for pc-board design costs just $695

**Semiconductors, 126**
- TI fields the first in a series of logic devices with 8-ns speeds and power pins moved to the center
- A library of analog and digital standard cells from VTC Inc. boasts 6-GHz speeds

**Military/Aerospace Newsletter, 115**
- Sematech could get federal funding; the question is how much?
- Pentagon moves ahead on export policy for VHSIC technology...
- ...but delays a requirement on VHSIC language documentation

DEPARTMENTS

**Publisher's letter, 3**
The fastest turnaround time of any industry magazine lets us do timely packages such as this issue's Probing the News quartet on the semiconductor industry

**FYI, 8**
Intel's Grove: 'Our IC business is getting like 1983-84,' which is due in part to the 'natural rhythm of new product families coming to market'

**People, 16**
For Sir Clive Sinclair, there's always a tomorrow

**Electronics Week, 140**
- Elxsi adds vector-processing power from Sky Computers
- InP solar cell reaches 17.9% efficiency
- Thinking Machines' processor can hit a dizzying 2.5 bips
- Alliant minisupercomputer goes to Boeing for real-time simulation of next-generation aircraft
Don't let reality stop you.

Grab a pad and get to work on tomorrow.

That's how we designed the Am95C60 Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager, a CMOS graphics coprocessor that proves "high performance graphics" is no longer a contradiction in terms.

With a polyline draw speed of 110,000 vectors per second, a BITBLT transfer of 55ns per pixel, and a polygon fill of 20ns per pixel, QPDM can change a screen faster than the speed of thought. (It can redraw a 1K X 1K screen in 0.2 seconds.)

Besides being powerful, this animal is highly trained. The instruction set for full graphics and text primitives is already on the chip. There aren't any extra programming hurdles to slow it down.

Each QPDM addresses four planes. It's cascadable, too. With no degradation in performance, and it can deliver all the color you need.

Get ahead of the market by designing it in now. Call us at (800) 255-DRAW to find out more about QPDM and QPDM seminars. Then discover the rush of designing the future.

Advanced Micro Devices

901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
© Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 1987
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REMEMBER WHEN THE CHIPS WERE DOWN?

Your system, or maybe even your entire line, was down. The chips you ordered didn’t meet spec, quantities were insufficient, or maybe they weren’t produced at all. It’s a hair-raising experience.

INMOS understands how you feel. That’s why we’re dedicated to the highest standards of quality and reliability, without compromising performance in any of our products: SRAMs, DRAMs, Microcomputer products or ASICs.

For example, our CMOS Static RAMs have quality levels better than 300 ppm and reliability levels below 50 fits. This means with 16 of our 16K SRAMs, your cache memory should have better than 100 years of failure-free performance.

We know the stakes are high. At INMOS, you get products you can depend on from a company you can depend on.

### 16K CMOS SRAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Access Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMS1403 (x1)</td>
<td>20, 25, 35, 45ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1423 (x4)</td>
<td>25, 35, 45ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 64K CMOS SRAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Access Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMS1600 (x1)</td>
<td>35, 45, 55ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1620 (x4)</td>
<td>35, 45, 55ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1624 (OE, x4)</td>
<td>45, 55, 70ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1630 (x8)</td>
<td>45, 55, 70ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LOW POWER DATA RETENTION CMOS SRAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Access Times</th>
<th>Idr*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMS1403L (x1)</td>
<td>25, 35, 45ns</td>
<td>0.5µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1601L (x1)</td>
<td>45, 55, 70ns</td>
<td>10µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1620L (x4)</td>
<td>45, 55, 70ns</td>
<td>10µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1624L (OE, x4)</td>
<td>45, 55, 70ns</td>
<td>10µA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All above products are available in MIL-STD-883C. *Idr = Typical Icc at 2V or 25°C centigrade. inmos, CMOS, and IMS are trademarks of the INMOS Group of Companies.
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LETTERS

Lend a helping hand
To the editor: In response to your edi-
torial [Electronics, March 5, 1987, p.8],
your column accurately summarizes the
lack of direct government funding for
research into automation. The failure of
the Administration to enact the Manufac-
turing Sciences and Robotics Re-
search and Development Act, and the
poor funding provided by the National
Science Foundation, do put up the lack
of direction of the federal government
vis-a-vis automating manufacturing.

Of course, the administration is elect-
ed, and unions tend to do two things:
vote and resist change. Therefore, it is
not likely that any agency of our federal
government will ever commit to official-
ly promoting factory automation.

However, there are several agencies
that already are promoting automation,
namely, the U. S. Postal Service and the
Internal Revenue Service. Both depart-
ments are using computers to increase
productivity, and both have historically
moved toward new technologies.

Recall that the post office did much
to fund the intercontinental railway in the
previous century and also paved the
way for air transport.

My point is that factory automation
developers would be well advised to di-
rect much of their work toward fulfill-
ment of the needs of these two agen-
cies. By effectively creating equipment
for the Post Office and the IRS, automa-
tion developers can work out human-ma-
chine interfaces, debug communications
protocols, develop documentation tech-
niques, and build a track record of suc-
cessful automation.

If the manufacturers of factory auto-
mation equipment can use the above-
mentioned areas to “simulate” factory
automation conditions, then a large
amount of government funding will be
made available in an indirect manner,
through purchasing of automation equip-
ment for the post office and the IRS.

Instead of complaining about the lack
of direct funding, manufacturers ought
to be supplying those agencies which can help.

Gerry Kaufhold
Project Engineer
Security Sciences Corp. of America
Scottsdale, Ariz.

Just keep in mind...
To the editor: Clifford Barney states:
"National Semiconductor Corp. built its
reputation as a sometimes-abrasive low-
cost maker of jellybean integrated cir-
cuits with no time for hand-holding with
buyers" [Electronics, April 2, 1987,
p.63]. I must take issue with this broad-
brush generalization.

Apparently, Barney forgot about Na-
tional's historic (and continuing) position
of leadership in state-of-the-art linear in-
tegrated circuits. If you look at the lin-
ear circuits in our catalog, over half of
the part numbers have been new propri-
etary designs. The next time you use a
BiFET, or a Superbeta op amp, or a
three-terminal adjustable regulator, re-
member where these concepts started
out. Also, our applications handbooks
and linear data books have been indus-
try standards for over a dozen years.
Barney talks about "jellybeans," but
perhaps he does not realize that today's
inexpensive LF357N was originally a
technology pioneer selling for $5 and up
10 years ago. So, tomorrow's "jelly-
bean" may be the natural evolution of
today's leadership, after we have
learned how to get the yield up and the
manufacturing costs down.

Most of the customers we talk to are
highly appreciative of our extensive
"user-friendly" Applications Engineer-
ing staff and would refuse to compro-
mise the appeal of "no time for
hand-holding."

Hajime Sasaki
Vice President, Electron Device Group
NEC Corp.
Kawasaki, Japan

Volunteer Against Illiteracy.
The only degree you need is a
degree of caring.

To 27 million
Americans, this scene is
a fairy tale.

Simply because they
can't read.

Functional illiteracy is a
problem that now affects
1 out of 5 American adults.

You can change that by
making a tax-deductible
contribution to the Coalition for Literacy. Call us toll-free at 1-800-228-8813 and bill
it directly to your credit card.

µPD9002 will not be available in the
U. S., at least for now. Despite the
V30's popularity...ongoing copyright
battle over the chip's microcode with In-
tel Corp...” This is not correct. Since
the µPD9002 chip has been developed
as a custom chip, we have no plan to sell
the chip into the open market as a gen-
eral commodity in any country, includ-
ing Japan. The current wording, includ-
ing the article title, is grossly
misleading.

Second, the article also stated that it
"provides higher-speed and enhanced
graphics." This, too, is wrong. The oper-
ation clock of the µPD9002 is 8 MHz,
while it is 10 MHz in the V30. Accord-
ingly, the µPD9002 is not a higher-speed
chip than the V30. Besides, there is no
enhanced graphics capability on the
µPD9002. This is done by another chip
and in the computer.

Hajime Sasaki
Vice President, Electron Device Group
NEC Corp.
Kawasaki, Japan

My point is that factory automation
developers would be well advised to di-
rect much of their work toward fulfill-
ment of the needs of these two agen-
cies. By effectively creating equipment
for the Post Office and the IRS, automa-
tion developers can work out human-ma-
chine interfaces, debug communications
protocols, develop documentation tech-
niques, and build a track record of suc-
cessful automation.

If the manufacturers of factory auto-
mation equipment can use the above-
mentioned areas to “simulate” factory
automation conditions, then a large
amount of government funding will be
made available in an indirect manner,
through purchasing of automation equip-
ment for the post office and the IRS.

Instead of complaining about the lack
of direct funding, manufacturers ought
to be supplying those agencies which can help.

Gerry Kaufhold
Project Engineer
Security Sciences Corp. of America
Scottsdale, Ariz.

It's a custom chip
To the editor: We recognized some erro-
nuous descriptions about the functional
features and availability in the market-
place for the NEC µPD9002 [Electro-
nics, March 19, 1987, “NEC won’t be of-
fering its spiced-up V30 CPU to U.S.
systems houses,” p. 54] that we would
like to correct.

First of all, the article stated “the
It’s crystal clear
Cherry has your switch.

Because you demand maximum
reliability in the latest state-
of-the-art components; cost
effective and delivered on time,
clearly your choice is Cherry.
Take a closer look. Send for catalog.
Introducing the si
From Apollo's

An Apollo workstation has always presented you with dedicated 32-bit power, brilliant graphics, and transparent access across high-speed local area networks.

But now an Apollo workstation presents you with the files on your VAX® system. The corporate data stored in your IBM® mainframe. Even the information generated by personal computer users.

Because we've just taken Domain® public. Extended its considerable capabilities beyond Apollo's borders to the rest of your company's computing resources. And made it all possible with the single system view you see here.

Today you can log on an Apollo workstation and simply click your mouse to call on a symbolic processor for artificial intelligence. A Wang® system for word processing. A mini-super for your compute-intensive applications. Even our PC co-processor for off-the-shelf software programs.

Without learning new commands or plowing through manuals you can access remote networks via Ethernet®, NFS,™ TCP/IP, X.25 and others. And work in operating environments as varied as PC-DOS®, IBM/MVS, VAX/VMS®,

Apollo and Domain are registered trademarks of Apollo Computer Inc. Public Domain is a trademark of Apollo Computer Inc. VAX and VMS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. IBM, AT and PC-DOS are registered trademarks of International Business Machine Corporation. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. ETHERNET is a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation. Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
single system view.
Public Domain.

plus both UNIX® System V and Berkeley 4.2.

From a single Apollo workstation the power of your entire company's computer resources becomes as accessible as if it were right inside your workstation. Reachable without any barriers, roadblocks or paths of resistance.

Domain has always given you technology that only Apollo could deliver - high-performance workstations, high-speed networking, sophisticated graphics. Today, with the Public Domain, we give you the technology the rest of your company's computers have to offer, too.

Apollo. No computer technology reaches farther than our Domain.

For more information, call (617) 256-6600, x4889.
Or write Apollo, 330 Billerica Rd., Chelmsford, MA 01824, MS 73. In Canada call (416) 297-0700.

apollo
The difference is Domain.
FOR SIR CLIVE, THERE’S ALWAYS A TOMORROW

LONDON

They can stop writing those obituaries bemoaning the end of an era in the British computer business. Sir Clive Sinclair is still around, as feisty as ever.

When the iconoclastic entrepreneur sold his ailing computer business to rival Amstrad Consumer Electronics plc to concentrate on new markets and challenges [Electronics, April 14, 1986, p.64], it appeared that he might just fade away. But Uncle Clive, as he is affectionately known in the industry, is not the fadeaway type. He has bounced back with a new company called Cambridge Computer Ltd., a $300 laptop computer, and plans for a wafer-scale-integration-based version—as well as a new type of telephone system.

To understand why Sinclair made the Amstrad deal, it is necessary to know that he is a man who lives for the future. “I sold the old computer range and the use of my name on computers because we were short of cash,” he says. “It was a long-term outlook. The important parts of our business were wafer-scale and other computers. We are not aiming at the home market. We are aiming at the serious user. The new computer is cheap because we don’t want to give people an excuse not to buy it.”

It is perhaps not the new Z88 but the one after that that looks most exciting. Sinclair says that the research into wafer-scale integration has as its goal a small computer. He expects the first wafer-scale products to materialize early next year and the computer to be out by year’s end.

Next year will also be exciting for Sinclair, because that is when he intends to take on the cellular telephone market with a portable phone featuring a radio link to any of three other phones: the telephone at home, the telephone at work, and the cellular telephone in the car. The phone will automatically select which is the nearest and cheapest of the three and make the call on that.

All this suggests that if the industry was surprised by his quick return, it shouldn’t have been. Sinclair’s history has been full of such ups and downs since 1962, when he formed Sinclair Radionics to make and sell radio and amplifier kits. The kits were inexpensive and were sold by mail order—two features that have marked every Sinclair product since, except for his electric tricycle, which was too big to mail.

MOVING ON. Sinclair’s first move forced the prices of hi-fi systems down to a level that people could afford. In 1972, he started making pocket calculators, using the profits from the successful hi-fi business. They were also low-cost, they sold like hotcakes, and they forced the market price of calculators down. Then the Japanese flooded the market with even cheaper calculators that were far more reliable than the Sinclair models. Sinclair tried to balance his losses with a new idea—one of the first digital watches. It was a great idea with a large market. But reliability problems caused the company heavy losses in 1976.

During that year the British government poured close to $4 million into the business. And despite another innovative product—a pocket TV with a 2-in. screen—the company suffered heavier losses. By 1979, the company looked dead, and Sir Clive was out.

In 1980 he bounced back with a new company, Sinclair Research, and the ZX80 home computer. The success of that and later computers in the range earned him knighthood in 1983. But by 1985 the home computer market was disappearing. His QL computer was a flop. And his latest quirk, the electric tricycle, was a nonstarter.

But, he adds, “the computers are my principal interest.” Although the deal with Amstrad specifies that the machines will not bear the Sinclair name, Sir Clive is not worried: “It doesn’t matter; everybody knows where the computers come from.”

―Steve Rogerson

SINCLAIR: “I sold the old computer line because we were short of cash.”
Now, get all the memory you need for the most complex programs—CAD, CAE—all on a single, compact card. And, at the same time, get the lowest cost per megabyte of memory on the market.

Infotek's new AM380 is the first 8 megabyte single-card memory available for HP 200/300 computers. It allows you to take advantage of the full storage capacity of your HP workstation without wasting valuable backplane space. ZIP packaging of 1 MByte monolithic DRAMs makes the low cost per byte possible.

For the many applications requiring 4 MBytes of memory, Infotek again uses 1 MByte DRAMs in single in-line packages to reduce costs. That means you can now have Infotek quality in the lowest-cost 4 MByte board available! Of course, Infotek's popular 1 MByte and 2 MByte memories are also available.

The literally famous reliability of Infotek memories is evidenced by our full two-year warranty. So improve your memory with state-of-the-art DRAM boards from Infotek. Call today to Infotek Systems, 1400 North Baxter Street, Anaheim, California 92806-1201, (714) 956-9300, (800) 227-0218, in California (800) 523-1682, TELEX: 182283.

While you're at it, ask to receive our Infotek newsletter.

INFOTEK SYSTEMS
A DIVISION OF ALS CORPORATION
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IF YOU'RE PROUD OF YOUR COMPANY'S ESD PROGRAM, WHAT'S THE BEST WAY TO SHOW IT?

With a smile for sure.
But also by being sure your management team follows the same static control procedures as the manufacturing staff.
Imagine what workers think about your ESD program if they see a manager holding a board without a wrist strap or static-shielding bag.
It's a matter of practicing what's preached, and 3M wants to help you be sure your managers are practitioners, continually setting the right example.

Our full line of products make total static control as convenient as possible. For example, the 3042/3048 Common Point Grounding System that lets worker and manager plug into the same workstation.
But products alone are not total control.
Any sensitive situation requires tact. That's why with static sensitivity we take the Total Appropriate Control Team approach. T.A.C.T. is our trained Static Analyst working with your people in management seminars, on-site audits and re-audits, problem-solving and more...worldwide.
T.A.C.T. is also all of your people working together on the static problem.
We would like to offer you and your management team a seminar updated with the T.A.C.T. concept. As a first easy step, contact us for the free booklet/catalog, "Static Control: How Much, How Little Is Appropriate?"
Static Control Systems Div./3M, P.O. Box 2963, Austin, TX 78769-2963.
Or call 1-800-328-1368.
In TX 1-800-252-1893.

Takes more than even our full line...
Total control of the static in your business
MOTOROLA AIMS TO HALVE DSP PRICE FOR ADAPTIVE PCM APPLICATIONS

Motorola Inc. is shooting to halve the price of digital signal processors used for adaptive pulse-code modulation in telecommunications applications. By using barrel shifters rather than multipliers in their adaptive PCM transcoder chip, engineers at Motorola’s Austin, Texas, telecom unit expect to be able to produce a chip that will sell for $5. ADPCM transcoders can double the number of telephone channels on PCM lines, transforming what would be 64-kbit/s transmissions into 32-kbit/s transmissions. In most digital signal processing, multipliers usually account for a large area of a die, but in ADPCM transcoding, multiplication accounts for a small percentage of clock cycles. So Motorola’s 16-pin C145432 will employ a split-control storage architecture enabling the chip to operate as two parallel microcode machines—and specially encoded registers on the CMOS chip recode incoming signals into a modified form. As a result, barrel shifters can adequately perform functions usually handled by dedicated multipliers. The application-specific DSP will run at 20 MHz and will have 100-ns instruction cycle times. Motorola hopes to see working silicon this fall.

CHERRY WILL SHOW OFF A PRACTICAL THICK-FILM EL DISPLAY

Developers have long known that thick-film technology could build lower-cost electroluminescent flat-panel screens than current thin-film techniques. But several problems have plagued thick-film EL displays. For one thing, they needed a programmable chip to cut the cost of the driver circuitry. They also have shown softening—a loss of sharpness—and load-line flattening—a loss of brightness. Now Cherry Display Products Corp., of El Paso, Texas, and Siliconix Inc. say they’ve solved these problems. They showed the result at the Society for Information Display meeting in New Orleans in mid-May, a new 640-by-200-pixel thick-film flat panel. The two companies designed the high-voltage, high-current driver chip, and the Santa Clara, Calif., chip maker built it. By adding silver to the copper-coated back layer of the panel, Cherry reduced the electrical resistance and heat that degrade sharpness and brightness. Product prototypes, which should be available from Cherry in August, are rated at 25 foot-lamberts and no more than 30% degradation after 10,000 hours. Cherry projects a 1989 price of $250 in very high volume; that could be about half the cost of thin-film EL displays.

SEQUENT WILL SOON LAUNCH ITS MOST POWERFUL SYSTEM YET

Sequent Computer Systems Inc., the Beaverton, Ore., maker of multiprocessor computers, is about to introduce its most powerful system to date. The new computer line uses the same basic architecture as its popular Balance series and will incorporate up to 30 central processing units based on Intel 80386 and 80387 microprocessors—enough power to handle 80 million instructions per second. Sequent’s current top-rated model, the Balance 21, has 30 National 32032 microprocessors but manages just 21-mips performance. The new machine could help Sequent broaden its market to traditional data processing, such as interactive transaction processing.

A STRONGER YEN MAY SINK RICOH’S BOARD DEAL WITH CONVERGENT

The strong yen may be chasing some manufacturing jobs out of Japan. Ricoh Co., of Tokyo, which has been producing central processing boards for Convergent Technology Inc. at its Hatano, Japan, plant, says it is being forced out of the deal because of skyrocketing costs directly attributable to the imbalance in the yen-dollar equation. Ricoh expects Convergent, a San Jose, Calif., computer maker, to transfer the job to its home plant by the end of the year.
WILL VACUUM-COMPATIBLE ROBOTS CUT DOWN ON WAFER CONTAMINATION?

The best way to stop wafer contamination in chip processing may well be to keep production in a vacuum and let robots—not people—do all the work. The Center for Robotics Systems in Microelectronics at the University of California, Santa Barbara, is working with a Japanese company to do just that: develop manufacturing techniques based on robots that can work in a vacuum. Yaskawa Electric Manufacturing Co. of Kitakyushu City, Japan, will loan the center a prototype robot developed to operate in a high-vacuum environment. Santa Barbara researchers will use it to develop systems in which entire clean rooms are enclosed in a vacuum, with robots handling the wafers, thereby removing people from the work area. The center is already developing a multichamber vacuum enclosure as part of a research contract with Delco Electronics, but it has been hampered by a lack of suitable robots, motors, and mechanisms. The Yaskawa robot uses new axial pulse-gap motors that can withstand temperatures of 300°C in a 10^-11 Torr vacuum.

GI'S CHIP DIVISION IS FOR SALE AND—SURPRISE!—IT MAY BE MAKING MONEY

General Instrument Inc. may be trying to cast it aside, but there are those who think General Instrument Microelectronics has a rosry future. Chief among them is Don Sorchych, the division's president, who says GI Microelectronics is seeing strong sales growth and could actually turn a profit for the current quarter. Sorchych isn't entirely delighted, though. Turmoil in the chip business, and events such as Fujitsu Ltd.'s failed attempt to buy Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. do not bode well for a quick sale. Still, a surge in programmable read-only memories has caused an order upsurge that topped $10 million in April, more than double the orders for December 1986. GI said in April that it was writing off both GI Microelectronics and the Optoelectronics Division in Palo Alto, Calif., at a cost of $89.6 million.

CERAMIC CUTS SOLAR CELL COSTS TO 16 CENTS PER WATT

A new scheme for building solar-energy cells being developed at the University of Delaware holds the promise of solar cells that will cost just 16¢ per cell. With each cell rated at about 1 W, that's far less than the $1.27 to $2 per watt that many of today's cells cost. Allen Barnett, an electrical engineering professor at the university, in Newark, Del., says the secret behind his new cells is the low-cost ceramic substrate on which they are built. The ceramic material is less costly than commonly used semiconductor-grade silicon. A reflecting layer of silicon carbide is built onto the ceramic and then coated epitaxially with a thin film of polycrystalline silicon that traps light optically and improves the cell's efficiency. The cells so far have an efficiency rating of better than 10%; Barnett is shooting for 17% efficiency.

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER'S NEW CHIP PLANT SHOWS ITS STUFF

Increasingly, the power-chip business has regarded a giant new power MOSFET plant being built by International Rectifier Corp. as a potential white elephant. Indeed, the $86 million factory in Rancho California was an expensive undertaking for a niche semiconductor maker whose sales were only about $150 million annually. But the El Segundo, Calif., chip maker may be getting the last laugh. Surprisingly, first silicon is showing device yields above 90%, it says. If the company can keep it up in volume production, such yields would be a big step toward its goal of making the facility the efficiency leader in producing power devices. Turnaround time will initially be 10 working days, IR says, compared to nine weeks at present. It is aiming at an ultimate turnaround of just four days. Capacity is 50,000 5-in. wafers a month.
**Creating the Reliability of Electronic Equipment.**

**That's Our Mission**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Electrostatic Discharge Simulator</strong></th>
<th><strong>Power Line Disturbance Detector</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A testing machine designed to simulate electrostatic discharge which may occur between a charged body such as human body and electronic equipment.</td>
<td>Connected to the power supply line, NDR-544 monitors supply voltage fluctuations (simultaneously on AC line and DC line), frequency variations, and impulse noise.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Lightning Surge Simulator</strong></th>
<th><strong>Impulse Noise Simulator</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test equipment designed to simulate lightning surges which may damage low voltage control circuitry. This equipment facilitates surge testing (such as FCC Part 68, paragraph 68-310) by superimposing a transient signal directly onto the power supply line.</td>
<td>Test equipment designed to determine electronic equipment tolerance to transient signals which may superimpose on the power supply lines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Noise Canceled Transformer</strong></th>
<th><strong>Voltage Dip Simulator</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A transformer designed to protect against impulse, lightning surge, and electrostatic discharge.</td>
<td>Test equipment designed to simulate a momentary voltage drop or the momentary power failure which may occur on a commercial power supply line and adversely affect sensitive electronic equipment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Noise Canceled</strong></th>
<th><strong>Impulse Noise Filter</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devices used to reduce noise on printed circuit boards. These devices can be mounted on printed circuit boards in the same manner as integrated circuits, or mounted on loaded printed circuit boards as an additional element.</td>
<td>A high performance filter to suppress power-line noise which may adversely affect the operation of electronic equipment. These filters also prevent noise produced by the equipment from superimposing signals on the power supply line.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the above-mentioned, please contact a Noise Laboratory's Sales Engineer to discuss your specific requirements.
Uplifting news.
Now we've got application software to support our data acquisition hardware for the IBM PC.

Hold up a minute!
Now you can get all your analog I/O application software at the same place you get your IBM PC compatible hardware. Data Translation.

We've got application software packages that cover a broad range of capabilities, all compatible with the DT2801 series of analog I/O boards. So you'll never have to write a line of code again.

Take a look at these:

**DT/NOTEBOOK**
An easy-to-use menu-driven package for real-time data acquisition, process control, and data analysis that automatically interfaces to spreadsheet packages such as DADiSP or industry standard spreadsheets.

**ASYST**
For the advanced user. A command-driven package for real-time data acquisition and control, advanced data analysis, and sophisticated graphics display.

**DI/ILS-PC 1**
Command-driven software for digital signal processing that supports data acquisition, waveform manipulation, design and use of digital filters, and spectral analysis.

**SNAPSHOT**
Menu-driven data acquisition and digital storage scope display of data collected from up to 4 input channels.

**DADiSP**
Scientific spreadsheet provides menu-driven graphics oriented data analysis and signal processing capabilities on data collected by DT/NOTEBOOK, SNAPSHOT, and Data Translation subroutine libraries.

**LABTECH CHROM**
Provides menu-driven chromatography analysis for data collected with DT/NOTEBOOK. Features data smoothing, baseline correction, and sophisticated peak detection.

**LOOP WORKS**
Process monitoring and control package that supports factory automation or industrial networks based on Intel's BITBUS and Data Translation's BITBUS and DTX product lines.

**LABTECH RTA**
Provides a real-time link between DT/NOTEBOOK and DADiSP or industry standard spreadsheets. Does not require data to pass through a disk file, it goes directly to the analysis package.

Call us today. We'll help you choose the right package to give your data acquisition the boost it needs.

Call (617) 481-3700

Fred Molinari,
President

To learn more, see us in Gold Book 1987, or call to receive our first-ever 1987 3-Book Set, including 1987 Catalog, Product Summary Price List, and Applications Handbook.

World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc. 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 481-3700 Fax 951 646
European Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd. 13 The Business Centre, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham Berks. RG112QZ Tlx 951 646 (UK)
International Sales Offices: Australia (61) 2-662-4295; Belgium (32) 2-735-2135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (52) 2-25-3689; China (408) 727-8222; Denmark (45) x02 191-08; England (44) 734-79383; Finland (358)-90-37214; France (33) 1-69-29-01-73; Greece (30) 1-352-7035; (30) 36-4320; Hong Kong (852) 3-318565; India (91) 2-233420; Israel (972) 3-324298, Italy (39) 2-81821; Japan (61) (3) 550-5550; (81) (3) 375-1551; (81) (3) 355-1111; Korea (82) 778-0721; Malaysia (60) 3-36299; Morocco (21) 9-30-6949; Netherlands (31) 70661360; New Zealand (61) 2-662-4295; Norway (47) 055-564500; Peru (51) (44) 31-8060; Philippines (63) 818-0003; Portugal (351) 1545363; Singapore (65) 371-3623; South Africa (27) 12496921; Spain (34) 1455512; Sweden (46) 8-767820; Switzerland (41) 17231410; (41) 22360830; Taiwan (68) 2-709-1394; West Germany (49) 89809020.

DT/NOTEBOOK © 1984, Laboratory Technology Corp. ASYST © 1984 Macmillan Software Co. CHROMLAB © 1984. University of Southern California. DILS-PC © 1984, Signal Technology Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. Data Translation is a registered trademark of Data Translation, Inc.
MOTOROLA CONTROLLER CHIP TAILORS ISDN BANDWIDTH TO NEED

Motorola Inc. is staking its claim in the Integrated Services Digital Network market with a protocol controller chip that allocates bandwidth up to ISDN's maximum 2.048-Mbit/s primary-rate service on an as-needed basis. Unlike other ISDN-chip players, Motorola is betting that bandwidth-hungry applications such as high-resolution graphics will overwhelm the basic ISDN network rate of just two 64-Kbit/s channels. That means high-end users will demand primary-rate service (up to 24 channels of 64-Kbit/s in North America and 31 channels in Europe) at their desktops. The 84-pin 68606 LAP D protocol chip handles bandwidth allocation with a statistical multiplexing technique. Each ISDN-attached station gets its needed bandwidth on the fly—up to the full 1.544 Mbits/s in the U.S. and 2.048 Mbits/s in Europe. Samples of the CMOS controller will be available in August for $100. Additional interface logic is being added to the 68606, enabling it to attach the buses of Intel Corp.'s iAPX86 microprocessors or Motorola's own 68000 family. The 68606 will control up to 8,192 logical links using a memory-based architecture, in which the 68606 intelligent peripheral and host processor communicate through shared memory.

NOW A ¼-IN. TAPE CARTRIDGE FROM CARTREX BACKS UP WINCHESTER DRIVE

With its new drive technology for ¼-in. streaming-tape cartridges, Cartrex Corp. has pushed storage capacity 20% to 33% beyond the former 60 Mbytes that until now has been tops in the industry. Just one 72-Mbyte Cartrex 72 can back up a typical Winchester disk drive, and a single 80-Mbyte Cartrex 80 can handle the newest high-capacity Winchesters. The key, say Cartrex engineers, is using two tension belts instead of the conventional one. This results in a flattened tension curve and allows the San Diego, Calif., company to run longer tapes without fear of failure. Available now, the Cartrex 72 retails for $39.90 and the Cartrex 80 for $42.90.

IBIS DISK DRIVE TRANSFERS DATA 4 TO 20 TIMES FASTER

A parallel-transfer 14-in. disk-drive system from Ibis Systems Inc. boasts a data-transfer rate of 12 Mbytes/s—4 to 20 times faster than conventional serial channel drives. The 2812 uses 6-Mbyte/s recording-channel technology and two channels to achieve this speed. Moreover, the system's 2.8-gigabyte capacity doubles that of its predecessor, the 1400. Together these features make it more than a match for the needs of supercomputers and other high-performance systems, says the Westlake Village, Calif., company. The 2812 costs $77,200; deliveries begin in the fourth quarter.

TRIQUINT'S GaAs DAC CONVERTS 1,000 MEGASAMPLES/S

Monolithic gallium-arsenide technology makes ultra-high-speed digital-to-analog applications such as waveform synthesis and megapixel displays a snap for TriQuint Semiconductor's Giga-DAC family of converters. They boast a conversion speed of up to 1,000 megasamples/s—more than twice as fast as the speediest converters now on the market. The Beaverton, Ore., division of Tektronix Inc. guarantees 600-megasample/s operation for its TQ6111 series and 1,000 megasamples/s on its TQ6112 series. Sample converters are available now in die, packaged part, and daughterboard modules, the latter being suitable for the video or instrumentation applications. In 100-unit purchases the 6111 costs $159 each for the die version, $199 for the surface-mount, and $695 for the daughterboard module. The 6112 costs $259 each for die, $299 for surface-mount, and $895 (in purchases of up to nine) for the daughterboard. Production quantities are set for the third quarter.
APOLLO'S 3-D WORK STATION UNDERCUTS COMPETITION BY $30,000

The level of performance in solids-modeling applications formerly available only in $100,000-plus work stations can now be had for just $69,900 on Apollo Computer Corp.'s first three-dimensional graphics work station. The DN590 Turbo boasts software-implemented, multiple-color light sources; 24 color planes; shading and highlighting capability; and the simultaneous display of 16.7 million colors, say engineers at the Chelmsford, Mass., company. Specialized graphics processors and an advanced lighting model are key to the performance. The machine is configured around a Motorola Corp. 68020/68881-based work-station processor. It has Apollo's 3DGA graphics accelerator, 24 bit-planes, a 16-bit Z buffer, and 154 Mbytes of formatted disk storage. The DN590, which runs the Unix System V.2 and BSD 4.2 operating systems, will be available 90 to 120 days after confirmed order.

SIERRA'S MODEM CHIPS FIT BOTH PARALLEL AND SERIES INTERFACES

Sierra Semiconductor Corp.'s 2,400-baud modem chip set gives designers flexibility that helps them cut costs. Competitive chip sets use either an analog or a digital signal processing solution that requires the use—and expense—of an additional microcontroller. Sierra has divided modem functions differently among the chips, allowing designers to couple an analog front-end SC11006 part with either of two microcontrollers—the SC11009 for parallel-bus interfaces or the SC11010 for RS-232-C serial transmission. Both controllers use a bit-slice core processor architecture for digital signal processing and an instruction set that is similar to Intel Corp.'s 8096 but up to 2.3 times faster. The chips are fabricated in the San Jose, Calif., company's process combining 3-11.m analog and 2-itm digital CMOS. They are available now in sample quantities in ROM-less versions that allow designers to construct their own firmware. The SC11006 costs $49 each; the SC11009 and SC11010, $40 each in 100-unit quantities.

HITACHI'S 24-K GATE ARRAY RUNS AT BLISTERING SPEEDS

Hitachi Ltd.'s fast gate array with 24,020 gates uses 1-µm design rules to achieve state-of-the-art performance. A 2-input NAND gate, for example, has a 0.7-ns delay, but it consumes just 400 µW per gate at 10 MHz. The array handles either TTL or CMOS input and output levels and is one of seven in the HG62E series ranging from 24K to 4K gates. In lots of 1,000, unit prices range from $20.71 for a 4,309-gate part in a 40-pin dual in-line package to $707.14 for a 24,020-gate part in a 240-pin pin grid array. Design costs start at $21,000 and depend on design complexity. Tokyo-based Hitachi is accepting orders from Japanese companies now, with delivery in from 8 to 14 weeks. Overseas customers will have to wait until July 1 to place an order.

HERE'S A TEMPEST CAD TERMINAL FOR IBM MAINFRAME USERS

Government contractors and original-equipment manufacturers pressed to deliver graphics terminals that are compatible with IBM Corp. mainframes and comply with federal Tempest security requirements now have a simple solution. Spectragraphics Corp.'s DS 1082GTX work station runs IBM 5080-based computer-aided design and engineering software without modification and is the first plug-compatible Tempest unit. It supports 1,024-by-1,024-pixel resolution in 256 colors with local 3-d transforms and area fill. A system consisting of a single-board graphics controller, 19-in. color monitor, 512 Kbytes of display list memory, digitizing tablet with four-button puck, and programmable function keys costs $35,350. The work station will be available in the fourth quarter, says the San Diego, Calif., company.
Totally integrated program development for software engineering projects of any size.

Now there's a way you can meet software development challenges from integrated circuits to satellites within a single programming environment. Digital and only Digital offers fully integrated computing resources for every step of the development cycle.

It's this kind of integration that lets you increase product quality, lower both development and maintenance costs and speed up time to market. You can also take advantage of CASE applications from such industry leaders as Tektronix® CASE Division, B.S.O. and Nastec. For more information on the competitive advantages of developing in an integrated environment, write to: Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue, West Concord, Massachusetts 01742. Or call your local sales office.
**Nicolet Digital Oscilloscopes**

**The Scopes.** Nicolet digital oscilloscopes offer ten times the accuracy and as much as one hundred times the resolution of analog oscilloscopes. A wide range of digitizer speeds provide solutions for virtually every measurement problem. Our latest plug-in module, the 4570, has 12-bit resolution at the unprecedented digitizing speed of 10 MHz. Accuracy does not have to be sacrificed for speed! Neither does sweep length. Waveforms composed of up to 16k data points are available regardless of the speed. Cursor readout of measurement values, "zoom" expansion to X256, continuously variable pretrigger data capture, and built-in disk drives all contribute to Nicolet's measurement expertise.

From low cost portables to high performance laboratory systems, Nicolet digital oscilloscopes were the first and are still the best.

**Nicolet Software**

**The Software.** Powerful, easy to use software packages are available for every Nicolet scope. Data transfers into the PC as well as mathematical data manipulation (FFT, integration, RMS, multiplication, etc.) can be accomplished without programming or computer expertise. Waveforms can be displayed on the screen, stored on the disk drive, and plotted on paper. The powerful new Waveform BASIC program can also operate as a waveform manipulation language. Using commands similar to standard BASIC, customized waveform calculations can be written quickly and easily.

Capture, analyze, store, and plot data with the convenience and ease of a Nicolet oscilloscope and Nicolet software.

Nicolet Test Instruments Division
5225 Verona Road
Madison, WI 53711-0288
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A NEW TYPE OF MAGNETIC HEAD MAY BE JUST AROUND THE CORNER

MAGNETORESISTIVE HEAD'S BIG CLAIM: IT DOUBLES DISK-DRIVE DENSITIES

MINNEAPOLIS

After a wrenching transition from ferrite to thin-film magnetic disk heads that cost the industry plenty of time, trouble, and money, another major change in head technology may be just around the corner. Not everyone agrees, but Control Data Corp., for one, thinks the time is right for the new head, which relies on a magnetoresistive technique to read data from a disk. The driving force behind the new head technology is that with its potential for reducing errors it may be able to double the densities of magnetic disk drives.

Come September, the Minneapolis company's supplier of merchant drive components—Peripheral Components International—hopes to be the first to ship evaluation units of a new breed of thin-film head. "This opens up a whole new set of conditions for placing high capacities on small-diameter disks," says Anthony F. Maggio, vice president of small-disk engineering for Magnetic Peripherals Inc., Control Data's captive disk-drive supplier in Oklahoma City.

"We're very excited about this. If anything is going to keep optical recording at bay for any length of time, it's going to be this technology," says Carl Wirtanen, manager of product development for Control Data's Data Storage Products Group. Wirtanen heads a new-product development team, formed last month, for magnetoresistive heads. But the optical recording industry is moving strongly with new systems (see p. 38).

The new heads will write data inductively in the same manner as today's generation of ferrite and thin-film heads. But by using a second element integrated into the head to read magnetoresistively, they will produce signal outputs two to five times greater than current heads. What's more, the new heads will not be dependent on disk velocity for read-signal strength, as are conventional inductive read heads.

Another advantage comes in the ability to "write wide and read narrow," since the new heads will use a separate element for each function. This will lessen sensitivity to servo errors and thermally induced media perturbations that can cause problems for very high-density inductive read/write heads.

The Minneapolis firm expects the heads to be used first in 51/4- and 31/2-in. drive products, where inductive head-read methods are threatening to peter out as disk areal densities get tighter (see story, below). The heads will easily handle media at 1,600 to 2,400 tracks/in., with bit densities from 30,000 to 40,000 bits/in., says Gregory S. Mowry, manager of advanced head design. That compares with the 1,000 to 1,400 tracks/in. of today's disk-drive heads that rely on a magnetoresistive read technique are being developed by head component manufacturers and large captive disk-drive makers. For example, at the April 14-17 Intermag conference in Tokyo, Kodak, Matsushita, NEC, Sharp, and Control Data presented papers on magnetoresistive heads for rigid disk drives.

IBM Corp., too, is known to be working on the technology. Officials at the Armonk, N.Y., computer giant decline to comment on any plans to apply the new head technology in disk-drive products. But IBM is already using the heads in its 3480 tape drive, introduced in 1984.

The potential advantages of the new heads relate to the physics of the head's read mechanism. With conventional inductive read technology, a magnetic flux change passing under the head induces a voltage in the coil that is proportional in strength to the rate of flux change, in line with Faraday's Law. As media track and bit densities increase, this means that signals get weaker, necessitating more turns on the coil or a lower head-flying height to bring signal-to-noise ratios to acceptable levels. The problem is most acute on 31/2-in. and 51/4-in. disks, where small inner-track diameters translate to a slower track speed, and thus weaker and weaker inductive read signals, while ambient noise levels remain the same.

A magnetoresistive head, by contrast, is a direct flux sensor. When a constant current is applied to its sensor element, changes in resistivity caused by flux on the media are read as voltage changes, in accordance with Ohm's Law. Signal levels are not related to track velocity. "The real beauty is that the signal-level output is entirely independent of the linear velocity of the flux transition," says Donald Collier, director of market analysis for Applied Magnetics Corp. of Goleta, Calif.

—Wesley R. Iversen

A BUNCH OF HEAVY HITTERS ARE WORKING ON THE NEW HEADS

Disk-drive heads that rely on a magnetoresistive read technique are being developed by head component manufacturers and large captive disk-drive makers. For example, at the April 14-17 Intermag conference in Tokyo, Kodak, Matsushita, NEC, Sharp, and Control Data presented papers on magnetoresistive heads for rigid disk drives.

IBM Corp., too, is known to be working on the technology. Officials at the Armonk, N.Y., computer giant decline to comment on any plans to apply the new head technology in disk-drive products. But IBM is already using the heads in its 3480 tape drive, introduced in 1984.

The potential advantages of the new heads relate to the physics of the head's read mechanism. With conventional inductive read technology, a magnetic flux change passing under the head induces a voltage in the coil that is proportional in strength to the rate of flux change, in line with Faraday's Law. As media track and bit densities increase, this means that signals get weaker, necessitating more turns on the coil or a lower head-flying height to bring signal-to-noise ratios to acceptable levels. The problem is most acute on 31/2-in. and 51/4-in. disks, where small inner-track diameters translate to a slower track speed, and thus weaker and weaker inductive read signals, while ambient noise levels remain the same.

A magnetoresistive head, by contrast, is a direct flux sensor. When a constant current is applied to its sensor element, changes in resistivity caused by flux on the media are read as voltage changes, in accordance with Ohm's Law. Signal levels are not related to track velocity. "The real beauty is that the signal-level output is entirely independent of the linear velocity of the flux transition," says Donald Collier, director of market analysis for Applied Magnetics Corp. of Goleta, Calif.
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switching measurements promises to be a technical minefield, sprinkled with potentially explosive issues that could be seen as favoring one product line over another as the panel digs deeper into the matter.

TI’s competitors are still insisting that logic pinouts stay as they have been for nearly two decades, but they agree that standard measuring techniques are now necessary because of the hubbub. Some contend it’s all a TI-conspired controversy aimed at stalling fast CMOS logic markets until the Dallas company launches its own parts. The first wave of TI 1-μm CMOS logic, featuring TI-style ground and power pins in the center instead of at the corners, is in fact now hitting the market (see p. 126).

The next official steps will be taken when the 40.2 panel discusses the TI proposal at its July meeting in Minneapolis. Committee chairman Dick Funk, who is manager of IC applications at the GE/RCA Solid State Division in Somerville, N.J., hopes to have a published specification by year’s end. Funk notes that all manufacturers have their own testing techniques, and the difficult task

will be to agree on the details. Solid State has been using a method similar to TI’s to characterize the voltage noise on its new ACL chips—which, Funk points out, use new output structures instead of center ground and power pins to reduce potential spikes.

Some of TI’s foes say it will be virtually impossible to standardize techniques that show meaningful voltage measurements for every system design. Some favor a differential-mode measurement technique that eliminates conditions of the test-fixture boards, which can vary at each manufacturer and customer site. TI product managers counter that isolated chip measurements mean little, since the voltage spike will often be increased along the path between chips on boards.

SENSITIVE ISSUE. “We are now to the point where this is something that typically was done back in an applications lab or at the system house,” says Dan Reynolds, department manager for TI’s advanced CMOS and bipolar Schottky logic components in Sherman, Texas. “We are saying that this is a sensitive enough issue on this class of product that we need to be communicating to the customer what to expect—just like they can pick up a data sheet and compare propagation delays, with measurement techniques and conditions under-

stood, and all products done under the same conditions. The measurements are moving from just the parametrics arena to measurements that indicate application performance.”

Jedec members fighting the pinout change agreed to tackle the voltage-spike measurement issue as a preamble to any action on pinout schemes. “A standard test methodology—the proposal I know of—is not going to put this [pinout change] issue to rest,” promises Charles Pace, applications manager at Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. in South Portland, Maine. Fairchild, which now has a growing FACT product line of 60 parts, is using the conventional logic pinout for its speedy CMOS logic.

Some believe Jedec might set two standards: a differential mode for isolated chip measurements, and a second for single-ended tests that factor in board noise. Panel member John Mick, who is vice president for product definition and application engineering at Integrated Device Technology Inc., agrees. “It’s kind of a touchy subject, one of those things where everyone seems to have a lot of opinions and no one has a lot of answers.” His company is combating voltage spikes with an edge-rate control structure.

J. Robert Lineback

SOFTWARE

ALLIANCE WITH IBM BROADENS LOTUS BASE

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

One of the reservations that industry analysts have had about Lotus Development Corp. is that the software leader’s revenues are too narrowly based on spreadsheet products that run on single-user personal computers. But they’ll have to change that tune now that the Cambridge, Mass., company has formed a strategic alliance with IBM Corp. The deal could lead to additional affiliations that will significantly broaden the Lotus product, customer, and revenue bases.

The alliance with IBM includes an initial agreement for the two companies to offer a mainframe-based version of Lotus’s mainstay spreadsheet, to be called 1-2-3M. And it opens the door for additional joint offers that will include Lotus products for other IBM hardware platforms, including minicomputers and superminis.

Equally important, Lotus isn’t barred from similar strategic alliances with other hardware manufacturers. Michael Kolowich, vice president for marketing and business development at Lotus, emphasizes that although the IBM deal is very important, “we have not painted ourselves totally blue. Nothing we’ve done with IBM precludes us from developing other products or other alliances with other companies.”

The new mainframe spreadsheet, plus an announced intention to market a multiuser database-management system, launch Lotus well beyond the restrictions imposed by the company’s mainstay products—personal computer spreadsheets. Bruce Watts, an analyst with Morgan Keegan & Co. in Boston, says, “These are very logical moves for Lotus. The trick for them has been to identify substantial new business opportunities that are related to their existing business. Both the IBM and DBMS moves offer that potential.”

MORE MOVES. The other Lotus moves include Lotus/DBMS, the code name for the DBMS product line; a new graphical interface spreadsheet code-named 1-2-3G; and release 3 of the 1-2-3 personal computer spreadsheet.

The new mainframe spreadsheet is for use on IBM System/370 computers using the VM or MVS operating systems. It will be marketed by both companies and carry the logos of both, but will be distributed—beginning early next year—only by IBM. Both IBM 3270-compatible terminals and personal computers will be able to access the spreadsheet.

However, at least one Lotus competitor isn’t ready to concede automatic success to 1-2-3M. Allen Kluchman, president of Access Technology Inc., South Natick, Mass., points out that a significant development effort is required to tune a personal computer spreadsheet for mainframe use. The Access spreadsheet, which is called 20/20, is widely used on both minis and mainframes, as well as on personal computers. Kluchman estimates that 1-2-3M could be a

KOLOWICH: “We have not painted ourselves totally blue.”
There's more to board test than just testing boards.

Today, more than ever, board test is the key to profitability in your company.

To keep profits up, your board tester must keep pace with accelerated production schedules, advanced technologies, and the demand for higher yields. You need results today, not promises for tomorrow!

The HP 3065 board test family produces results by giving you the tests you need faster than you ever imagined. So you get higher board test yields without delaying production.

Using our automatic in-circuit and functional test program generators and links to CAE/CAD workstations, you can develop the right tests in weeks instead of months. So you can be productive faster... and boost profits.

Once your tests are up and running, you can further refine them, thanks to HP's Q-STAR quality management products and links to final test. In fact, with our recommended test optimization process, HP 3065 users are currently achieving yields of up to 98%... or more!

There's a library of over 4,000 devices. Digital, analog, and full hybrid test capability. Accommodation of the latest ASIC, SMD, LSSD and VLSI devices. Even an exclusive color graphical debug interface that helps you find faults more quickly. And HP's modular architecture lets you add these advanced features only as you need them, to keep overhead down.

Combine all this with our deep vector sets, industry standard six-wire testing, plus HP's Safeguard In-Circuit™ analysis and 99% Guaranteed Uptime Program, and you have all you need to help keep your profit picture looking bright today and tomorrow.

Call HP today!

Don't settle for a board tester that just tests boards—get the HP 3065 board test family. For more information, call 1-800-634-TEST. In Colorado, call collect: 303-669-9325.

HEWLETT PACKARD

Guaranteed 99% Uptime
Which is the
brighter power?
NEW!

MOISTURE RESISTANT ELECTRICAL INSULATION

With impregnated kraft and aramid paper barriers, water absorption causes problems in dimensional stability and loss of dielectric strength. Our high performance plastic sheet is the solution.

- Moisture absorption of <0.02%
- Dielectric strength of >1700 V/mil (@18 mil)
- V-O rated
- Excellent scoring and die cutting characteristics

For free samples and specifications of FRPP 301 call 1-800-992-6890 (Illinois 1-800-826-6139)

HIGH PERFORMANCE PLASTICS

HIGH PERFORMANCE PLASTICS Division of ITW Enterprises Corporation
3640 W. Lake Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025
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SMART WOMEN KNOW HOW TO MAKE MONEY.

It's easy, with U.S. Savings Bonds. Today's Bonds earn competitive, market-based interest rates—like money market accounts. Plus, there's a guaranteed minimum return and big tax advantages. For more information, call 1-800-US-BONDS.

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

Bonds held less than five years earn a lower rate than the guaranteed minimum. A public service of this publication.

PRODUCTION

NATIONAL SLASHES PROGRAMMING TIME

SANTA CLARA, CALIF.

National Semiconductor was looking for a way to program patterns of read-only memories for video games in less than the typical 12 weeks. What the company found is much more: a production process that yields custom-programmed microcontrollers in just two weeks.

The new technology, called Post Metal Programming, employs a high-energy ion-implantation process that programs a microcontroller’s on-chip ROM after the wafer has been metallized. The new process is being used initially to program National’s COP 413L—a best-selling 4-bit microcontroller that costs 49¢ in quantities of a million units.

“Our COP 400 family of single-chip 4-bit microcontrollers is a very important product line for National—it is still growing 10 years after its introduction,” says Stanley Katz, director of strategic planning for National’s microcontroller products group. In fact, recent information from market researcher Dataquest Inc. shows that the worldwide 4-bit microcontroller market is still growing.
Concerned about crosstalk? Critical length? Not enough packaging density?
Diagonal Wiring can solve such problems, and Hitachi Chemical routinely uses this space age technique on a multitude of down to earth configurations.

High density, 45° diagonal polyimide insulated wiring reduces parallel lengths of critical conductors and decreases point to point routing distance. This minimizes crosstalk, facilitates critical length considerations, isolates special logic families like ECL, and greatly increases packing density. Multiwire® interconnection technology also makes controlled impedance easy.

Let us help you with your next board design. Hitachi offers a different angle with Multiwire interconnection boards including SMT and the latest trends.

HITACHI CHEMICAL COMPANY AMERICA LTD.

Sales Offices:
3469 Lawrenceville Hwy.
Suite 205
Tucker, GA 30085
(404) 938-9388

420 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10170
1-800-227-1529

4141 Blue Lake Circle
Dallas, TX 75234
(214) 960-9675

1333 Lawrence Expwy.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 244-2570

2000 West Park Drive
Westborough, MA 01581
(617) 366-4092

Multiwire® is a registered U.S. trademark of the Kollmorgen Corp.
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No ifs, and

No excuses Guarantee

Deliveries will be on-time
Product will meet your specifications
Sales/Service will be prompt & courteous
Prices will be competitive

You have our personal commitment to meet your battery needs
Sanyo's No Excuses Guarantee means just that—on time, on performance and on price.

Sanyo has been selected "Vendor of the Year" by the world's leading manufacturers of computers, telecommunications equipment, portable tools, appliances and calculators.

Why?
We simply make good on what we promise.

We begin by providing a truly comprehensive line of batteries: rechargeable NiCad, 10-year laser-lithium, solar batteries and of course, a variety of custom designs.

They meet specifications—the first time around. Because we start by getting a clear idea of our customers' needs—and letting that determine our solution. Instead of supplying a "formula" answer.

Sanyo batteries perform at the highest standards of quality and reliability. Because before they leave our hands, they're subjected to tests far tougher than anything they'll meet in the field.

Delivery? It goes without saying that shipments will absolutely be in on time.

And in on price.

No excuses.

No wonder Sanyo is the choice of leading manufacturers. When you keep your word, word gets around.

For more information, call Sanyo Electric, Inc. Battery Division: In NJ, (201) 641-2333; CA, (213) 537-5830; IL (312) 595-5600.

When you make the world's best, word gets around.
Time is Money.

Time lost is profit lost.
- Slipped development schedules.
- Lengthy prototype cycles.
- Product/process obsolescence.
- Late market entry.
- Competitors as 2nd sources.

Orbit lets you recover lost time.
Guaranteed 10 or 15 day delivery to recover slipped schedules. Advanced processes include CMOS, CCD, Analog CMOS, and Radiation Tolerant. And because Orbit is strictly a foundry, we are a guaranteed noncompetitive second source.

For more information on how Orbit's services can help you recover lost time, call Gary Kennedy, President. Before it gets any later. 1230 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089. TWX 910-339-9307, FAX (408) 747-1263. Or call (800) 331-4617, in California (800) 647-0222, (408) 744-1800.

ORBIT SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation

What others promise, we guarantee.
SEIKO EPSON AVOIDS NEC’S LAWSUIT AND UNVEILS CLONE OF NEC COMPUTER

In a neat maneuver that sidestepped legal actions by NEC Corp., Seiko Epson released its clone of NEC's popular PC-9801 computer on April 30 with an alternate BIOS that is not covered in NEC’s suit [Electronics, April 16, 1987, p. 54]. Seiko also omitted ROM Basic from the new machine and is selling its PC-286 Model 0 as strictly a business computer. Seiko claims that it always has two groups develop new products, and that the BIOS it originally planned to offer happened to be completed first. The company says both its BIOS programs are superior to NEC’s because they enable the PC-286’s Intel 80286 microprocessor to run more than 95% of the MS-DOS programs written for both NEC’s V30 microprocessor and the 80286. NEC's machine is equipped with both processors, and users must toggle between them to match a given program.

CONTINUOUS SPEECH RECOGNIZER FROM THE UK WILL SELL FOR $300

A potentially low-cost continuous-speech-recognition system developed in the UK is slowly working its way to market after three years of preparation. The speaker-dependent system was created by PA Technology of Royston, Hertfordshire, with funding from the British Technology Group, a government-owned venture-capital organization in London. The system has a 64-word vocabulary, but it can toggle back and forth between multiple vocabularies. It also has its own processing engine and therefore doesn’t steal processing power from the host computer. PA Technology is now selling a $10,000 development kit of the speaker-dependent speech recognizer. A two-board version will be available by summer for about $300 in volume quantities. The company has bigger plans for 1988: a single-board version, a speaker-independent system, and a 20-chip implementation of the original system that will sell for about $180.

IT'S BACK TO THE FUTURE FOR THIS 3-D COLOR CAD DISPLAY

What do you get when you cross 1950s technology with today’s leading edge? Researchers at Leeds University in England have done just that to develop a three-dimensional color computer-aided-design terminal. The system is called the Leeds Liquid Crystal 3D Viewer, and it is being built and marketed by Millenium Professional & Technical Services Ltd., of Stevenage, England. Based on the viewing goggles once used for 3-d movies, the system consists of an interface unit, including a photo pickup module, and up to four pairs of 3-d goggles. The system generates two video images and an optical synchronization signal and displays them on the graphics screen. The signal is detected by the optical sensor, which causes the lenses of the goggles to flash rapidly between opacity and transparency. The display, which alternates from left to right eye views at a 50-Hz rate, generates the stereoptic image by rotating the image about its y-axis by $+2^\circ$ and $-2^\circ$, respectively.

BRITAIN’S EEA WARNS THAT R&D SHORTFALL COULD SEND JOBS OFFSHORE

The UK is risking precious manufacturing jobs by not investing enough in electronics research and development, says Tony Thatcher, the outgoing president of the UK’s Electronic Engineering Association and chief executive of the Dowty Group plc. He attacked the British government for its lack of support, saying the government shot down an EEA proposal that would have turned a $1 billion government investment into 250,000 manufacturing jobs. "We are going down in R&D and we should be growing," adds his successor at the EEA, Alan Carneil, who is commercial director of Racal-Decca Ltd. "If you take R&D out of this country, you take away jobs."
SIEMENS DEVELOPS A CONTACT-FREE WAY TO TEST SILICON BOULES

Engineers at Siemens AG have developed a contactless device that can measure the charge-carrier lifetime of silicon boules, providing detailed analysis of their defects and impurities. The system replaces a method that sometimes produced misleading results. The boule is placed in the device and becomes the core of a coil that forms a high-frequency resonant circuit. Infrared light pulses impinging on the boule produce charge carriers, thereby increasing the boule's conductivity. The carrier lifetime, which may be between 10 µs and a few milliseconds, is determined from the time it takes for the conductivity to decay after the light pulses are removed.

NOW A LASER CAN CLEAR CLOGGED ARTERIES WITHOUT RISK

A team of doctors at the University of Nuremberg's Medical Clinic are experimenting with a neodymium-YAG laser made by MBB Medizintechnik GmbH, of Munich, to open blocked arteries in patients' legs. Unlike a similar technique that employs an argon laser, the neodymium laser can be applied with blood flowing through the artery. With argon lasers, the artery must be blood-free, because blood can absorb the laser's green light, causing clotting within the artery. MBB Medizintechnik, a subsidiary of the West German aerospace firm Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm, says the laser has a maximum power of 40 W and that its light can be coupled into optical fibers with core diameters as small as 0.2 mm. The laser's high power density can also burn away calcified deposits without risk of thermal damage to arterial walls. The Nuremberg doctors caution that the method is not ready for routine clinical use, but they hold out the hope that the system can eventually be used to cure blocked coronary vessels.

ASIC ACTION IS HEATING UP DOWN UNDER

Australians may be better known for their beer than for their technical prowess, but a fledgling chip industry may just change that perception. Local chip makers are rapidly gaining strength down under. The latest development is the construction by Amalgamated Wireless Australasia Ltd. of a $42 million wafer fabrication facility near Sydney to produce application-specific integrated circuits for the Pacific and Southeast Asian markets. Amalgamated, Australia's largest electronics company; British Aerospace (Australia) Ltd.; and the state government of New South Wales will be partners in the plant, which will be geared for a 1.5-µm to 2-µm double-metal CMOS process when it opens in mid-1988. Not to be outdone, the Victoria state government is also considering construction of an ASIC plant and has approached Plessey Semiconductors, of the UK, for advice.

COFFEE, TEA, OR DATA: JAPAN'S AIRLINES TO OFFER COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

Passengers flying on Japanese international flights should be able to send and receive both data and voice transmissions in the not-too-distant future. The Société Internationale de Télécommunications Aéronautiques, of Geneva, Switzerland, is planning to establish stations at Narita and Osaka airports for its international aeronautical data-communications operations, and Japan Air Lines Co. and All Nippon Airways Co., both of Tokyo, say they will each introduce airborne data-communication operations by 1990. The airlines will utilize communications satellites that are to be launched by Inmarsat and Absat, a subsidiary of Aeronautical Radio Inc., of Annapolis, Maryland. In the meantime, Japan's Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications and the Ministry of Transport plan an experimental program later this year using JAL planes and an MPT satellite scheduled to be launched this summer.
INTEGRATED CHIPS – INCREASED PERFORMANCE
LESS COMPONENTS – LOWER COSTS

Design IBM PC XT/AT or IBM compatible systems with a higher speed, increased reliability and improved performance while at the same time reducing board size, lower power consumption and reducing costs. Reach this goal by using UMC integrated chip sets UM82C286, UM82C287 and UM82C086 and fully compatible offering many advantages over comparable products.

As a fully integrated chips, the UM82C286 performs the functions of 19 components; the UM82C086 those of 31, and the UM82C287 those of 35 components. These integrated chips allow production costs to be cut. A reduced board size gives structural latitude, less power consumption means longer life; advantages that make systems incorporating them extremely competitive.

These savings combine with increased speed, reliability and performance to make this family of UMC integrated chips most attractive to system designers. Thus, the 82C286/7 allows 100 ns of DRAM in a chip set that permits a selection between a one-wait system (12 MHz) or a zero-wait system (10 MHz). the 82C086, on the other hand provides a flexibility that permits the governing of a 4.77 MHz system for the PC-XT, or an 8 MHz system for the PC-TURBO.

For your IBM PC XT/AT requirements choose UMC. For all other system requirements also choose UMC.

For details, please call us today.

UMC
U.S.A. HEADQUARTERS:
NMC CORPORATION
3350 SCOTT BLVD, BUILDING #57 SANTA CLARA, CA. 95054 U.S.
TEL: 408-727-9239  TLX: 172730 NMC SNTA  FAX: 408-9700548
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DIGITIZING

1. 1 GHz. The 11402 Digitizing Oscilloscope features a full 1 GHz bandwidth right on the probe tip to help you make the most demanding voltage and timing measurements.

2. 10-14 BIT VERTICAL/10 ps HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION. 10-bit vertical resolution is averageable to 14 bits. Self-calibration decreases error to less than 1% DC.

3. AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENTS. Up to six measurements can be made at the push of a button, with results simultaneously displayed and continuously updated.

4. PUSH-BUTTON HARD COPY. Plug in a Tek or compatible Epson dot matrix printer using the scope's standard Centronics port.

5. AUTOSET. Push a button on the front panel or on the probe to automatically set up the scope based on the signal characteristics of the selected trace.

6. TOUCH SCREEN. Select a trace, a trigger, a measurement or other function by touching the appropriate area of the screen or by selecting from pop-up menus. The closest, most natural link yet between user and scope.

Tektronix introduces the 11000 Series: the new standard in digitizing and analog oscilloscopes. These new fully programmable scopes display more traces (up to 8) at higher bandwidths (up to 1 GHz), with greater accuracy (up to 0.6% vertical), and include more new functions for expediting the capture and processing of data than can ever be listed here. Two new digitizing scopes exert the power of three 16-bit processors, long records, the most powerful triggering and the highest throughput ever. Use their built-in dual timebases to easily acquire pre- or post-trigger details of a trace, and view both the whole trace and the details on screen at once.

Two analog scopes feature an integrated 500 MHz universal counter/timer for unequaled resolution, accuracy, and scope versatility — for the

THE NEW ERA IN DIGITIZING AND ANALOG OSCILLOSCOPES.
price of a scope alone. A unique counter view trace lets you see exactly what you are triggering on, for a sense of confidence no conventional counter/timer can offer. Perhaps most startling is the simplification and automation of the whole measurement and analysis process. Larger displays, pop-up and touch-screen menus, plus automated setup and measurement capabilities help unclutter the front panel and keep eyes focused on the display. For the first time, users need know nothing about a scope's technology to get the most out of it.

The 11000 Series continues the plug-in versatility of the Tek 7000 Series. Five new plug-ins and three new probes tailor the new scopes to a full range of applications, from design and debug to production test. New single-ended amplifier and differential amplifier plug-ins combine high bandwidth with low noise and fast overdrive recovery.

Demonstrations are now in progress. For more information or a personal demonstration, get in touch with your local Tek sales engineer. Or call Tektronix at 1-800-547-1512.
The future: interconnection components designed, manufactured, fabricated and tested under one roof. Here now, at Hughes.

One-roof capability means you can expect higher reliability, lower cost and faster response for your aerospace/mil applications.

We provide system support in the integration of connectors and boards, cables or other subassemblies, including black boxes. And we're doing it now, not waiting for the future.

Our engineers simplify tough problems. But just because we're problem-solvers doesn't mean we ignore ordinary connectors or flex circuitry.

We manufacture everything from PCs to fiber optics to umbilicals. Rectangular, circular, off-the-shelf or specials.

Flexible or rigid flex circuitry? We practically invented it. We'll manufacture to your specs or design it to your requirements. We'll even assemble Brand X connectors and our flex.

So whether your interconnection requirements are simple or sophisticated, give us a call. We can make the future work for you today.

For more information, call Mike Howett, 714-660-5702. In England call Hugh McInally, 0932 47262.
In the annals of the semiconductor industry, the spring of 1987 will stand out as a season of high hopes and an increasing tempo of consolidation. After three years of recession, chip makers see an upturn in sales; some of them see the surge in orders from personal-computer makers spilling over into the minicomputer and workstation sectors and fueling a full-fledged upturn (story below).

If that wasn't enough to get the juices flowing in the industry, then two other major developments were. In late April, Advanced Micro Devices Inc. and Monolithic Memories Inc. startled the industry by announcing that they would merge, resulting in a much stronger company (p. 56). Days after that deal was inked came word that the French and Italian governments had given a go-ahead for a plan to meld the Thomson Group's semiconductor division and SGS-Microelettronica into an equally owned venture (p. 60). In the midst of the urge to merge, there are still prime examples of companies prospering on their own. ITT-Intermetall stays profitable—even during industry slides—by skillfully exploiting its niches (p. 62).

A REAL LIVE UPTURN, MAJOR CONSOLIDATIONS, AND EVEN HIGH PROFITS

The mood among U.S. chip makers right now is downright upbeat. A painless month-in, month-out stretch of dwindling bookings ended in December with a strong upturn in orders. And business continues to roll in at a good 1.21 book-to-bill clip for April. But after the earlier disappointing "false springs" that marked nearly three years of recession, the chip makers are wary. They're still trying to figure out just how strong the current recovery is, with critical decisions for production, technology, and finances hanging in the balance.

So far, the main engine behind the surge in chip orders has been the producers of new families of personal computers. A growing number of semiconductor executives see this narrow upturn as a precursor to broader expansion. In fact, some industry watchers expect it to widen to include the manufacturers of minicomputers and workstations. But there's an undercurrent of concern among some industry figures, who fear the upturn might be only an inventory-filling bubble that will burst fairly soon. Many chip users, however, say they're buying for production, not inventory.

In fact, other market watchers play down any downside effects from inventory problems. Among them are William J. McClean of Scottsdale's Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp., and Mel Thomsen of Dataquest Inc., both of whom see solid chip gains that will continue well into 1988. One big producer agrees. Texas Instruments Inc. is holding to its earlier bullish forecast of a 15% increase in U.S. sales this year—although executives at the Dallas firm do worry about inventory buildup.

Even the bears are smiling more these days. Surging orders through the first half will help U.S. semiconductor firms post 15.5% growth for the year, now predicts Jack Beedle, president of In-Stat Inc. The Scottsdale, Ariz., chip consultant's predictions have leaned toward the bearish side during the downturn, but have been generally on the mark. Previously, Beedle had projected 5% growth, but he recently raised his sights along with most other market researchers (see chart below).

McClean, a vice president at ICE, concedes that "everything hinges on the computer industry." But he points out that this pivotal sector's sales of hardware already are running at well above ICE's earlier prediction of 5% for 1987. ICE has compiled the financial reports of the top 15 U.S. computer firms for the first quarter, and they show an average 10% gain. "No matter what, the first half is excellent," he says, and as a result, ICE has jumped its prediction for 1987 semiconductor industry growth from 4% to 14%. McClean says the semiconductor expansion ICE initially predicted for next year is starting to occur this year. Nevertheless, ICE is still forecasting 18% growth for 1988.

The semiconductor upturn is anything but narrowly based, declares Dataquest's Thomsen, associate director of its semiconductor industry service. "Basically, all segments of the industry are experiencing a large part of the improvement, which is reflected by an across-the-board improvement in semiconductor orders," he says. He downplays concerns about inventory ballooning, in large part because users are installing sophisticated management systems. Such service improvements as just-in-time and ship-to-stock deliveries came on stream during the past few years. These can more closely track stocks of components than previous, less precise schemes. They "pushed inventory levels below what most companies felt comfortable with," Thomsen notes.

The upshot is an intensified surge in chip sales, as demand grows and stocks remain lean. As this unprecedented condition continues, the Dataquest analyst believes that more tremendous increases could lie ahead, "as much as a 100% swing in semiconductor consumption."
plans have been cranked up. And the devices are going into computers, not onto shelves, they say. Compaq Computer Corp., the office PC maker based in Houston, has seen its U. S. sales exceeding the 15% growth it had planned on, reaching 20% to 25%, according to Michael Swavely, vice president of marketing. Compaq's first-quarter revenues shot up 47%. With the expansion, Compaq is taking a more aggressive posture in ordering ICs, but Swavely vows the company is not "hoarding away chips or changing its basic purchasing policies."

In Dayton, National Semiconductor Corp. has stepped up its chip orders across the board, especially for central processing units and memory devices. Procurements are up nearly 10% from the level anticipated at the start of the year. Data General Corp., Westborough, Mass., is buying more chips, too, partly to use in new products and partly because lead times are stretching. They were 60 days last year and they're four to six months now. "With lead times as short as they were, we bottomed out on our inventory," says John Kavanjan, director of purchasing. At Prime Computer Inc., Natick, Mass., executives note that longer lead times are a factor, and logic chips are in shortest supply. Although Prime is "demand-driven," it is stockpiling some of the hottest items "as a hedge in areas where lead times may lengthen," says William I. Calhoun, director of corporate procurement.

The most outspoken worrier about this upturn turning into another inventory blip is In-Stat's Beedle. He still believes the PC buying is likely to fade at the end of spring. And he figures that total U. S. sales of computers and office equipment, whose manufacturers buy nearly 80% of U. S. chips, are forecast at only a 5% growth rate for 1987, still too low to support a robust upward cycle in the chip business.

Beedle also disagrees with other industry forecasters about next year; there's a good chance, he says, of a general recession hitting, something that could pull U. S. chip growth once again into the minus column. Beedle's prediction in April to more than 175 industry executives gathered in Phoenix for his annual forum on semiconductors. "The next two months will tell us whether we are in a true recovery or are just going through another false start," Beedle notes.

Also treading warily on the inventory issue are TI executives. James Watson, vice president of marketing for the firm's Semiconductor Group, posse the "$64 question. Is it [the upturn] sustainable?" The picture is not yet clear, he says, and "August and the dog days of summer" could arrive before it is. His own opinion tilts "on the side of the inventory buildup," he says. Watson is echoing concerns expressed by TI President Jerry R. Junkins in mid-April. TI customers' inventories are down to six weeks' worth of chips in the first quarter, from 11 weeks in late 1986, and the firm is starting to worry that the orders coming in now are not a direct reflection of end equipment sales.

One worry that both chip suppliers and users share is a flareup of double ordering, the bane of any semiconductor recovery. Double ordering distorts buying and selling patterns and always leads to troubles. No evidence of it is yet in sight, says James H. Currier, NCR's director of corporate purchasing, but he warns of some telltale signs. A sure tipoff is when suppliers who have been competing fiercely on such services as short lead times, smaller lot sizes and more precise deliveries begin to back off. If that happens, the frenetic phase of the cycle could be near, "and that's going to start the double ordering we've seen in the past," he says.

One commodity chip that could repeat its roller-coaster history of shortage, rising prices, double ordering, overproduction, and plummeting prices is the workhorse 256-Kbit random-access memory. Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry has orchestrated stringent cutbacks in 256-Kbit RAM production—some 40% below late-1986 levels. The move is intended to dry up an oversupply of parts that was being dumped in markets outside Japan and the U. S.

The fallout already is starting to hit U. S. computer makers. In-Stat's Beedle estimates that U. S. computer makers need 20 million 256-Kbit parts a month, but domestic producers currently can only come up with half that. U. S. leader TI is now building upwards of 5 million 256-Kbit RAMs a month, but is not pushing to expand its 20% market share, company officials say.

A shortfall exists in the supply pipeline now that could mean price hikes by early summer, but users believe the problem won't last. Other U. S. producers, including Motorola Inc. and Micron Technology Corp., could fill the gap, along with Korean firms battling for a U. S. toehold.

-Larry Waller

**HERE COME BIGGER, TOUGHER CHIP MAKERS**

**SAN MATEO, CALIF.**

Here come a bunch of stronger, bigger U. S. semiconductor makers, as the industry heads down the road toward more and more corporate consolidations. But it still came as a big surprise to industry watchers on April 30 when Advanced Micro Devices Inc. made the boldest consolidation move by proposing to swallow the entire硅谷 neighbor and the industry's dominant supplier in programmable logic, Monolithic Memories Inc. Following only days later was an agreement by National Semiconductor Corp. to form an alliance with tiny, struggling Lattice Semiconductor Corp., the Beaverton, Ore., specialist in programmable logic.

The move, which would boost AMD to the No. 5 U. S. semiconductor supplier, really enables the struggling chip maker to grab a commanding lead in one of the industry's fastest-growing niche businesses. National, too, is in a position to gain a major foothold in this same market, since Lattice has a strong position in programmable CMOS, the fastest-growing product segment of this market niche. National will license Lattice's Generic Array Logic technology, participate in product development and marketing, and acquire what it delicately calls a "small minority interest" in Lattice.

Clearly, AMD has taken the quick road to PLD; MMI's $150 million in 1986 PLD sales were fully half the market. The two firms together had about 60% of the market for programmable logic devices, or 1986 sales of about $177 million. AMD wants to swap seven eighths of a share of its stock for each share of MMI's in a merger that will begin with MMI as a wholly owned subsidiary of AMD and probably will end with its complete assimilation.

With total revenues of only $15 million and its credit impaired because of a legal challenge from MMI, Lattice is a less formidable ally. But Lattice has de-
How ESPN can operate a production studio in every city.

This story reads like David and Goliath. A 24-hour cable sports network takes on the broadcast giants.

The solution:
It's parked right out in front.
A Ryder tractor trailer which helps ESPN run their mobile studios. So they can cover any sporting event. Anywhere in the country.
ESPN uses two such trucks on a continuous basis.
And if they have to cover more than two sporting events all happening at the same time?
No problem.
They simply rent extra trucks from any of over 700 locations—just for the day. And they're back in the ball game.

So you see, solving business problems—with flexibility and experience—is really the business we're in. Whether that means short term rental, full-service leasing, truckload freight, preventive maintenance. Even a complete distribution system.
Or, in the case of ESPN, providing just the right combination.
To see how we can meet your transportation needs, just call us at 1-800-446-5511.
We'd be happy to go to bat for you.

RYDER
We're there at every turn.
New power TO-5 Relays handle loads up to 2 Amps

Now you can get the proven reliability of the TO-5 Relay for load levels above the traditional 1 amp rating. The new 212 Series TO-5 Relay was designed for switching applications where current surges at turn-on and turn-off run as high as 2 amps.

Teledyne Relays achieved this new higher power level for the TO-5 Relay by developing a proprietary contact system called TELESIUM™. This innovative system gives the 212 Series a resistive load rating up to 2 amperes for as many as 100,000 operations.

The 212 Series Relays are only .390 inches high and feature design and construction patterned after the classic TO-5 Relay, the relay which has become the industry benchmark for reliability. This similarity in fit and function makes the new 212 Series Relays pin-for-pin replacements for existing designs where excessive load conditions have been causing relay performance problems. The 212 Series Relays can also be screened to applicable parameters of MIL-R-39016, Level P, where required.

Teledyne Relays will be happy to provide application assistance and complete technical information on the new 212 Series Power TO-5 Relays. Call or write today to discuss your requirements.
National's deal with Lattice boosts GAL as a standard

programmable read-only memory. However, both MMI and AMD have fallen behind in developing CMOS.

"If AMD could have waited a few days, they might have saved some money," says Michael Gumport, a Drexel Burnham Lambert analyst. "The announcement that National will back the Lattice chip might have dropped MMI a dollar or two and saved AMD a significant amount of money."

Gumport was skeptical of the value of the AMD/MMI deal. "I liked AMD both before and after," he says, "but slightly less after than before." Gumport says that the merger has many pluses, in that it links the market leader, MMI, with the design leader, AMD, in bipolar PLDs and immediately gives AMD 30% more revenue. On the other hand, Gumport says, AMD will have 30% more shares outstanding, diluting its value. "I don't think AMD is a better company because of the acquisition of MMI," Gumport concludes. "However, it's still top-notch."

However, many analysts feel that the deal was beneficial to both firms, if only because of the sheer muscle it added. "It's a good deal for both of them, and makes a powerhouse in bipolar," says William Groves, vice president for technology of market researcher In-Stat Inc. in Scottsdale. "There are also cost savings and expense savings," comments Mel Phelps of Hambrecht and Quist, the San Francisco investment firm. "I think this is a hell of a deal." The merger also gives MMI access to badly needed capacity in both bipolar and CMOS manufacturing; AMD has nearly idle lines for both in Austin. "We are up against it in bipolar capacity," says MMI marketing vice president Timothy Propek. "The mainstream PAL [programmable array logic] business is bipolar, and demand is exploding, particularly in high-performance circuits. We are flat out of capacity, and the market is in the beginning of the cycle."

"It's clear that we need a larger critical mass to be a long-term success," Propek adds. "We compete with people who have a lot of resources. And it costs us as much to develop the next generation of bipolar as it does Texas Instruments."

AMD, too, was looking for a sizable partner to help in the pursuit of chairman Jerry Sanders' goal of $1 billion in sales. Combined, AMD and MMI would have sold about $255 million last year, three quarters of it accounted for by AMD. The discussions with MMI are reported to have begun as long as three years ago, when Sanders and MMI president Irwin Federman hitched a ride together on an Intel Corp. private plane after an industry meeting.

Federman will become vice chairman of the merged company, but the exact nature of his relationship to Sanders and the tightly knit AMD executive team was left unanswered. Phelps suggested, and other analysts concurred, that Federman might stay on only long enough to merge MMI gracefully into the larger AMD operations.

The alliances came as no surprise to Stan Brudeler of Dataquest Inc., the San Jose research firm, who says that broader-based suppliers, like AMD, are filling in their product lines by making links to smaller firms. "Clearly the National-Lattice deal fits that situation," Brudeler says.

At Lattice, the relief in finding support for its technology from an industry leader was almost palpable. Lattice had been in the position of a gambler with a good hand who doesn't have the chips to match a bet. The company has had cash problems since last fall and has put off paying creditors and employees for a while. A patent-infringement suit by MMI had frightened off potential financial support.

Lattice got some help in February when it signed a technology agreement with SGS Semiconductor Corp. That alliance has suddenly begun to look even better, now that SGS merged with Thomson CSF (see story, p. 69). "We were pleasantly surprised to find that we have an even stronger partner in Europe," chairman C. Norman Winningstad says. "SGS was No. 5 in Europe; now it is No. 2."

The National agreement, says Winningstad, means that Lattice's GAL technology has become a world standard. He adds that alliances with SGS, National, and VLSI Technology Inc. will provide the manufacturing required by large customers. (Lattice has no fabrication capability of its own.)

Winningstad says he's unworried about MMI's suit, although MMI has forced Altera Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., to acknowledge its claims. Lattice, too, is ready to settle, he indicates.

National is a significant player in PLDs, drawing about 3% of its total fiscal 1986 revenue of $1.478 billion from bipolar PALs made with MMI technology. Single
A COMBINED SGS-THOMSON WANTS TO HIT THE TOP 10

LONDON

Europe will have a new $150 billion-dollar semiconductor company by the end of the decade if the merger between Thomson Semiconducteurs SA of France and SGS-Microeletronica SpA of Italy pans out. The two state-owned chip firms got the final okay from their governments for the deal in late April. They still don’t have a clear idea of how they’ll work together under Pasquale Pistorio, SGS’s chief executive officer, who will lead the new company. But their goals are clear: to join the ranks of the top 10 chip makers worldwide and to become a major force in the international chip market.

That goal looks attainable. Even though the military semiconductor parts of Thomson are not included in the deal, the combination is still enough to make the new company, which has yet to be named, the 12th largest in the world market at the outset. It will rank as No. 2 in Europe—ahead of Siemens AG of Munich, but still behind Philips of the Netherlands.

Counting the sales of its Carrollton, Texas, subsidiary, Thomson Components-Mostek Corp., Thomson has 1.8% of the world commercial semiconductor market and employs 10,000 people. SGS is slightly smaller, with a 1.4% share and 8,500 employees. Together they form a company having sales of $800 million, with just over $400 million coming from Thomson.

Along with the initial strength, what also bodes well for the success of the new venture is the fact that the two companies’ product lines overlap very little. “Thomson, especially in the Mostek subsidiary, has strengths in MOS technology but a relatively weak presence in bipolar,” says Mostek president James R. Fiebiger. “SGS is the reverse, with about 50% of its worldwide sales in bipolar.”

Adds Michel Motro, vice president, international, for Thomson, “We will take advantage of very different product lines; less than 35% is common. We will also take advantage of the very large sales force. There are more than 500 salesmen, about 50% coming from each company.”

Outsiders see it much the same way. “It is almost uncanny how complementary they are,” says Malcolm Penn, director of Dataquest UK Ltd., a London-based market research firm.

To get the new company on track, Pistorio intends to start at home. “We are in a phase of seeing how to fit the companies together, and Pasquale is looking first at Europe, where the bulk of our resources are,” says Daniel Queyssac, president of the Italian firm’s U.S. subsidiary, SGS Semiconductor Corp. of Phoenix.

Motro adds, “All the operational decisions have yet to come, but it will not be an overnight change. The management team has not even been sorted out. First, Pistorio has to meet everybody. “The plan is to rationalize the manufacturing first, then the design side, and then the marketing. We want to be a billion-dollar team and in the world’s top 10.” At that level of revenue, officials of the two companies feel that they will have the resources to compete head-to-head with Japanese and U.S. chip makers.

Once European operations have been squared away, the key issue will be to meld the U.S. operations of both companies. Mostek at Carrollton has a MOS plant that can handle chips with technology down to 1-µm line widths. SGS at Phoenix has a brand-new plant—built but not yet fully fitted out—designed to turn out submicron chips.

Fiebiger, who is a strong candidate for the top job at the U.S. operation, expects the new company will operate from both Carrollton and Phoenix. “I don’t think it [Phoenix] is in competition with the facilities we have here,” he says. “I can see the need for both.”

At the European headquarters of each of the partners, executives are tight-lipped about the plans for the U.S. Says Thomson’s Motro, “There has been no decision on the American operation.” Fabio Dornelles, a spokesman for SGS, adds: “I have nothing to say about the plans in Phoenix yet. What is to be done will be decided when the operating plan is decided.”

Dataquest’s Penn terms the merger “incredibly significant.” And, he adds, “it is incredibly visionary and very brave. It is a move that guarantees the future of both companies. Now there is a second major European company. Before, we only had Philips. They will not be as big as Philips, but they’re in that league.

“They also have a very strong international presence,” Penn adds. “Together they can be incredibly powerful. Both of them have been very aggressive over the last five years. SGS has been better at internationalizing the company, but both have been successful. SGS has a large amount of revenues outside Europe, and Thomson has Mostek. Together, they have more than a 3% market share, which makes them very strong.”

Penn warns that the French-Italian team still has some managerial problems to sort out. But if it can solve them, the new company will be able to attack the European, U.S., and Far East markets. “They can position themselves against the major Japanese and U.S. companies,” he says. “Also, the parent firms are large electronics companies in their own right, which gives the new company a good vertical integration base.”

Penn also believes that this will be the first of many mergers announced in

Pistorio: He intends to make the Thomson-SGS combine a new force in the chip industry.
Our new overlay spec means significantly greater profits for you.

Micralign 600 series projection mask aligners have always had the industry's highest throughput. Now that we've significantly improved their machine-to-machine overlay specification they may well help you shatter all previous records for yield and profitable production.

The new—and guaranteed—specification is 0.30µm. This degree of overlay precision makes it possible to consider projection alignment for critical photo levels that you might previously have had to assign to your stepper fab line. It's a smart approach. And, you would be hard put to find a more practical—or effective—application of mix-and-match lithography...or a production strategy that offers you an easier way to advance your efforts all the way to the bottom line.

Isn't it time you started shattering some old production records and setting a few new ones? Give us a call and let us demonstrate how. Contact: Perkin-Elmer, Semiconductor Equipment Group, 761 Main Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06859-0212.

One Source. Every critical step of the way.
Europe and worldwide: "This is the way that companies will have to go in the future," he says. The industry is split between very large firms of the U.S. and Japan, and the small companies in niche markets. "The ones in the middle get squeezed," he says. "They will find it very difficult to survive unless they do this type of merger."

Penn maintains that the electronics industry is now "in a maturing process." When the industry was growing quickly, it was very difficult to survive unless they had a product-niche philosophy that emphasized high-end devices, such as signal processors and system-specific chips for selected markets, while not letting its low-tech diode business slide. Also, because two thirds of its output goes abroad—its lead house, Intermetall GmbH in Freiburg, is West Germany's biggest semiconductor exporter—the company is less affected by business downturns on the home market. This lends it stability. Those factors should leave it relatively unaffected by the new rules don't apply anymore. It's exciting."

ITT Semiconductors. By comparison, the fifth-ranked Motorola Semiconductor Products Sector, one of the few chip makers to remain profitable last year, earned 4.63%, or $87 million pretax, on sales of $1.88 billion.

"[ITT Semiconductors] has always been highly profit-oriented," says Malcolm Penn, director of London-based Dataquest UK Ltd., a market research firm. Also, says Penn, its niche strategy "has served the company well." Though not the biggest, "it has attained a leadership position in performance, becoming the 'BMW' in the industry."

ITT's biggest advantage is that it had not expanded as much as other chip makers in the years prior to the slump and so was not caught in the capacity glut, says Andrew J. Kessler, an analyst at PaineWebber Inc. in New York. "It remained a niche company and has done well as one," he says.

Doing well entails selecting the right niches. Micic says that in ITT's case, that meant laying the groundwork in the early 1980s by picking the three markets with the best potential and developing devices for them: automobile electronics, consumer electronics, and communications. The forecasts were pretty accurate, as those three areas have performed well in Europe. They

---

**HOW ONE CHIP MAKER KEPT PROFITS HIGH**

**FREIBURG, WEST GERMANY**

Most semiconductor manufacturers would rather forget the past two years. Chip makers went through the worst recession in the industry's 25-year history. Choked with excess capacity, they were forced to cut back operations and lay off people, and now they're starting what some analysts expect to be a wave of mergers.

Nearly all manufacturers were hit with slumping sales and dwindling profits—but not the ITT Semiconductors group.

Based in West Germany, the group in 1986-88 chalked up its best two years ever in revenues and profits. It turned the trick by following a product-niche philosophy that emphasizes high-end devices, such as signal processors and system-specific chips for selected markets, while not letting its low-tech diode business slide. Also, because two thirds of its output goes abroad—its lead house, Intermetall GmbH in Freiburg, is West Germany's biggest semiconductor exporter—the company is less affected by business downturns on the home market. This lends it stability. Those factors should leave it relatively unaffected by the new

ITT Semiconductors' figures are impressive. Sales last year shot up 32% to $330 million from $250 million the previous year, ranking it 15th in the world. Increased productivity was the main reason. The workforce was unchanged at 2,800 people—1,500 at Intermetall and the rest elsewhere in West Germany, as well as in France, Italy, and the U.S.

Significantly, profit margins also hovered at high levels. West Germany, for example, produced 3.7 million sets last year, nearly half of them for export. The communications business hasn't grown as strongly, but West Germany's Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, builder of the System 12 digital switch, is a big outlet for Intermetall chips.

For autos, ITT sells system-specific chips, or what Micic calls strategic components, such as engine-revolution, service-interval, and mileage-counter circuits. In development are chips for dashboard displays. For TV, there are the Digit 2000 chips, which have ushered in the digital era in television [Electronics, April 5, 1984, p. 89]. These circuits are high-speed, real-time digital signal processors that digitize all video and audio functions between a receiver's input and output stages. On the market for several years, they are being used by TV set makers in Europe, Japan, and the U.S. For communications systems, ITT makes telecom processors and other circuits. To keep the momentum gained with its Digit 2000 chips, Intermetall is developing digital audio and video signal processors for TV and video cassette recorders. And it is the first company in Europe to produce a one-chip system for decoding D2-MAC signals, a European transmission standard for satellite TV [Electronics, March 19, 1987, p. 54].

On the other side of the technology scale is the unglamorous but lucrative diode business. Though most other semiconductor producers have quit that field, the ITT group has stuck with it. Indeed, Intermetall ranks itself as the world's biggest diode producer, satisfying a third of global needs. Production at Colmar, France; Latina, Italy; and...
Now transmit tons of data through a single-mode fiber-optic with Toshiba's link to the new-age mode of communications. An impressive lineup of high-performance laser diodes, boasting threshold currents of 20mA and more than 30dB of side-mode suppression ratio, is the result of our advanced electronics and opto-electronic technologies.

In addition, long-haul transmission of 2.0Gbps data is easily possible. And the wide variety of Toshiba systems assures that your specific needs are met.

Toshiba: the pioneer of laser diodes in the exciting world of communications, from CATV and TV conference to videotex systems.
Lengths Ahead - the permanent magnets VACODYM

VACODYM - our new permanent magnet material has a top class performance. Its major feature: a high energy product (up to 290 kJ/m²) enabling powerful magnets with the smallest dimensions. VACODYM increases the performance of many applications whether in motors, medical equipment, electro-acoustic transducers, magnetic separators, toys or in many other fields.

Special requirements are no obstacle to us: VAC will advise you on the dimensioning and produce a tailor-made magnet system. Let VACODYM give you a head start.

VACODYM is produced with authorization of Sumitomo Special Metals

VACODYM is our new permanent magnet material has a top class performance. Its major feature: a high energy product (up to 290 kJ/m²) enabling powerful magnets with the smallest dimensions. VACODYM increases the performance of many applications whether in motors, medical equipment, electro-acoustic transducers, magnetic separators, toys or in many other fields.

Special requirements are no obstacle to us: VAC will advise you on the dimensioning and produce a tailor-made magnet system. Let VACODYM give you a head start.

VACODYM is produced with authorization of Sumitomo Special Metals

Portrait of the Great American Investor

You wouldn’t know it to look at him. But he has an investment plan that’s working, even though he’s not. U.S. Savings Bonds have changed. They now pay competitive rates, like money market accounts. Find out more, call anytime 1-800-US-BONDS.
Slowly but surely, ISDN will pass today's communications systems by.
All except one.

Large companies are looking for a voice and data system that grows more valuable every day.

AT&T Comes Through.

The changes in AT&T's System 85 aren't much to look at: a new circuit here, a new interface there, and new software all round. But the results will be as plain as the numbers in an annual report.

Result: New features will make it easier for your people to do business—and for others to do business with you.

Result: A new ISDN interface can unite voice and data products made by different vendors in a single company-wide network, reducing your need for single-purpose lines.

Result: As ISDN technology advances, the new AT&T System 85 will be your gateway to any ISDN-ready system anywhere.

As you read this, AT&T people are quietly helping create the ISDN standards that will vastly simplify data communications around the world. You can expect AT&T's System 85 to keep pace. It is no accident that AT&T provides the only written upgrade policy in the industry.

To learn more, contact your AT&T Account Executive. Or, for the number of our office nearest you, please telephone 1 800 247-1212.

From equipment to networking, from computers to communications, AT&T comes through.

© 1987 AT&T

AT&T System 85 will be your gateway to any ISDN-ready system anywhere.

The right choice.
Tek curve tracers:
No other measurements cost so little and save so much!

Affordable and easy to operate, Tek curve tracers visually document the performance characteristics of semiconductor devices.

For tightening design parameters and protecting yourself against the high cost of component failure, nothing compares with the Tek family of curve tracers.

Tek curve tracers help you quickly test semiconductor devices like diodes, transistors, opto isolators, thyristors and operational amplifiers. They can help you design, analyze and evaluate...to detect problems early, before they become far more costly to remedy.

Curve tracer mainframes include the 576, with both CRT display and scale factor readout...and the 577, with storage and non-storage CRT displays.

Test fixtures compatible with the 576 include the 176 pulsed high current test fixture that can supply up to 200 amps or 1000 watts to the device under test and the 172 programmable test fixture that offers the convenience and high throughput of semi-automated measurements. Compatible with the 577 are the versatile 177 standard test fixture and the 178, designed to test the performance of linear ICs.

Two curve tracer plug-ins are also available for Tek laboratory oscilloscopes: the 7CT1N for 7000 Series and the 5CT1N for 5000 Series scopes.

Learn more about how Tek curve tracers save you time and money. See your local Tek sales representative or contact:

Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 1700, Portland, OR 97075.
Call 1-800-547-1512.
In Oregon, 1-800-452-1877.

Copyright ©1985 Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. SCA-608

Circle 66 on reader service card
When a designer builds an application-specific chip for his system, he hopes to take it from the foundry, plug it into his printed-circuit board, and have it work without a hitch. But chips often fail to perform up to expectations because the designer can't simulate the chip’s running of the applications software in the total system environment. Until now, there has been no way to adapt the applications software code to a simulation of the system hardware being designed.

LSI Logic Inc. of San Jose, Calif., aware of the systems designer's problem, has begun to develop such a capability. Because the designer can now run the software on his system before the chip is fabricated, he can determine how to fine-tune the silicon architecture to best support the applications programs the system will execute.

“This can provide designers with the ability to take a software environment, use it as the seed for designing a computer whose instruction set is optimized for the final application, have it successfully implemented in silicon, and do it all in one software environment,” says Keith Lobo, vice president of marketing for advanced silicon and software products. LSI Logic's new Integrated Design System will be available at the company's design centers in July. Software licenses will cost $500,000 to $1 million, depending on hardware configuration.

An example of the benefit of running software on a simulation of a final system design can be seen in the way LSI Logic reduced a three-board implementation of the Department of Defense's MIL1750A computer system to just two integrated circuits. The final system—a central processing unit and a memory-management block-protect unit, or MBU, had to provide the same performance as the original while consuming less power and costing less.

To solve the problem, LSI Logic developed the conversion software needed to transform applications-program code into stimulus patterns for its LSIM logic simulator [Electronics, Feb. 5, 1987, p. 59], which could then be used to simulate the operation of the CPU. LSIM would also simulate the operation of the MBU chip.

Finally, the company's multichip simulator, MSIM, performs the gate-level simulation of both the CPU and the MBU. When required for other system designs, the MSIM software works with the company's behavioral simulator, BSIM, to simulate the behavior of off-the-shelf chips that will be used in a final system design.

The power of being able to simulate a chip's...
small-scale-integration line drivers to drive the backplane of the bus into which the board is plugged, as the output current of the pins on the chips is not sufficient to drive the backplane.

The ability of MSIM to handle mixed-mode simulation makes it possible to model chips other than those that are part of the gate-level design. For example, a designer building a computer compatible with the IBM Personal Computer may want to design several peripheral chips and simulate their operation with an 80286 microprocessor and an associated off-the-shelf memory-management unit (see fig. 3). He could simulate the ASIC chips at the gate level while simultaneously simulating the 80286 and memory-management unit behaviorally.

To simulate the operation of the system, the multichip simulator would interact with the behavioral simulator. First, the multichip simulator would create an output signal from a chip simulated at the gate level, connected to a chip for which there was only a behavioral model. Then BSIM would run the behavioral model and return the result to the multichip simulator, which would then continue the gate-level simulation.

"In designing the 1750A, we were developing microcode at the same time we were developing multichip simulation," says Schwarz. "We adjusted the microcode as we modified the chip at the system level. We made changes to the microcode to improve timing between the two ASIC chips." Most affected in this optimization was the microcode for the load and store instructions. The multichip simulation gave an accurate picture of how much time was required for a memory transfer operation initiated by the CPU and routed through the MBU.

This is the real strength of mixing the software and hardware design environments—being able to alter the microcode on the chip while also being able to alter the chip's physical layout. In the design of the 1750A, for example, the company substantially changed the microcode to improve system performance. "Probably 80% of the improvement in the final design came from making changes to the microcode of the CPU chip, while the remaining 20% improvement came from changing the hardware design of the CPU and MBU chips," says Schwarz.

For more information, circle 480 on the reader service card.
Light years ahead

- AC-DC Eurocard switchers
- 60-100 Watts
- Singles, duals, triples
- 90-135/184-264V input
- 5-48 VDC output

- MTBF 75,000 Hrs
- -10°C to +55°C No derating
- Efficiency 80-85%
- VDE 0871 class B
- FCC 15-J class B

RIFA Inc.
Greenwich Office Park 3
P.O. Box 3110
Greenwich, CT 06836-3110
(203) 625-7300

quality for the future
Some digital testers star in the development lab, others shine in production testing, and a few are best at troubleshooting in the field. But the 9100 series of microprocessor board testers from the John Fluke Manufacturing Co. aims to do a job in all three test roles. The Everett, Wash., company is grooming the compact emulative testers for design debugging in the lab, as well as for functional testing and fault isolation in the factory and field.

One of Fluke’s goals for the 9100 series is ease of use; for example, the input/output modules can serve for both functional testing and for automated debugging and fault isolation. Another is versatility—there are different test modes for designers and experienced technicians and for low-skill production-line workers. Moreover, Fluke is making test design easy—the system software can construct factory and field test programs from the debugging programs and other design information. In addition, the software simplifies and speeds other test-writing chores so that the typical troubleshooting program can be developed in only 20% of the time it usually takes, says Fluke. And programs that use the pass-along design information can save even more time.

The inspiration from the triple-threat design to serve in board development, production testing, and troubleshooting came from an earlier, less powerful compact emulative tester, the 9010. Fluke developed it for production testing and troubleshooting—but discovered that its engineers were also using the system to develop microprocessor board designs. "We learned a lot in the last few years from the 9010 about how engineers want to use compact testers," says Hugo Draye, marketing group manager for the manufacturing and R&D group. For one thing, board designers like the versatility of the emulative approach, because one tester could be used for both debugging and design verification. Also, with an emulative tester, they don’t have to wait for the software to begin developing the hardware. "Microprocessor software is never ready on time, but with these testers, hardware development can start on day one. You still need a logic analyzer for software debugging, but these systems are better for most kinds of hardware work," he says.
“Manufacturability issues get resolved sooner, too. For one thing, designers soon find out where extra test points are needed. Boards with missing test points have always caused redesign problems, especially multilayer boards,” he notes. He expects the production applications to be small-lot testing and troubleshooting and repairing boards rejected by high-volume test systems and manufacturing-defects analyzers. For maintenance, the new systems will be used mostly for screening and repairing boards that were swapped during on-site maintenance, he says.

The series is an example of the direction Fluke’s product development is taking: away from traditional test and measurement tools and into the new world of computerized test and measurement (see p. 77).

The members of the 9100 series are built around the Motorola 68010 microprocessor. The 9100A digital test system heads the new series. It performs functional tests and isolates faults in manual, unguided, and guided modes. The 9100A comes with a 55-key keyboard and a 3-line-by-42-character vacuum fluorescent display. With the addition of a standard keyboard and video monitor, it becomes a program development system (see fig. 1). A low-cost version, the 9105A digital test station, performs the same tests as the 9100A but cannot be used for programming. Fluke offers the development system with a 40-pin parallel I/O module as a startup package for $21,500 and the 9105A test station for $9,000.

During tests, the system controls and exercises a board at the board’s clock rate through an emulation pod connected to a board’s microprocessor socket. Fluke has emulators for more than 50 microprocessors. The system automatically tests the board’s kernel—the microprocessor bus, random-access memory, and read-only memory—then runs the board for other functional tests and fault-isolation tests.

Fluke set out to simplify testing by designing the 9100’s I/O modules to be used for both functional testing and fault isolation. The I/O lines may be equipped with either board connectors or other test fixtures for functional testing, or with clips for dual in-line packages (fig. 2).

During fault isolation, DIP clips totaling up to 160 pins can be attached to components on the board. Each of the lines does the work of a conventional single-point probe—driving nodes high or low, stimulating the nodes, and gathering response data at rates to 10 MHz. As a result, an operator need use the tester’s 40-MHz probe only for precise analysis of very fast signals and for those nodes that can’t be reached through the DIP clips.

Consisting mostly of some 200,000 lines of code written in C, the system software took some 25 man-years to develop. But with it, test and troubleshooting programs that usually take 20 to 30 man-weeks for development can be churned out in only four to six man-weeks, Fluke says. The system software is designed so that a hardware-design engineer can build debugging and verification programs from scratch, update them as a prototype evolves, and hand them to a test engineer on a diskette for the writing of a fault-isolation program.

For programming, there’s a new high-level language that is tailored for the test methods and a syntax-checking editor that immediately points out programming errors to users. To help ensure that guided fault isolation proceeds along the shortest route to the fault, the system software provides a built-in decision tree. Other utilities check and cross-check files to make sure the programs will be correct and consistent. These functions prevent errors from percolating through programs and bogging down users in software problems, says David Bezold, chief software engineer.

Storage capacity is the main difference between the 9100A system and the 9105A test station. The 9100A has 2 Mbytes of RAM (half for the system software and half for working memory), a 20-abyte hard-disk drive for program files and data bases, and a 3.25-in. microfloppy disk drive. The 9105A test station has only 1 Mbyte of RAM and a microfloppy drive.

Each station also has two RS-232-C interfaces with rates to 19,600 baud. One is isolated for communications with the board being tested; the other can be used to print out test results or send them to a computer, such as the IBM Corp. Personal Computer, for production-line accounting. Both the 9100A and the 9105 can log test results and faults detected on boards that have been tested. A typical setup of a line of test, troubleshooting, and repair stations is shown in fig. 3.

For fault isolation, both the 40-MHz probe and the I/O modules can monitor synchronous and asynchronous signals and stimulate nodes. For the probe, minimum pulse width is 12.5 ns, and other timing can be as short as 5 ns.

The I/O modules can monitor pulses down to 50 ns. They have a resolution of 2 Hz at 10 MHz. Besides allowing simultaneous signature collection at up to 160 locations, the I/O modules can
store a sequence of 400 stimulus patterns and can run it at rates to 40 kHz.

The system's keyboard and display may be used in immediate, unguided, and guided fault-isolation modes. The immediate mode is an interactive mode with tests set up, addressed to particular test points, and controlled manually while the operator observes responses on the display. The unguided mode is programmed, but a skilled operator controls the probing sequence. The guided mode is aimed primarily at low-skill operators and makes heavy use of programmed graphics on the bit-addressable vacuum fluorescent display. An operator may, for instance, work from a diagram showing him where to probe.

An operator working in the immediate mode can use built-in stimulus routines and mode-control keys to loop, repeat, stop, and continue routines. Also, he can use the keyboard to execute initialization and diagnostic programs stored in a board's memory.

A design engineer can use the immediate mode to start up a library of stimulus/response tests and node signatures (signal patterns analyzed by the tester). Such tests can generally be used with little modification in production and maintenance testing but should be updated with fresh signatures when a known-good board is available, Draye says.

Like the immediate mode, unguided fault isolation is aimed at skilled operators and designers and can be much faster than guided fault isolation. Once a node is selected, the system executes the corresponding stimulus routine and displays the results along with a suggestion on the next node to probe. But it's only a suggestion—an experienced operator can take shortcuts.

In contrast, the guided method requires no decisions or data entry by the operator, who simply follows instructions and diagrams that are displayed by the program.

The 9100A's system software comprises a programmer's interface, an applications interface, and a run-type system used by both. It is packed with features, some familiar, some new to software engineers, that speed program development. Some of the familiar features, says Bezold, are "things we've been doing to prevent errors and make life easier but have never applied to test programming. The main idea with this system was to help the test engineer focus on the tests and not on the software."

Among the features being introduced to test programming are a syntax-checking editor and a source debugger that examine programs for errors. The editor checks inputs line by line as they are entered and points to errors and then continues checking block by block for structure. The debugger interacts with an I/O software module to verify that tests are workable.

One new feature is a tailored test language, TL/1. Its command list incorporates all of the 9100 functions, program control constructs, and allowed variables. Most commands have default entries to prevent problems for the unwary programmers. For instance, every variable is local: it cannot propagate into other routines unless the programmer defines it as a global variable. Built-in error handlers operate unless the programmer overrides them. "We went to this approach because the earlier you catch an error, the easier it is to correct it," Bezold says. "If you let an error propagate through a system, it's very difficult to find. There have been systems that assumed every variable was global unless specified as local." In such setups, variables from one programmer's file can soon contaminate another programmer's file.

To build guided-fault-isolation software, the programmer can call on a data base that contains stimulus routines, known-good responses, a reference list relating board part numbers to component types, a parts library with descriptions of the component types, and interconnectivity data. The latter can be a network listing downloaded into the system from a computer-aided-design system. The user can specify the relative importance of nodes—those prone to be faulty, for instance. Part descriptions are tailored on the video display for a particular board—such as pins tied together, I/O directions. Custom part descriptions are prepared with the same editor.

To help structure guided-fault-isolation programs, a specially designed back-tracking algorithm acts as a decision tree to determine the best route to a fault from a point at which a malfunction is detected. This algorithm uses a dynamic linking method, similar to a Unix path but hard-wired, to call programs from different files.

For more information, circle 481 on the reader service card.
FLUKE'S OVERHAUL STARTS PAYING OFF

The new 9100 series of microprocessor board testers is a far cry from the traditional meters and calibration instruments with which the John Fluke Manufacturing Co. made its reputation. The 9100 system (see p. 74) is a highly automated digital tool that can be used in lab, factory, and field applications—and enabling the organization to develop such gear that cuts a swath through traditional product-line boundaries is a key reason that Fluke has completely transformed itself.

Along with the massive reorganization, the Everett, Wash., instrument maker has gone all out to adapt to global competition. It's looking for ways to work with other companies—the recently announced tie-up with the Dutch giant, Philips, being one example. And it has invested more than $4 million in equipment for manufacturing automation and adopted just-in-time manufacturing practices to fine-tune assembly lines and keep inventories down. It is so focused on long-range planning that its chairman and chief executive officer, John M. Fluke Jr., makes that his chief responsibility.

Fluke's goal in the reorganization was to get a better handle on its customer needs, so it went from nine business units organized along narrow product lines to three application-oriented product groups. And to react with greater flexibility, each group can call on the other groups' product-development and production units.

The company's sweeping reorganization was inevitable, given the increasing importance of digital technology and software in the test and measurement process, says George M. Winn, president and chief operating officer. "When you have a product group responsible for voltmeters, you get a broad product line of very good voltmeters," he notes. "But as the business changes, and you have more and more functions and more and more intelligence in a box, you need to worry about the customer applications."

Fluke began planning the reorganization three years ago and put it into effect last fall. Throughout this period, Fluke has remained profitable despite the industry downturn recession. Sales were $103.6 million in the first six months of fiscal 1987, a hair under the $104.5 million in the comparable 1986 period. Profits were $5.2 million versus $6.4 million last year.

One of the spurs for the way Fluke reorganized was an analysis by consultant Yorum Wind, a faculty member at the Wharton School of Business. He told Fluke that it had, in effect, diversified too far. There were nine business units, selling many products into many countries through many sales forces. Moreover, the business units had become a collection of baronies that sometimes competed for R&D funds.

In the reorganization, Fluke collapsed all of the product lines into three main applications areas: the small bench and hand-held service instruments on which founder John Fluke Sr. had built the company, were assigned to the Service Equipment Group; the precision instruments used for calibration were folded into the Calibration and Government Group; and new systems products, like the 9100 board tester, were assigned to the Manufacturing/R&D Group.

Central to the whole restructuring is the notion that each group can become more prosperous by working with the other groups. Each group has a strategic marketing unit, a product development unit, and an operations unit to build products. The development and operations units are loosely coupled to their groups; they can serve the other two and can even bid for their work.

"There is still a tendency for a group's units to think of themselves as a team," say Frederick R. Hume, vice president and general manager of the Manufacturing/R&D Group. "We are just getting to the point where marketing people have their eyes wide open and realize that they can draw on virtually the entire organization to satisfy their needs."

If Fluke does not have the development capability for a particular product in house, the strategic marketing group can go to outside suppliers via cross-licensing or acquisitions. Also, when the Philips alliance is cemented, presumably by the fall of this year, the entire test and measurement line of the Dutch firm will be available to the Fluke application groups. Philips will buy a stake, pegged at under 10%, in Fluke and take a seat on its board.

Another crucial step for Fluke has been the automation effort, which grew out of its vigorous defense of its leadership in hand-held instruments against an invasion of low-cost Japanese suppliers in the 1970s. Fluke investigated setting up manufacturing plants in the Far East and then decided to spend the money on automation instead. "It really paid off," says Winn. "Once we swallowed the costs of major capital investments, our costs of manufacturing have enabled us to innovate in the marketplace."

--Cliff Barney and George Sideris
IT’S A JUNGLE IN THERE.
Designing chips is like charting the unknown. You’re better off with an experienced guide. Like LSI Logic.

Our advanced ASIC approach gets you where you’re going as easily as board level or TTL. But it lets you put so much logic into so little space, you may never want to rely on standard parts again.

It’s simpler than you might expect, too, because our ASIC designs mean fewer components.

And fewer components mean fewer bugs.

And smaller footprints.

And smaller manufacturing costs.

But the best news is how fast we get you out of the jungle and into the silicon.

With software that will guide your designs into production the same way it has already guided more than 3000 others: with a 100 percent hit rate. Guaranteed.

In as little as ten days.

Go from 500 to 129,000 available gates. On your own PC, workstation, mainframe or at any of our 30 design centers worldwide.

Where you’ll get all the help you need to go from the drawing board to the assembly line.

You’ll also get the optimum ASIC for the job, because you always have the optimum choice. From Gate Arrays, Compacted Arrays™ and Structured Arrays™ to Standard and Structured Cells™—the broadest product line in ASIC. All created with the same proven design methodology. And all processed in HCMOS technology.

Write to LSI Logic, 1551 McCarthy Blvd., MS D105, Milpitas, CA 95035 for your ASIC Starter Kit.

So the next time you have to trek across a blank CAD/CAM screen, you can do it with an experienced guide.

To the path of least resistance.

©1987 LSI Logic Corporation. Compacted Arrays, Structured Arrays and Structured Cells are trademarks of LSI Logic Corporation.
The new VMPM68KC combines 32-Bit VMEbus computing performance with the SingleHeight Eurocard for more compact and reliable systems in your industrial applications. Its clever architecture ensures uncompromised throughput via full 32-Bit memory access.

With our VMPM68KC top of the line product, PEP Modular Computers provides you with the choice of 8-, 16-, or 32-Bit computing power, all on single height card format.

If your aim is high, examine the features:
- MC68020 CPU and MC68881 FPCP with 12.5 or 16.7 MHz
- 1 MByte zero wait state SRAM, dual ported
- Four 32-pin sockets for up to 512 KByte ROM
- Full 32-bit memory organization
- Two serial interfaces, each configurable as RS422/RS232/20mA
- Complete VMEbus system controller
- Supported by OS-9/68020* (trademark of Microware Inc., USA

Ask how PEP can put you where you want to be.
Graphics software is breaking new ground. A wide range of research and development, particularly in the field of animation, is on the verge of producing a dazzling display of new graphics for a wealth of applications. By far the most important new development is the use of artificial intelligence techniques to create and control animated graphics. AI is making it far easier to use animation for far more complex graphics.

The increasing availability of applications programs for high-performance graphics hardware such as the Pixar Image Computer from Pixar, San Rafael, Calif., is giving greater graphics capability to engineers, video artists, and businessmen (see fig. 1). And software for personal computers is putting relatively sophisticated graphics in the hands of those on a tight budget.

The drive is being spearheaded by the entertainment industry, where fascinating work is being done to develop sophisticated animation techniques. The release in 1982 of "Tron," the first feature film to rely heavily on supercomputer-generated imagery, marked the beginning of a new era in graphics software technology. Since then, research has been intensifying, and now its promise is about to be realized, propelled by recent developments from companies such as NEC, Pixar, and West End Film.

Markets for the new software are only beginning to emerge, but its potential is enormous. The graphics being explored for today's movies and videos will become valuable resources tomorrow for applications as diverse as medicine, energy, and data processing and will enrich the garden-variety business graphics used in the corporate boardroom.

Many of those applications will draw on new AI software showcased in April at the Human Factors in Computing Systems and Graphics Interface conference in Toronto. Several intriguing projects unveiled there were based on AI techniques, which are being used to provide such capabilities as goal-directed behavior, dynamic analysis, and even the generation from scratch of a complete animation from a user-entered written description.

Goal-directed behavior means that the animation package automatically generates action in response to a high-level command. For example, the user could tell a character in an animation sequence to run, without having to program all the low-level motion equations required to move its arms, legs, and torso. Similarly, dynamic analysis automatically animates characters so that they respond to the forces of nature. For
example, if a system were equipped with equations on climbing a staircase, graphics for any character climbing those stairs, and thereby reacting to gravity and inertia, could be generated.

"We want to free the human user from the burden of having to specify what's going on in the animation," says David Zeltzer, a researcher at Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Computer Graphics and Animation Group. Currently, Zeltzer is developing algorithms to animate complex three-dimensional objects. So far, he has come up with a number of initial models of motor behavior. Such work focused on the development of equations for inverse kinematics—equations with which users can implement the features of goal-directed behavior and dynamic analysis.

Even more ambitious is the animation software developed at NEC Corp. by researchers Yosuke Takashima, Hideo Shimazu, and Masahiro Tomono. Story-driven animation, as their technology is called, means the software enables animated computer graphics to be generated from stories written in natural language. Such AI-based software is becoming increasingly important in graphics software. "To encourage widespread use of computer animation, easier-to-use systems must be developed," says Takashima. The use of a natural-language structure (Japanese, in this case) is the key to a user-friendly system interface. Such an interface is important because most users of graphics systems will not be programmers.

The NEC package (see fig. 2) consists of three modules: a story-understanding module, a stage-directing module, and an action-generation module. Working from the user-entered story, the story-understanding module, written in the AI language Prolog, extracts actions and events and generates a scenario, or plot, of the story flow. To this scenario, the stage-directing module (also written in Prolog) adds information on the position of the characters relative to one another.

The characters themselves are defined as 3-D articulated figures. For each character, primitive motion equations are written; complicated actions are formulated by combining primitive motions. The action-generation module produces animated sequences by assigning complex actions to the characters in accordance with the information contained in the scenario. The action-generation module is written in Flavors, an object-oriented language derived from Lisp. Because the module functions like a program generator, a Lisp-like ability to create new functions and evaluate them dynamically is important.

Associated with all three modules is a knowledge base containing basic information on story understanding, motion, and direction. Proof of the system's possibilities was demonstrated at the Human Factors conference in the form of a three-minute videotaped version of the Aesop's Fable "The Tortoise and the Hare" that was generated from a description written in Japanese.

Zeltzer's work at MIT and the NEC developments, like most of those discussed at the Human Factors conference, are still confined to laboratory use. But elsewhere, a number of companies are producing software that is headed for commercial application. Much of that software is intended for use with the Pixar Image Computer, a powerful system optimized for graphics.

ChapReyes, a software package developed by Pixar, was introduced at the recent National Computer Graphics Association conference in Philadelphia. ChapReyes, running on the Pixar system, can achieve rendering speeds of between 50,000 and 100,000 polygons per minute (the standard industry performance yardstick for image processing and computer graphics).

Along with its high speed, ChapReyes boasts features that allow users to render images more realistically. Among them is the ability to simulate the illumination of an object by multiple light sources. Another is the capability for depicting a variety of textures, allowing the accu-
rate rendering of grooved, matte, or wood-grained surfaces. Also provided is support for what are called bicubic patches, which allow curved and sculpted surfaces to be displayed more accurately than can be done with traditional flat-faced polygonal rendering methods.

Another sophisticated imaging software package running on the Pixar system has been designed by Wavefront Technologies, Santa Barbara, Calif. Just released is version 2.5 of its 3-Dimensional Dynamic Imaging Software. New features include programmable ray tracing and shadows and improved texture mapping and shading. A module to perform plotting with hidden-line removal is available as an option.

All this sophisticated off-the-shelf applications software shows just how far the field has advanced during the past five years. Using the best laboratory-grade equipment available at the time, the graphics used in 1982 in “Tron” contained roughly 50,000 polygons per frame. By 1984, the technology had advanced to the point where the graphics sequences in the movie “The Last Starfighter” contained about 800,000 polygons/frame. Last year, Pixar made “Luxo Jr.” (see fig. 3), an animated short that was nominated for an Academy Award in the short animated film category. It contains upwards of 3 million polygons/frame.

Although such complexity far outstrips what is available today for noncustomized applications, the challenges of efforts such as “Luxo Jr.” lead to solutions for tough graphics problems. “The hidden-surface problem is a real tough one in computer synthesis,” explains Alvy Ray Smith, vice president and cofounder of Pixar. “In ‘Luxo Jr.,’ the computer has a 3-D representation of a Luxo lamp. When you look at the lamp from any given angle and compute what it looks like, you have to figure out which surfaces are in front of the others, and not show the ones behind. Handling motion blur adds a fourth dimension to that problem—that means you have to solve the hidden surfaces during time. That makes it a four-dimensional hidden-surface problem, which requires another order-of-magnitude increase in computing time. We couldn’t have done these things a few years ago—we just didn’t have the compute power.”

Yet today, even systems that do not wield heavy-duty computing power can provide sophisticated image-rendering techniques. West End Film Inc., Washington, D.C., recently added enhancements to Artwork and Videowork, two computer graphics packages. Artwork (see fig. 4) is a 3-D graphics program running on IBM Corp. PC AT and compatible computers. Videowork, an animation package, allows images generated by Artwork to be sequenced so that they appear to move. The images can be copied directly onto videotape, one of the trickiest problems in animation. The difficulty lies in controlling the video recorder so that it records one frame at a time. That problem has been solved by including special software and hardware to interface the animation system with professional editing video recorders such as the Sony BVW40 Betacam recorder.

West End Film’s Animate Series II package, under control of the Videowork software, connects a separate controller box to the IBM PC AT and uses it to run the video recorder. Within the PC, add-on circuit cards include a high-resolution video frame buffer capable of supporting 256 colors from a palette of more than 16 million and a video frame-capture card to route images from the system to the controller.

Animation control in another form comes from Computer Graphics Laboratories Inc. The New York company offers Animate!, an automatic single-frame video-recorder software package working in conjunction with the company’s Images II hardware. Animate! is a keyframe-based program. A key is a set of parameters used to define a graphics effect. Animated effects are defined by interpolating parameters from one key to the next.

As a result, it is possible to blend different graphics effects together within the same motion sequence. A frame to be generated may consist of any combination of keys and interpolations. For added flexibility, color and brightness levels within the frames can be adjusted independently.

For managing the sequencing of frames that will make up the videotape, Animate! uses a menu-based system constructed like a spreadsheet. Within the spreadsheet, vertical rows cor-

An AI-based software package from NEC generated an animated film of ‘The Tortoise and the Hare,’ working only from a description written in Japanese.
Packages such as West End Film’s prove that advanced image processing need no longer depend on the availability of high-priced, high-powered hardware. Relatively inexpensive PCs can be used to run software packages such as Image-Pro 1000 from Media Cybernetics Inc., Silver Spring, Md. Consisting of a mouse-driven image-processing package, icon-driven graphics editor, and a library of image processing subroutines, Image-Pro 1000 manipulates video information from documents, photographs, and X-rays.

To get that information into a PC, a complete turnkey imaging system is generally used. Besides the PC, such a system typically includes a digitizing video camera for capturing images, a high-resolution monitor, graphics controller cards, and, as options, a slide camera and color-graphics printer for producing hard copies of the images reworked by the PC.

With those aids in place, programs such as Image-Pro 1000 can be put to work. For example, Image-Pro 1000 can perform color shifting, contrast enhancement, and spatial filtering. It can also resize, rotate, or change the contours of an image. And the image editor included with Image-Pro 1000 allows users to add grids, ellipses, boxes, or text in more than 20 fonts to existing images. Cut and paste functions, useful in generating overlays or combining multiple pictures, are also available.

For those who want to develop their own graphics applications from scratch, one package for developing image-processing software is P-Cubed from the Advanced Technology Center, Culver City, Calif. P-Cubed includes both a subroutine library of common image-processing functions and a full-blown command-driven interactive development system. P-Cubed is based on the idea that image-processing software will be developed in independent software modules, separate blocks of code just like the library subroutines. When P-Cubed is run, an interpreter accepts user commands and initiates execution of the requested module. When the module has finished, control returns to the interpreter.

The interpreter approach allows new functions to be developed and run independently, without being linked with existing applications code. Facilities available in P-Cubed include parameter prompting, multiframe images, virtual image addressing, and on-line help. The package runs on any system supporting Fortran 77; in addition, versions tailored for the Microvax II, work stations from Sun, Apollo, and Masscomp, and the IBM PC AT are available.

A development system in a more experimental form comes by way of the Midnight Movie Group, a group of engineers at Apollo Computer Inc. who worked in their spare time to build Movit (short for movie editor). Running on Apollo work stations, Movit features a Macintosh-like mouse-driven user interface through which up to 25 separate images can be combined, by editing, to create an animation sequence. The original images themselves are synthetically generated by Movit under control of programs written and entered by the user in ADL, the Animation Description Language.

Movit can be used to highlight different parts of individual frames or even to add new figures to those frames. Though Movit is not marketed as a product by Apollo, its developers have demonstrated its potential by making several short films. “When Movit was designed, none of us had written computer animation software, so we started from scratch,” says one of the Apollo engineers, Michael Sciulli. “One reason engineers spend their spare time on animation is that’s where the glamour is.”

That’s good news for users of other kinds of graphics software. Talented people are being lured by the challenges and rewards of animation. Their work promises to evolve into important new graphics applications. In medicine, for example, ordinary CAT-scan data can be turned into stunning moving representations of the insides of human bodies. In energy, sonic recordings of the earth can be converted into images that will aid the search for oil. Visual presentation of the output of supercomputer applications promises to be another important application. Even the slides used every day in business will benefit from the ongoing improvements in computer graphics technology.

“[Image] synthesis, by its glamorous nature, has attracted a lot of the best brains in the business. The problems are so hard that, by solving them, we stay ahead of the field in the understanding of algorithms and in the production of hardware to implement them. That’s the driving force for our business,” says Pixar’s Smith.

4. BUDGET ART. The Artwork graphics software can generate images such as this one on IBM Corp. PCs and compatibles.
TI high-density power supplies; the performance edge in military electronics packaging.

Power supplies are the heart of every electronic system. But power supply packaging hasn’t kept pace with the higher density requirements of today’s military systems.

The result — power supplies could occupy as much space as the rest of the system combined.

Texas Instruments recognized this critical situation as early as 1980 and began seeking solutions. The result — a family of military-quality high-density power supplies.

TI high-density power supplies offer the user such key benefits as:

- Ten times the power density on a standard size-6 module — so the power supply can be inserted inside the LRU.
- Five times less weight.
- Low voltage 200-watt output in a standard size-6 card format.
- Full MIL-SPEC design, including built-in-test circuits for flight line check-out.
- Surface-mount packaging with standard qualified components — opens the way to automated manufacturing processes, increasing producibility.

Space, weight, reliability — if these critical factors are in your power supply requirements, then TI high-density power supplies can do the job.

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Advanced Military Power Supplies
P.O. Box 660246 MS 3148
Dallas, Texas 75266
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
ZyMOS puts out the latest word

Deliverance

A new family of PC-On-A-Chip products from ZyMOS and new vistas in

Attention microcomputer designers!

Are you tired of searching for higher levels of product performance and system integration across your 8088, 80286, or 80386-based design implementations? Deliverance is here—and it provides increased integration, enhanced performance, 100% compatibility, minimized board space and reduced cost.

Deliverance is now—in the form of the initial offerings in a whole family of PC-On-A-Chip devices, or POACH products as we call them, from ZyMOS.

Deliverance that adds value.

ZyMOS has developed a whole family of POACH solutions that have the lowest chip count of any of the PC chip set sub-systems available. This means improved reliability, reduced power consumption and less space utilization. All of which cut costs.

In addition, you get the value-added performance of 12MHz with only one wait state, when your system is designed with affordable RAMs.

And all ZyMOS POACH products create 100% IBM-compatible PCs and ATs. Because of this, ZyMOS solutions are easily extendable to your following product generations.

Deliverance that's real.

The ZyMOS PC-On-A-Chip family of compatible products currently consists of the following:

POACH/AT™—a two chip set implementation of MSI/LSI logic controlling the IBM PC/AT™ and replacing over 50 of the 96 chips on the PC/AT motherboard, including all the microprocessor peripherals. This highly integrated, low power solution may be applied to any iAPX286 based system. And its elegant architecture provides maximum design flexibility. For example, data bus, chip selects and each of the I/O connections to the peripheral functions are available on separate pins to keep your design options open.

POACH/ATB™—an optional CMOS buffer chip with mode pin that allows you to select whether it will be a data buffer or an address buffer. This simplifies your inventory—one chip for two separate functions.

POACH/XT™—a single chip solution replacing over 25 chips on the PC/XT motherboard. This device offers processor clock rates up to 10MHz with no wait states when your system is designed with 100ns DRAMs. An internal digital delay line and 14.318MHz oscillator frequency result in the industry's lowest standby power making the POACH/XT ideal for laptop designs.

The ZyATB expansion board. Over 75 of the original chips have been replaced by four 84-pin plastic leaded chip carriers.
for embedding a PC in your design.

POACH/XTB™ — an optional buffer chip that can be used as either a data buffer or an address buffer. And can be combined with the POACH/XT to create a 12-chip PC/XT.

ZyAT™ — an evaluation board for analysis of the POACH/AT and related subsystems. Provides verification of hardware and software compatibility between associated AT components.

ZyATB™ — an evaluation board, configured in the expansion card form factor, combining POACH/AT and POACH/ATB to create a complete PC/AT CPU.

This is just the beginning. The ZyMOS POACH family of ICs and evaluation boards will continue to grow. Our next arrival will be POACH/AT386™ — this device can be added to the POACH/AT to produce a three chip set that makes a 386-based AT.

Deliverance with certainty.
To assure you that your design will perform as promised, all SuperCells™ are bonded out as individual devices and samples are available so you can verify the software compatibility of any design you create. And because we have our own fab we can produce the devices we prototype in whatever quantities you need.

POACH/AT CMOS Peripherals
- 8237 DMA Controller
- 8254 Programmable Interval Timer
- 8259 Programmable Interrupt Controller
- 8284 Clock Generator
- 82284 Clock Generator and Ready Interface
- 82288 Bus Controller
- L6512 Memory Mapper
- 6818 Real-Time Clock:RAM

The benefits of the POACH approach are the result of over six years of ZyMOS experience in applying standard cell ASIC technology to your design requirements. ZyMOS — ahead of time with proven processes, CAD tools and one of the world’s largest VLSI standard cell libraries.

At ZyMOS, we’re in the ASIC business to stay. And our POACH product line is only a portion of the deliverance we offer to those who need to add value to their systems through product differentiation.

Deliverance awaits.

Are you ready for deliverance?
You bet you are! Be there — ahead of time. Call our POACH hotline at (800) 52-POACH.

ZyMOS Corporation
477 North Mathilda Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Phone: (408) 730-5400
TWX: 910-339-9530 ZyMOS SUVL

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. POACH/AT, POACH/ATB, POACH/XT, POACH/XTB, ZyAT, ZyATB, and POACH/AT386 are trademarks of ZyMOS Corporation.
KENWOOD

Advanced technology throughout, including a unique “phase control” technique.

DC Lab Power Supplies
- Up to 30 amp
- 8V to 110V
- GPIB
- Digital or Analog

Ready for delivery!
See the full-line of Kenwood Test & Measuring Instruments at your Distributor today!

KENWOOD USA CORPORATION
Communications & Test Equipment Division
2281 Dominguez Street, Long Beach, Calif. 90807
Phone: (213) 962-4300

CHIP RESISTORS
WHATEVER THE SIZE:
WE MAKE THEM ALL
Dial 800-458-3401*

State of the Art, Inc.
2470 FOX HILL ROAD, STATE COLLEGE, PA 16803-1797
*PA RESIDENTS DIAL 814-355-8004
TELEX: 866633 – FAX: 814-355-2714

Great Reading Anywhere!
To request your free copy, circle the reader response number below.
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Bipolar Integrated Technology Inc. introduced a process for producing high-performance data-path elements a year ago, promising to bring out a family of parts based on that process. Today, six members of the family are being produced in volume and a seventh and eighth are scheduled for introduction soon, says Les Soltesz, vice president of marketing at the Portland, Ore., company.

BIT fabricates the devices with a proprietary first-generation bipolar process [Electronics, April 7, 1986, p. 35]. Called BIT1, the process uses 2-µm design rules and MOS-like self-aligning polysilicon techniques to shrink transistors to about 14 µm² and cut gate delays to as low as 300 picoseconds. More important, per-gate power dissipation is about 300 µW, which is roughly a tenth the dissipation of conventional emitter-coupled logic at comparable gate propagation delays.

The newest members of the family, due in July, are ECL and TTL versions of a 32-bit floating-point chip set: a multiplier and an arithmetic logic unit. Designated the B3110/B3120 and B2110/B2120, respectively, they feature 32-bit fixed-point operations as well as 32- and 64-bit floating-point functions.

The existing members of the family are the B3210 and B2210, introduced in December. They are ECL- and TTL-compatible, SRAM-based register files with a unique five-port architecture. Preceding them were the B3011 and B2011, introduced in September. The former is an ECL 16-by-16-bit fixed-point multiplier-accumulator chip; the latter is a TTL version. The first parts to be announced were fixed-point, 16-by-16-bit multipliers brought out in June—an ECL version, the B3018, and a TTL version, the B2018.

The parts are aimed primarily at the high end of the digital-signal-processing market. However, Soltesz says, they also are finding wide acceptance in the general-purpose processing market as well.

—Bernard C. Cole

A second-generation electron-beam test system under development at West Germany’s Siemens AG is more than a year overdue, but Siemens researchers say there’s no problem with the tester itself—an experimental version works fine. The delay was caused by a supplier who failed to deliver a crucial component. Another supplier has been found, and Siemens now expects to produce a practical version of the tester in the second half of this year.

Researchers at the Siemens Central Research Laboratories thought in March 1986 that they were close to a practical version of the system, which is designed to probe VLSI circuits carrying high-frequency signals and operating asynchronously. Their laboratory test setup had already proved that the various test methods under development—frequency tracing, logic-state tracing, and frequency mapping—could be applied to live VLSI circuits for testing signal parameters [Electronics, March 24, 1986, p. 51].

But to build a working system, the researchers needed a scanning-electron-beam microscope. One was ordered from a European optical company, but the firm failed to deliver it on time, says Hans-Detlef Brust, a member of the research team. Another microscope has been ordered from a different company, but it must be specially configured for use in the system.

While they wait for the microscope, the Siemens people are honing their test methods. The logic-state tracing method has been refined so that now circuits carrying 100-MHz signals can be checked, up from 5-MHz signals a year ago. The increase, Brust says, was achieved by using the E-beam itself for signal correlation. He expects eventually to probe 250-MHz signals.

The researchers also have cut the time it takes to trace a signal in a VLSI circuit up to five times, by modulating the E-beam scan speed so the beam scans slowly over circuit areas where a signal is expected and rapidly over those where no signal is likely to be present.

The lab version of the tester is also being used for high-density-memory and complex-logic development work for Siemens. Once a perfected system is working, the company may license the rights to build and market the machine to an outside company.

—John Gosch
Compiled Cell Custom from S-MOS saves you valuable ASIC design time.

With S-MOS' new Compiled Cell Custom program, you can cut up to three months from your custom IC design cycle.

Simply by pressing three buttons, C.C. Custom automates the design process by combining S-MOS' advanced LADS software with Tangent's Tancell. The program allows you to create new designs based on standard cells, our megacells, your megacells or any combination.

You can mix and match more than 300 standard macrocells simply by doing the schematic capture and simulation steps that you would do for a gate array.

The circuit is then laid out and routed automatically at our design center. The system is timing driven, so new user-defined macrocells will match their simulations. The first time and every time.

With a full custom design, you typically have to wait half a year for the first chip samples. C.C. Custom can do it in 12-14 weeks with NRE charges normally associated with standard cells. Or about half what a full custom would cost.

So you get your products to market faster and more economically. Since we produce our chips on the 1.5 micron line of our affiliate,
Seiko Epson, you will also benefit from higher-speed operation and virtually nonexistent failure rates. Seiko Epson is one of the world's most automated and reliable CMOS manufacturers.

If you'd rather press three buttons than spend three additional months designing circuits, call us. (408) 922-0200.

S-MOS Systems
2460 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95131-1002

TanCell is a registered trademark of Tangent Systems.
Is it possible to build a 300kV/1 mA switching power supply with output ripple of only 5 volts p-p?

Not only is it possible—it's a standard option we offer for any PG series open stack model (100kV and higher). Of course, before we built this one, a lot of people thought it couldn't be done with an air insulated switching design—at least not at a reasonable cost.

But we gave it our best shot and even surprised ourselves. This unit actually exceeded the required specifications by a substantial margin.

Best of all, its cost was only about one third, and the size and weight (less than 200 pounds) are just a tiny fraction of existing line frequency designs with comparable specifications.

Today the supply pictured here is a part of the injection deck of a particle accelerator in the nuclear physics lab of a major university. We have since built a number of other PG-LR units, which also meet similar specifications.

The next time you are faced with a high voltage requirement with no reasonable solution, call us. One of our “best shots” could give you exactly what you need, without consuming your entire budget.

Innovations in high voltage power supply technology.

GLASSMAN HIGH VOLTAGE INC.
Route #22 (East), Salem Industrial Park, PO Box 557, Whitehouse Station, N.J. 08889
(201) 534-9007 - TWX 710 480 2839

Circle 92 on reader service card
WHAT'S NEW IN POWER SUPPLIES?

WHY MAKERS ARE STEPPING UP THE PACE IN TECHNOLOGY

Major merchant power supply makers are trying hard to expand their one-third share of the U.S. power supply business by breaking out into new markets. They're targeting military, computer, data communications, and telecommunications equipment, where power supplies typically are produced by small specialty companies or by the equipment makers themselves. Their principal weapon in this campaign is to bring new technology to market faster, and they're doing this by shrinking their products and making them more efficient.

The merchant power supply industry is mounting its campaign by making acquisitions in the military field, by direct assault on specialty firms who have been making uninterruptible power supplies, and by negotiation—trying to persuade manufacturers of data communications and telecommunications equipment to buy rather than build. As they have tried to enlarge their market share, power supply makers have worked at making their products smaller and more efficient, with great success. Higher frequencies are bolstering the advantages of compactness and efficiency already held by switching power supplies and have speeded their displacement of linear types. And the belated arrival of packaging technology from other parts of the electronics industry has dramatically shrunk control circuitry.

The total U.S. power supply market for 1986 was some $6.2 billion (see chart, right). About 70% of this figure is captive, leaving a sizable merchant market of about $1.7 billion, which should grow to almost $2 billion in 1987, according to Electronics' 1987 U.S. Market Report (see top chart, p. 94). Ac-to-de supplies, which include switchers, linears, and ferroresonants, account for almost three quarters of the U.S. market.

The remainder of the market is split between de-to-de converters, with 11.3% market share, and dc-to-ac and ac-to-ac types (including uninterruptible power supplies, or UPSs), with a 15.2% market share. Market research firm Gnostic Concepts Inc., San Mateo, Calif., projects an average growth rate of over 10% a year in switching power supplies from 1984 to 1989 (see bottom chart, "Merchant makers are developing more compact and more efficient power supplies to increase their 30% share of a market that runs more than $6 billion annually" by Jerry Lyman)
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In another specialized market, the fast-growing UPS sector, merchant power supply makers have elected to go head to head with the specialists, rather than buy their know-how. Computer Products and Lambda already have UPS units available from stock, and most of the other merchant makers are looking into this field.

With almost 85% of all switchers going into computers and computer-related applications, makers of these supplies are trying to expand into other markets. Two segments receiving a lot of attention are data communications and telecommunications.

For data communications, power supplies compatible with the VMEbus and Multibus have begun appearing in catalogs. For telecommunications, practically everyone in the power supply business now makes off-the-shelf units powered by 115 V ac and putting out 48 V dc. Also available are devices with 160 to 500 W ac inputs and several dc output voltages: for example, 5 V for memory and logic and ±12 V for line drivers, network interfaces, and RS-232-C serial outputs. These units must meet tighter noise specs than the typical computer power supplies. A third type of supply aimed at the telecommunications field is a unit that converts the standard 48-V dc telecom supply to well-filtered 5 V dc.

SWITCHERS vs. LINEARS

To put more firepower into their assault, merchant power supply makers are improving the technology of their products. Much of their attention goes to ac-to-dc units, the biggest slice of the overall market. This billion-dollar business is split 60% for switchers and 40% for linear types, and switchers are projected to gobble up 73% by 1989, predicts Salzer Technology Enterprises.

The reason for this trend is the electrical performance and cost-per-watt advantages the switcher has over the linear type. The linear supply typically is simply a solid-state analog of the old series-pass tube regulator, in which a transistor acts as a variable resistor to control voltage. The newer switching supply, in contrast, is basically a dc-to-dc converter in which a transistor switches on and off at a set frequency and controls voltage by pulse-width modulation. Unlike the linear regulator, which has a standard design, a switching supply can take several forms. Today, the forward converter is probably the most popular type of switcher (see fig. 1). This circuit minimizes the number of magnetic components needed, thereby cutting costs and increasing reliability.

Compared with linear supplies, switchers are smaller (see the table, p. 95) and maintain voltage longer when power sags, which is important for...
computers, says Eugene Zuch, director of corporate marketing for Computer Products. In addition, he points out, the switching supply accepts a wider range of input voltages. Linear supplies can handle a ±10% variation but consume extra power in direct proportion to the departure from the design point. Switchers take in stride swings in input voltage of ±20% with no loss of efficiency. Linear supplies, on the other hand, have the redeeming qualities of simplicity, a more constant output voltage, faster recovery from outages, and less EMI, since switching is inherently noisy.

Probably the most telling difference is that the worst switcher is more efficient than the best linear power supply. Along with compactness, this has proved a particular advantage for switchers in displacing linear power supplies from the high end of the power spectrum, where heat dissipation becomes a problem. At the same time, switchers have been more gradually pushing out linear supplies at the lower end of the power spectrum.

Switching power supplies are now available off the shelf from 0.5 W to 300 W—and at least two firms, Lambda Electronics and CEAG Electric Corp, Hauppauge, N. Y., will deliver units delivering kilowatts. Lambda offers a stand-alone fan-cooled LT860 bench supply for test and burn-in that can supply 4 kW at 500 A in a 5.2-by-19-by-17.5-in. package, no bigger than half a microwave oven. The cost is $3,200, or about 75¢ a watt.

CEAG's unit is a 3-kW, single-output switcher for OEM use producing 5 V at 600 A and stuffed into a 7.73-by-17.8-by-5.48-in. envelope on a cold plate. It was originally designed for a supercomputer, then commercialized to get its price down to $3,500. But it still retains semiconductors that meet the full MIL STD temperature-range specs, and most of its components are conservatively derated in accordance with U. S. Navy Navmat P4855-1 guidelines.

One of the biggest reasons for the rising efficiencies and shrinking sizes of switching power supplies has been a steady increase in switching frequency. The original switchers had a pulse repetition rate of around 25 kHz. Today, many operate anywhere from 50 to 300 kHz, and several versions of a new type of supply called the harmonic or resonant converter run at 1 to 2 MHz. Lambda has designed a line of dc-to-de converters in a 1-by-4-by-6-in. module delivering up to 250 W from a 48-V dc input.

By using harmonic resonant circuitry, on which it has applied for a patent, Sierra has chipped away at some of the switcher's disadvantages. "This technology gives almost the performance of a linear supply—10-to-15-mv ripple and low conducted EMI, " says applications engineer Mukesh Mehta about the company's 9S400 single-output supply.

In all of these advanced converters, the tuning of the output transformer that the resonant approach makes possible extends the potential frequency limit to the megahertz range—where the reduced weight 70%, and split the cost per watt in half. It also raised efficiency up to 10%, almost tripled the power density, and nearly quintupled the mean time before failure.

Among other companies going to higher switching rates are Vicor Inc., Andover, Mass., Lambda, and Sierra Power Systems, a division of Sierracin Corp. of Chatsworth, Calif. Vicor has squeezed a dc-to-de converter that would usually have a power density of 3 W/in.³ into a package with a power density of 37 W/in.³. Aiming at the telecommunications market, Lambda has designed a line of dc-to-de converters in a 1-by-4-by-6-in. module delivering up to 250 W from a 48-V dc input.

In all of these advanced converters, the tuning of the output transformer that the resonant approach makes possible extends the potential frequency limit to the megahertz range—where the

### LINEAR VS. SWITCHING SUPPLIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Switcher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line regulation</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.05%</td>
<td>0.05 – 0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load regulation</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.1%</td>
<td>0.1 – 1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output ripple</td>
<td>0.5 – 2 mV rms</td>
<td>25 – 100 mV p-p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage range</td>
<td>±10%</td>
<td>±20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>40 – 55%</td>
<td>60 – 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density</td>
<td>0.5 W/in.³</td>
<td>2.3 W/in.³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient recovery</td>
<td>50 μs</td>
<td>300 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold-up time</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>32 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HYBRIDIZED. The pwm circuitry of a Kepco/TKD switching supply is squeezed onto this small thick-film SIP.

commonly used pwm approach is limited to a maximum of 300 kHz. Rather than use pulse-width modulation to control the average dc level of the output of the supply, these resonant supplies hold the pulse width constant and vary the frequency in a form of frequency modulation.

Future resonant-mode switching supplies will make greater use of integrated circuits in order to shrink their size even more. For example, Linear Technology Inc., Burlington, Ont., Canada, is introducing just such an IC, with the control circuitry for a resonant-mode supply. The chip has such features as soft starting and overvoltage/under-voltage protection and is housed in a 16-pin DIP.

Even more than high frequencies, a belated adoption of modern packaging techniques has dramatically shrunk power supplies. Until fairly recently, most power supply circuitry was being packaged by the methods of the late 1960s. That is, DIP pins were inserted through holes in printed-circuit boards and wave-soldered. Lately, the power supply industry has begun joining the rest of the electronics manufacturers in using thick-film hybrid substrates and surface-mounted assembly to pc boards for circuitry dissipating low and medium power, such as for control of pulse width and over- and undervoltage limits.

Most of the major power supply manufacturers, such as Computer Circuits, Kepco, Lambda, Power One, and Sierra, have been using hybrids, particularly for control circuitry. Ics in tiny surface-mountable packages and resistive and capacitive chips are reflow-soldered to a small ceramic substrate having screened-on thick-film conductors and a single in-line lead frame. This module in turn is usually potted and then inserted into the supply’s pc board (see fig. 2).

Such hybrid boards radically reduce size and cut EMI because of their short leads. They can be tested before final board assembly, and they often can be used in several different power supplies. Companies like Computer Products and Lambda are using enough hybrids to justify setting up their own facilities for producing them.

HYBRIDS vs. SURFACE MOUNTING

Surface mounting directly to pc boards has been introduced more recently in the power supply industry. Firms such as Power One and Sierra Power Systems stick to hybrids, asserting that they are more cost-effective and that surface mounting can’t handle enough power. The ceramic substrate of hybrids offers better thermal characteristics than standard pc laminates such as epoxy-glass, and so hybrids can be used in medium-power applications, such as a low-current post regulator on a multioutput switching supply.

Other companies, such as Todd Products Corp., Brentwood, N. Y., Computer Products, Kepco, and Lambda are starting to use surface-mount technology in their latest supplies. “Originally we worked with surface mounting to make units smaller and simpler,” says Frank Sposito, vice president of Todd. “Next we are going to work on full implementation of this technique, where we will take advantage of the electrical characteristics” that result primarily from the short leads and pay off in higher efficiency.

Todd was one of the first to use surface mounting, adopting it to reduce sizes in its MDT series of open-frame switching supplies. Now it is being applied to a second design, the MAX series.

Todd mounts small-outline Ics, SO-23 transistors, and chip components to the undersides of its main pc board (see fig. 3), allowing it to wavesolder all surface-mounted and conventional components in a single operation. Todd is committed enough to surface mounting to have recently bought its second Dynapert 500 pick-and-place machine, which can handle 6,000 components per hour.
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ONE TESTER HANDLES ASIC AND COMMODITY VLSI CHIPS

Application-specific integrated circuits have created a dichotomy in the requirements of component testing. Commodity VLSI merchant manufacturers need to test large numbers of the same IC quickly, but ASIC makers have to test a wide variety of chips, most in relatively small runs.

For the ASIC manufacturer, this means being able to switch rapidly from testing one variety of chip to another. And to give the fast turnaround his customers demand, he must generate test programs quickly—preferably taking no longer than a few hours, certainly no more than a few days.

Megatest Corp. says it solves both problems with its MegaOne/AP test system (see fig. 1). The AP, or advanced productivity, is an update of the San Jose, Calif., company's MegaOne system [Electronics, Aug. 5, 1985, p. 46]. The AP comes with a high-performance system controller and up to three test stations. The faster 32-bit 16.67-MHz 68020 processors, which replace the 16-bit 8-MHz 68000s in the controller and test stations, cut test times by a factor of two and program load times by a factor of 2.5. Typical test time is 100 ms for a VLSI chip. The AP costs $300,000 to $1 million, depending on the number of pins.

To reduce the time required to generate new test programs, the updated system includes some new features. A Sun 3/180 test-development workstation from Sun Microsystems Inc., of Mountain View, Calif., is tied to the test system by a private Ethernet network. Via a public Ethernet, the development system can access test vectors generated during the development of an ASIC chip by the computer-aided-engineering Sun work station in the engineering lab. The link eliminates the need to develop test vectors for the AP. A fast Pascal computer speeds test-program development.

Before testing begins, the system controller loads into the program memory of the individual test stations the test programs that will direct the application of the test vectors to the chip under test. Each station has 16 Mbytes of memory for its program. The 68020 in each test station executes the test program directly from the memory, without drawing on the system-controller 68020.

Decoupling the system-controller 68020 and test-station 68020 helps cut test time in half. The faster microprocessors cut program loading time by two and a half times, by starting a sequence of tests and checking their status afterward. "Having three test heads gives the tester the capability to perform different types of testing as well," says Craig Foster, vice president of marketing at MegaTest. "For example, there can be a prober set up to test wafers on test head 1, packaged parts can be tested on test head 2, and an engineer can be performing device characterization on test head 3."

Decoupling also helps solve the problem of switching tests quickly from one ASIC chip to another. It frees the processors from the burden of running the Unix operating system, as the slower 68000s had to do in the original Megatest. In addition, each test station comes with its own de-testing resources so the system controller multiplexes only the output of the more expensive timing generator between the three test stations. Also, the test stations share a 1-Mbit-deep test-vector memory. The vector memory can be as wide as the number of pins on a system.

In operation, the test vectors and expected response for a given ASIC chip are loaded into the vector memory. Unless the device is extremely complex, the test vectors for one ASIC device will not fill the memory. The remaining space can be used to store the test vectors for the other two test stations. Conceivably, all the test vectors for each device under test can reside in the memory at the same time. In that case, no overhead time is required to unload the test vectors for one device and load them for another. During testing, the system controller multiplexes the vector timing generator shared by the three test stations. The timing generator clocks the test patterns applied to the device under test.
Up to three types of ASICs can be tested concurrently, one at each of the test stations. For example, the test-system controller can allocate use of the timing generator to test head 1, which can be running a functional test program. At the same time, test head 2 can be performing a dc test, drawing on its own dedicated dc test resources. When the task on test head 1 is finished, the controller switches allocation of the timing generator to test station 2, which can then execute the dynamic functional test on test head 2. At the same time, dc testing or test setup can be in progress on test head 3, while test head 1 is setting up a new device. The process of multiplexing the main timing resources and sharing vector memory continues for every subsequent test on each test head.

**SPEEDING DEBUGGING**

To speed program debugging, the system uses the test vectors generated when the chip is being designed. The system ties into the design workstation in the engineering lab over a public Ethernet network. Once connected, the system transports test vectors from the CAE system's simulator into the engineering development system on the AP (see fig. 2).

On the engineering development system, the test engineer develops and debugs test programs comprising instructions on what tests to run and in what order to run them. For example, the test engineer might specify that the test sequence include a search for shorts and opens and a simple functional test to see if the part is operational. These could be followed by a dc parametric test and then a full functional test.

The test program would specify the waveforms and voltages to be applied to each pin and the expected response. Programming with Pascal, the test engineer writes terse procedural calls followed by a list of variables such as pin names and associated signals.

For fast program development, the work station contains interactive Pascal. “Normally, the test engineer produces source code that is then compiled and executed,” says Foster. “If the designer finds a bug, he fixes it, then recompiles and repeats the process until all bugs are found.” With interactive Pascal, the test engineer can fix his bugs in the executing code, eliminating recompilation. Furthermore, the AP's improved compiler runs 2.5 times faster than the previous version.

Besides Pascal, the system contains VPL, a proprietary vector programming language that runs five times faster than the version on the original. VPL is used when the test engineer wants to generate test vectors or to add test vectors to an existing set.

For test-program debugging, the development system contains a test-system simulator, which is a software package on the original MegaOne tester but now has been adapted to Sun work stations. It allows the test engineer to simulate the operation of the tester on the work station so that he can debug his test program without tying up the test system.

The company's goal is to make test development available on any Unix-based work station. “Besides the Sun work station, we have plans to support work stations from Apollo Computer Inc. and the MicroVAX work station from Digital Equipment Corp.” says Foster. -Jonah McLeod

For more information, circle 482 on the reader service card.

---

**2. TRANSPORTED.** The MegaOne/AP transports test vectors from the computer-aided-engineering system simulator tool into its engineering development system to reduce test-generation time.
Chances are, you didn't even know we were in the SRAM business. We admit we've been a little quiet on the subject. But we've changed our tune and now we're offering them in record numbers.

In fact, Fujitsu now offers more than any other SRAM supplier. More densities. More organizations. More quality.

You can choose from over 50 part numbers. The standards and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MB8416</td>
<td>2Kx8</td>
<td>200ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB8416A</td>
<td>2Kx8</td>
<td>120ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB8128</td>
<td>2Kx8</td>
<td>150ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C67-35</td>
<td>16Kx1</td>
<td>55ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C67-45</td>
<td>16Kx1</td>
<td>45ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C69A-2</td>
<td>4Kx4</td>
<td>25ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C69A-3</td>
<td>4Kx4</td>
<td>35ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C69A-4</td>
<td>4Kx4</td>
<td>45ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C69A-35</td>
<td>4Kx4</td>
<td>35ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C69A-45</td>
<td>4Kx4</td>
<td>45ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C71-2</td>
<td>16Kx4</td>
<td>25ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C71-3</td>
<td>64Kx1</td>
<td>35ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C71-4</td>
<td>64Kx1</td>
<td>45ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C71-5</td>
<td>64Kx1</td>
<td>55ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C71A-2</td>
<td>64Kx1</td>
<td>25ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C71A-3</td>
<td>64Kx1</td>
<td>35ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C71A-4</td>
<td>64Kx1</td>
<td>45ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB81C74-2</td>
<td>16Kx4</td>
<td>25ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the latest hits. With new releases on the way. In densities from 2K to 256K. Organizations of x1, x4, x8—even x9. And a selection of packaging that includes DIP, flat packs, SOP, LCC, ZIP and SOJ. All in volume. All pin-for-pin compatible with every major supplier.

Here's something else of note. Our SRAMs have an important feature that no one else can duplicate. We call it "technology that works." It’s the quality and reliability that comes from conservative design standards, state-of-the-art production methods and rigorous testing. Not to mention 25 years of experience. The result is music to the ears of Incoming Inspection. And no sour notes in the products you ship.

So if you're looking for selection, availability and quality in SRAMs, we've got your number. Now all you have to do is punch ours. Call (408) 727-1700 and ask for Standard Products Marketing. Or write Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc., 3320 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054. You'll get what you need in record time.

FUJITSU
MICROELECTRONICS, INC.
Technology That Works.
MACSYMA automates symbolic mathematics. And yields enormous improvements in speed, accuracy and modeling power.

If you work with quantitative models in scientific or engineering disciplines, MACSYMA can increase your modeling power. MACSYMA combines symbolic and numeric computation. And enables you to accurately manipulate symbolic expressions in a fraction of the time required manually.

Wide range of capabilities
MACSYMA offers the widest range of capabilities for symbolic computations in applied mathematics of any commercially available program. For example:

Algebra: MACSYMA can manipulate large expressions, expand, simplify and factor expressions, handle matrices and arrays, and solve systems of equations.

Calculus: MACSYMA can differentiate, perform definite and indefinite integration, take limits, expand functions in Taylor or Laurent series, solve differential equations, and compute Laplace transforms.

Numerical analysis: You can perform numerical analysis using MACSYMA® language, compute with arbitrary precision arithmetic, use a library of numerical analysis routines, and generate FORTRAN code.

Graphics and interfaces: MACSYMA can generate report-quality graphics in 2D or 3D, with perspective, hidden line removal, and captions. MACSYMA also interfaces with the mathematical text processors 'TeX' and 'troff'.

Broad base of applications
Throughout the world thousands of scientists, engineers and mathematicians are using MACSYMA in such diverse applications as aerospace design, structural engineering, fluid mechanics, acoustics, CAD, electronic and VLSI circuit design.

You can solve problems...

Problem: solve the differential equation:

\[
\frac{dy}{dt} + (2t + 1)y + t^2 + t + 1 = 0
\]

subject to the condition that \( y(1) = 1 \).

Symbolically...

\begin{align*}
(1) & \text{ DEPENDS}(y,t;)
(2) & \text{ DIFF}(y,t) + (2t + 1)y + t^2 + t + 1;
(3) & \text{ SOLN:ODE}(2,y,t);
(4) & y = -\frac{C1 t e^t}{C1 e^t - 1} - t - 1
(5) & \text{ SPECIFIC SOLN:SUBST}(d4, 501.13, 1.1.01;)
\end{align*}

Available on many computer systems

Current systems include:
- Symbolics 3600™Series
- VAX & MicroVAX II
- SUN-2 & SUN-3
- Apollo
- Masscomp

Other versions will be following soon.

For an information kit about all the ways MACSYMA can work for you, just call

1-800-MACSYMA.

In Mass., Alaska or Hawaii only, call (617) 577-7770.

Or please write to us at

Computer Aided Mathematics Group
Dept. M-EL5
Symbolics, Inc.
Eleven Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
A Canadian company has beefed up its graphics board set without adding much fat to its price, by combining real-time image processing with hardware-generated graphics. The MVP-VME from Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd. provides an easy way for VMEbus systems designers to include both image processing and high-end graphics capabilities in their designs. The two-board set, however, costs $6,000, just one half to one quarter of the price of competing systems.

The MVP-VME is the Dorval, Quebec, firm's second image-processing and graphics-combination board product. The first, the MVP-AT, brought real-time image processing and graphics display to IBM Corp. PC AT users for less than $5,000. The new product offers the same functions to the VMEbus system designer.

By combining basic functions in different arrangements, the board set provides a wide variety of real-time image-processing functions. On-board processing elements such as the arithmetic logic unit and the statistical processor can be used to perform complex imaging tasks—including area-of-interest processing, where selected rectangular areas of the image are singled out for processing. An optional neighborhood processor increases image-processing speed and adds functions, and state-of-the-art high-performance graphics hardware effectively and efficiently delivers the image to a color monitor.

The MVP-VME (see fig. 1) incorporates true-color digitization, real-time area-of-interest processing, a high-performance Hitachi ACRTC graphics generator, non-interlaced display drivers, four 512-by-512-pixel-by-8-bit frame buffers, and an on-board Motorola MC68000 microprocessor, all on two boards. Options include up to four frame buffers and a neighborhood processing accelerator, the MVP-NP. Neither requires additional slot space. The MVP-VME, which costs $5,995, is designed as a single integrated imaging system. The integrated approach packs more functions and power into less space, because interboard communications protocols are not needed.

The complex real-time image-processing functions performed by the MVP-VME are achieved with software programs that assemble sophisticated operators out of the simple primitive operations performed by the hardware—a primary reason for the low cost of the MVP-VME. The alternative is a separate board for each image-processing function.

**1. INSIDE THE BOARD.** The MVP-VME incorporates true-color digitization, real-time area-of-interest processing, a high-performance graphics generator, non-interlaced display drivers, four frame buffers, and a microprocessor.
Among the image-processing primitives, image transforms are key operations. The ALU performs two classes of point-to-point transforms: single- and dual-image operators. Other operators supported are add, subtract, multiply, or divide by a constant; add or subtract two images; calculate the minimum or maximum of two images; negate absolute value; and mix two images on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Although important by themselves, these primitives are even more useful as building blocks for more sophisticated operations. For example, a convolution is expressed as $K_1 P_1 + K_2 P_2 + \ldots + K_n P_n$, where the $K$'s represent a series of constants and the $P$'s are the neighbors of the pixel to be convolved. The convolution is performed by combining multiplication and addition operators. Because a multiply/accumulate operation can be performed in one step with the MVP-VME, an entire 512-by-512-pixel image may be convolved using a 3-by-3-pixel kernel in nine passes over the frame buffer, taking one third of a second.

THE STATISTICAL PROCESSOR

The statistical processor obtains global information about an image. It supports three main processing techniques: histograms, profiles, and the minimum and maximum operators. Histograms represent the number of pixels at each intensity in an image and provide information about the distribution of intensities, allowing the implementation of algorithms that enhance the contrast of designated images.

Profiles take a sum of the pixel values along each line or column in the image and are used to obtain information about the shape and location of objects. For example, in a character-recognition system (see fig. 2), a Y-profile, which sums pixels along the $y$ axis, will extract the location of each line of text in the image. X-profiles, which sum pixels along the $x$ axis, are then performed on each text line to find the characters. That information will help determine the shape of a character. Minimum and maximum operations simply retrieve the minimum or maximum pixel value in a region of interest.

Three area-of-interest algorithms—a scan-out rectangle, a write-back rectangle, and an object-of-interest bit plane—increase processing speed and precision. Like most image-processing hardware, the MVP-VME supports a rectangular area of interest, which takes the pixels that are to be scanned out of the frame buffer and sent to the processors. Processing an area of interest increases the speed of operation; scanning is restricted to a fraction of the buffer.

The optional plug-on neighborhood-processor daughter board serves two purposes: it speeds up the MVP-VME and it adds functions. Convolutions, erosions, dilations, and other neighborhood operations are speeded up fivefold, making the system practical in real-time assembly-line applications.

In addition, a new class of operators will become possible with the neighborhood processor, which establishes the new value of a pixel from changes in the pixels surrounding it—the neighborhood. Among them are color processing, feature extraction, and pattern matching.

Color operators are used to extract information about the color content of an image. In many industries, such as cosmetics and food processing, color is essential.

To find special types of features in an image, the feature-extraction process takes the result of any neighborhood operation, passes it through two comparators, and generates the $x$-$y$ coordinate of any pixel that meets one of four possible test conditions: below the minimum, above the maximum, between the two, or outside the two. Because the operation is pipelined, feature extraction does not take additional time.

The third operator class, pattern matching, passes a binary mask over the image and matches it against each point in the image. A value is generated to indicate the number of pixels in the mask that have corresponding pixels in the image. An 8-by-12-pixel mask is passed over the image in two frame times, resulting in a peak processing rate of over 500 million pixels/s.

An important objective in the development of the MVP series was to improve the user interface for image processing. Using a high-performance graphics engine, the Hitachi ACRTC, the designers increased drawing speeds by an order of magnitude or more. Character and cursor updates are fast and responsive. With four overlay bit planes, information can be superimposed on an image without destroying it. The user also can have up to 12 bit planes of image data in pseudo-color mode or 24 bit planes in true color mode.

--Tom Manuel

For more information, circle 483 on the reader service card.
For the best GaAs performance, test drive a Ford.

At Ford, we know the true test of a product—performance and availability. Test us. Test drive our E/D Foundry.

Our E/D self-aligned gate process will put you on the fast track with the highest performance in the industry. And it's run in one of the largest production GaAs fabs in the world today.

Our E/D Foundry Service Center provides full support—from concept to finished product. Test our design consultation services. Use our complete foundry design tool kit, featuring GASSIM**, our proprietary circuit simulator. Finish your product with our packaging and test. We'll meet all your special requirements.

If you need a test vehicle for your GaAs designs, try our E/D gate array. It's over 1100 gates of fast track performance.

Test our custom and semi-custom foundry services. Test our gate array.

Test Ford just once. Call 1-800-824-0812, and we'll show you how driving new technology will put you in the winner's circle with your next product.

Ford Microelectronics, Inc.
10340 State Highway 83 North • Colorado Springs, CO 80908
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Z-80® MPU.

Identical fit, form and function to the NMOS Z-80 you know and love. Why wait to upgrade?

Identical twins. The only way you can tell them apart is that Toshiba’s CMOS Z-80 takes less power, runs cooler, extends reliability and expands the temperature operating range. And, it’s second sourced.

Our CMOS Z-80 MPU and peripherals are interchangeable with the NMOS Z-80 family you’ve been using. 4 megahertz. Pinout compatible. Hardware compatible. Software compatible.

So there’s no reason to wait to upgrade. Let us start delivering your CMOS Z-80s now, while you are completing the rest of your system design.

TOSHIBA IS MPU POWER

Of course, the CMOS Z-80 is only one of Toshiba’s extensive line of MPUs. From 4-BIT CMOS and NMOS MICROS — of which we are the second largest manufacturer in the world — to our line of 8-bit devices, including CMOS and NMOS 8048 and 8049, as well as the popular 8085 family.

Toshiba is the power in MPUs, and one of the reasons is Toshiba’s proven volume production capability. Capability that assures you of the product you need — when you need it.

So when you are designing in a Z-80, talk with the people with CMOS Z-80 power. Talk with Toshiba.

TOSHIBA. THE POWER IN MPUS.

8-BIT MICROPROCESSOR — CMOS Z-80 FAMILY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Operating Current at 4MHz</th>
<th>Power-Down Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMP8Z84C00</td>
<td>4MHz Z80A CPU</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>1.5mA</td>
<td>&lt;10µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMP8Z84C30</td>
<td></td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>2mA</td>
<td>&lt;10µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMP8Z84C20</td>
<td></td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>2mA</td>
<td>&lt;10µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6497</td>
<td>Clock Generator/Controller</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>2.5mA</td>
<td>&lt;10µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6P84C40</td>
<td>Clock Generator/Controller</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>2.5mA</td>
<td>&lt;10µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5P84C10</td>
<td>DMA: Direct Memory Access Controller</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>25mA</td>
<td>&lt;10µA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© 1985 Toshiba America, Inc.
By applying new packaging and circuitry concepts to the design of military power supplies, engineers at Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, have produced a family of modular power supplies that offers a 90% reduction in size and therefore a tenfold increase in power density over discrete power supplies of equivalent performance.

Power supplies are a standard element of every military electronics system, but their design and packaging have not kept pace with the advances in circuitry and high-density packaging techniques seen elsewhere in these systems. As a result, power supplies in today's military electronics systems often occupy as much space as the rest of the components combined. With the introduction of surface-mount technology, thick-film hybrid techniques, and high-density integrated circuits derived from the Pentagon's Very High Speed Integrated Circuits program, system electronics are getting even smaller, pressing the need to reduce the size and weight of power supplies while retaining power density, efficiency, and high reliability.

By combining efficient switching regulator design with low-profile magnetics, thick-film hybrid techniques, and surface-mount technology, TI's engineers have achieved this goal. The units in the company's new modular family measure just 6.5 by 5.8 by 0.5 in. and weigh as little as 1.3 pounds. A typical unit, the HVS200-5 (see fig. 1), delivers 200 w at 5 v from a 270-v dc source with an efficiency of up to 80%. It achieves a 10:1 reduction in volume over commercial power supplies of equivalent performance.

The modular packaging approach was chosen to permit easy removal and replacement of power supply modules, thus lowering system maintenance costs and reducing downtime. What's more, up to five modules can be used in parallel in a distributed configuration to increase current output capability or to provide redundancy.

A key factor for the modular packaging concept is that the power supplies have the same form factor as the other replaceable system modules, providing identical thermal and mechanical interfaces and yielding additional benefits in reliability and supportability.

The circuit design combines a switched-mode regulator with fixed-frequency pulse-width-modulated feedback control, with internal overload protection and protection against over- or undervoltage, phase loss, phase reversal, and overcurrent.

One of the first of TI's new modular supplies, the HVS-200-5 is currently in a pilot-line type of production and is undergoing test verification. This unit converts 270-v dc power to a regulated 5-v dc output and can be operated in parallel with other similar supplies to provide increased current. This is not a master/slave arrangement, but one in which each supply acts independently—a factor that aids in redundant operation.

This supply is synchronizable to a system clock and features built-in test provisions to isolate fault conditions, including overcurrent and overvoltage conditions. The overtemperature status can be connected directly to an automatic thermal-shutdown input, and remote-sense lines allow compensation for external voltage drops.

The HVS-200-5 conforms to TI's high-density standard-module specifications with dimensions of 6.58 by 5.88 by 0.5 in. and is designed to fit in a 3/4ATR (Air Transport Rack) line-replaceable unit (LRU). Squeezing the 150-kHz switching supply and all its control and logic circuitry (see fig. 2) into the small volume available required a combination of smaller low-profile magnetic and capacitive components. This was made possible by the high switching frequency and the application of thick-film hybrid circuitry with surface-mounted components for the entire power supply's small signal and high-power dissipating elements, such as the power switches and the output rectifiers. In contrast, typical commercial supplies are just now incorporating thick-film hybrids or surface mounting—and only for the low-power portions of the circuitry.

In accordance with military specifications, no electrolytic capacitors are used. Instead, the module uses either ceramic or tantalum microchip capacitors tied together in low-profile modules. TI declines to disclose how it produced the extremely low-profile magnetic components other
than to say it took many hours of design and optimization.

Along with the low-profile magnetic components, the key to this low-volume module is its high-density packaging. The switching supply module is composed of two printed circuit boards on either side of a central metal core. The top board interconnects four thick-film hybrids on small ceramic substrates, plus six low-profile reactive components. These extend through the core and through the bottom board. The bottoms of the four hybrids contact the top of the metal core through cutouts in the top board. This permits efficient heat removal to the card's edge connector. The top board carries the circuitry for such high-level circuits as the rectifiers, power switch, and pulse-width modulation.

The board on the bottom of the module interconnects two hybrids containing the control, built-in test, and bias-supply circuitry, along with the large reactive components. The bottoms of these hybrids contact the bottom of the metal core.

All of the hybrids have their semiconductors mounted in leadless ceramic chip carriers, and all passive components are surface-mountable chips. All components are reflow-soldered to copper thick-film conductors on each hybrid.

TI went to surface mounting of components rather than the customary wire-bonding of chip components normally used in military hybrids for two reasons. First, placing all semiconductors in leadless carriers allowed these devices to be tested, burned in, and even stressed before their assembly to a hybrid substrate—raising system yield and improving reliability.

A second reason was that a surface-mounted board can be modified much more easily than a wire-bonded board with bare chips. This allows TI to create a whole family of power-supply modules by making only minor modifications. Cooling is done by conducting the generated heat from the metal core through the power-supply-card edges to an LRU, where either air or liquid can be used to cool a chill plate. The thermal design is such that when the core is at 70° C, no junction in the supply is higher than 110° C when the module is plugged into an LRU. The HVS-200-5 delivers 200 W when air-cooled and has the potential for 300 W in liquid-cooled applications, yielding power densities of 10 and 15 W/in.³, respectively. Comparable commercial power supplies have power densities of about 3 W/in.³.

TI supports module development with a complete design assurance program consisting of design analysis, design verification test, component and module environmental screening, and manufacturing control.

Design verification testing includes module burn-in, failure reporting and corrective-action systems, and environmental qualification and reliability testing. Components are screened and burned in to appropriate military specifications.

In a typical application, 115-V, 400-Hz, three-phase power would be fed into a combination EMI filter/rectifier producing 270 V dc, as per MIL-STD-704D. This voltage in turn feeds the modular supply, where it is filtered and sent through a pulse-width-modulated MOS switch. The transformer-isolated output of the switch is then rectified and filtered. A sample of the output is fed back and used to control the pulse width of the power switch to regulate the output voltage. The same output-voltage sample is fed into a built-in test circuit whose output is logic-level-type signals indicating the state of several parameters.

The modules have a completely independent bias supply, whose only purpose is to maintain the built-in test circuitry. This makes the built-in test circuits independent of the main supply and allows diagnostic analysis of a possible failure in the primary supply.

The built-in test circuitry continually monitors current, voltage, and core temperature. The circuitry can be configured to put out either differential signal voltages for noise immunity, or open output-collector levels for digital interfacing.

--Jerry Lyman

For more information, circle 484 on the reader service card.

\[
\begin{align*}
&115 \text{ V, } 400 \text{ Hz, three-phase} \quad (80 - 180 \text{ V}) \\
&\quad \text{FILTER \& RECTIFICATION} \\
&\quad \text{EXTERNAL SHUTDOWN} \\
&\quad \text{EXTERNAL SYNCHRONIZATION} \\
&\quad \text{REMOTE SENSING} \\
&\quad \text{CONTROL CIRCUIT} \\
&\quad \text{DRIVER TRANSFORMER} \\
&\quad \text{POWER SWITCH} \\
&\quad \text{POWER TRANSFORMER} \\
&\quad \text{RECTIFIER ASSEMBLY} \\
&\quad \text{OUTPUT FILTER} \\
&\quad \text{LOCAL BIAS} \\
&\quad \text{BIAS TRANSFORMER} \\
&\quad \text{BUILT-IN-TEST CIRCUIT} \\
&\quad \text{POWER GOOD} \\
&\quad \text{OVER CURRENT} \\
&\quad \text{OVER TEMPERATURE} \\
&\quad \text{V₀}
\end{align*}
\]

2. AIRBORNE. The modular switching supplies are based on pulse-width-modulation circuitry. The units are fed by 270 V dc and feature a built-in test function for monitoring of power status and module temperature.
Follow the also-rans. The choice is simple. Because only Altera has a proven track record in the technology that gets your product to market fast. In less space. For less money.

When you call us, you'll get instant access to the latest innovations in the fast-moving world of EPLDs. Solutions that can put you weeks — even months — ahead of your competitors.

Consider the foundation of our leadership. The Erasable Programmable Logic Device (EPLD). Based on the most advanced CMOS processes and familiar high density EPROM cells, it gives you more architectural flexibility, higher density and greater functionality than older bipolar PLDs or TTL MSI/SSI. Without the NRE, lead time and custom inventory burden of ASICs.

You also get CAE development tools that shorten your design cycle. Flexible A+PLUS software that lets you design it your way. TTL macros, state machines, Boolean. You choose. It even fits your design into the appropriate EPLD automatically. You'll also get programming hardware that lets you implement your design in silicon. In minutes.

Of course, staying on top is different from getting there. So we're about to deliver new function-specific device families. User-Configurable Stand-Alone Microsequencers that let you build state machines that have hundreds of states rather than dozens, with speeds you'll find hard to match.

And user-configurable microprocessor peripherals that enhance system performance. We're even developing a new general purpose EPLD architecture that will yield up to 10,000 gates.

For us, it means clear leadership in terms of technology and market share. For you, it means confidence. The certainty that your system will get to market in less time. For less money. So your competitors can end up following you.

Call (408) 984-2800

ALTERA
3525 Monroe Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALTERA INNOVATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRST EPLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST generic EPLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST military EPLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST plastic OTP EPLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST “zero power” EPLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST VLSI density EPLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST pin-grid array EPLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST programmable register EPLD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A “must read” for anyone planning to attend.
A “must read” for anyone who can’t attend (it’s the next best thing to being there).
A “must” issue to advertise in if you’re exhibiting at NCC to direct prospects to your booth.
A “must” issue to advertise in if you won’t be exhibiting. More than 131,000 of our regular readers, plus thousands more through our bonus distribution, will read your advertising message.
The June 11th issue of Electronics features the NCC ‘87 Preview.
Don’t miss it.
Ad Closing Date: May 18, 1987
Get a Headstart in Import Sourcing
Taipei International Electronics Show
6—12 October, 1987
Taipei World Trade Center Exhibition Hall

Taiwan's growing presence in the worldwide electronics trade makes this a show that shouldn't be missed.

More than 900 exporting companies from Taiwan and other major manufacturing countries will be displaying their wares.

If you haven't attended before, or if you have been away for a few years, you'll be pleasantly surprised at the size of the show and at the variety and quality of the exhibits.

While you're there, you're also invited to visit the Export Mart in the same building. Some 83 of the permanent showrooms on the 3rd floor are devoted to electronics products.

1988 Dates: October 11—17

Organizer:
China External Trade Development Council
5 Hsin Yi Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. Tel: (02) 7251111

Local Contacts:
Chicago: Telex: 253726 FAREAST TR CGO Tel: (312) 321-9338
New York: Telex: 426299 CETDC NY Tel: (212) 532-7055
San Francisco: Telex: 4974157 FETS SF Tel: (415) 788-4304, 788-4305

Please send me more information about the
Taipei International Electronics Show 1987

Name: ____________________________________________
Company: _________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
Telex: ___________________________________________
Tel: ____________________________________________
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A REPUTATION EARNED OVER 25 YEARS

The military power supplies designed and built by Abbott are recognized as clearly superior under conditions when reliability is imperative.

Since 1961, Abbott has served in the field, within the most demanding programs undertaken by major contractors who create the tools for those responsible for our nation's defense.

These key shipboard and airborne programs include LAMPS, Phalanx, Trident, E-2C, P-3 Orion, AEGIS and the Harpoon Missile.

Abbott follows the high standards and demanding guidelines which include NAVMAT, Electro Static Discharge (ESD) Protection and WS-6536 workmanship criteria.

For over 25 years Abbott has been earning the reputation for, “When reliability is imperative.” And for the next 25, reliability will continue to be our prime objective.
SEMATECH SHOULD GET FEDERAL FUNDING; THE QUESTION IS, HOW MUCH?

Backers of the Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology Institute still don't know what level of funding they will get from the government. The Senate Armed Services Committee has proposed an annual budget of $100 million for both 1988 and 1989 for Sematech. However, the committee's request is 10 times higher than the funding proposed by the House Armed Services Committee, which approved a budget of only $10 million for Sematech for 1988. An aide to the Senate Armed Services Committee's new Subcommittee on Defense Industry and Technology indicates that because the Senate and House budget proposals are so far apart, committee conferences will be necessary. Besides the Sematech funding, the Senate committee proposed adding $50 million to the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's budget in 1988 for manufacturing technology development, and giving another $50 million to the Defense Department for improving the manufacturing technologies of the three branches of the military.

PENTAGON MOVES AHEAD ON VHSIC TECHNOLOGY EXPORT POLICY...

The Pentagon is reviewing procedures for sharing Very High Speed Integrated Circuit technology with U.S. allies and may publish them by late June. In addition to design and processing data, there is a plethora of hardware information related to various weapon systems or military applications. As a result, VHSIC devices have been placed on the U.S. Munitions list and are subject to International Traffic in Arms Regulations, or ITAR. The VHSIC export policy will assign a release category to each element of the VHSIC program. The Pentagon has already issued two documents that detail the security aspects of VHSIC technology: the VHSIC Program Security Classification Guide and the VHSIC Technology Security Program. Technical data, even if unclassified, will require a validated license under ITAR for release to another country.

... BUT DELAYS VHSIC LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENT

The Pentagon is postponing at least until October its mandate that all components it procures must have Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware-Description Language (VHDL) documentation. The delay from the original July deadline came about when the IEEE's subcommittee on VHDL analysis and standards had to make administrative changes in its procedures to meet the Institute's balloting requirements. As a result, balloting won't be completed until late June, and the subcommittee won't be meeting again until the middle of September. IEEE acceptance of a VHDL Reference Manual will establish an industry standard. Meanwhile, the VHSIC Program Office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, is working with Bell Northern Research in Canada to produce a subset of the proposed IEEE VHDL standard for computer-aided design and manufacturing. The CAD/CAM standards will be available in August. They are being developed under a U.S.-Canadian government contract.

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR OFFERS ON-LINE MILITARY-TEST-SPEC CATALOG

National Semiconductor Corp. has developed an on-line electronic catalog of military test specifications for integrated circuits. The directory includes a detailed listing of essential electrical tests performed on all military devices qualified by National, as well as test-program revision information. National's sales personnel will be able to access the system by the end of the year, and computer-printed copies of test specifications can be supplied at no charge to customers from National's sales offices.
ARMY SCALES DOWN ITS DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR THE LHX HELICOPTER

The Army has revised its development plans for the LHX helicopter and now seeks a less costly 57-month demonstration/validation program. Current plans call for the construction of four avionics-laden scout and attack versions of the LHX with two seats, but operated by a single pilot. Predesign work is also anticipated during the demonstration/validation phase on a second LHX for observation and utility missions. The LHX will eventually replace the OH-58 Scout, AH-1 Attack, and UH-1 Utility helicopters. If the Army’s proposal is approved, requests for proposals will be issued in early June and fixed-price contracts will be awarded in January 1988. Competition to build the new helicopter has already begun, with a team led by McDonnell Douglas and Bell Helicopter bidding against a team led by Boeing and Sikorsky. Under the proposed schedule, 24 aircraft are to be delivered in 1994. A total of 4,168 LHX helicopters would be acquired—2,004 scout and attack versions and 2,164 assault aircraft. The Army originally requested $408 million in funding for LHX research and engineering for 1988 and another $616 million for LHX development work in 1989. Some observers believe, however, the Army may still have to sacrifice other weapons programs to get the LHX off the ground.

PROPOSED JAPANESE FIGHTER LOOKS LIKE A MAJOR AVIONICS OPPORTUNITY

Despite declarations by Japanese government officials that national pride and anticipated technological benefits make it vital for Japan to build its own fighter aircraft, Forecast Associates, a market research and consulting group that closely follows international aviation markets, is predicting that Japan will either buy an American fighter as part of a military buildup, or opt for coproduction with U.S. aircraft makers. In either case, U.S. avionics manufacturers would benefit. The Newtown, Conn., organization cites two reasons for its prediction: pressure from the U.S. aimed at improving its balance of trade with Japan, and the improbability of Japan’s designing and building from scratch a combat-ready fighter before the mid-1990s. Forecast’s best-case near-term scenario is that Japan will go along with a Pentagon request to take a more active self-defense role, including extending its maritime coverage from a few hundred miles to 1,000 miles off its coastline—a task that would add greatly to Japan’s avionics needs. There’s one possible hitch, however: the Pentagon believes that Japan’s military security measures are lax, and it has stopped shipment of a Loral Corp.-built ALR-56C radar warning receiver for the Japanese Air Force’s F-15s.

NAVY’S CAD2 PROGRAM COULD END UP WORTH $2 BILLION IN CONTRACTS

Final request-for-proposal documents for the Navy’s CAD2 Phase 2 computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing program won’t be issued for several weeks, but industry observers are already anticipating contracts worth more than $1 billion. In time, the Navy’s CAD/CAM program could be worth $2 billion. More than 40,000 Navy engineers and designers will acquire work stations during the five-year contract from mid-1988 to mid-1993. Work-station software is expected to represent 41% of the total award, with another 28% allocated to hardware, 13% to peripherals, and 18% to service. Contracts will call for systems delivery to more than 380 separate Navy installations. The CAD2 program and related business will represent 10% of the overall North American market in technical work stations during the first year of the contract, and this could grow to 20% or 25% by 1990, according to Dataquest Inc., a San Jose, Calif., market research firm. Dataquest also expects 10 or more prime vendors to be in the final running for contracts from five Navy systems commands.
The Microminiature NO-TWIST™ Pin

One-piece, die-formed construction, with four equally-spaced compliant tines — eliminates the most common problems and failure modes associated with twisted-wire type pins.

No excessive gold plating — smooth surface area allows economical, uniform application of gold only where it's needed.

No crushed pins — uniform, integral nose design assures smooth entry and alignment.

No significant process variations — each pin is die-formed for optimum process control and repeatability.

No excessive mating forces — four tines flex (comply) with mating half, resulting in less than 3 oz. insertion force per pin.

The NO-TWIST pin. That's why Elco's microminiature connectors, the first to be qualified to MIL-C-83513, are clearly superior to connectors that use twisted-wire type pins. It's easy to see why. Elco's NO-TWIST pin has a simpler construction than twist-pin contacts made with two crimps, bulged and heat-treated wire bundles and welded tips. Elco's NO-TWIST pin is easier to mate, costs less to produce, less to plate and less to use. It even eliminates the need for coupling screws in many applications. The NO-TWIST pin is used in a wide range of Elco MICROCON 50 mil connectors for wire-to-wire and board-mounted applications, both thru-hole and surface mount (integral tail). And, all are intermateable with existing twist-pin sockets. For our free NO-TWIST Pin Technical Report and MICROCON catalog, call or write MICROCON Product Manager, Elco Corporation, Huntingdon, PA 16652. (814) 643-0700.

Elco Corporation
A Subsidiary of Wickes Manufacturing Company

Circle 117 on reader service card
Look who gives you 40 years of know-how on every flight to Asia.

If you're traveling to Tokyo, Hong Kong, Seoul, Manila, Taipei, Osaka, Shanghai, Guam, Okinawa or Bangkok, look to Northwest. We've been hanging our hat in Asia for 40 years — longer than any other airline. So we know how to make distant lands seem a lot closer.

That's why we're the only U.S. airline to offer an all-747 fleet across the Pacific. So you can stretch out in nothing short of wide-cabin comfort and arrive at your destination rested and ready to go.

And every flight offers you the luxuries of our internationally acclaimed Regal Imperial Service. Call your travel agent or Northwest at (800) 447-4747 for international reservations.
LEITZ SAYS MASK-MEASURING UNIT IS FOUR TIMES MORE ACCURATE

ITS LMS 2000 OUTDOES COMPETITORS BY MEASURING WITHIN 30 NANOMETERS

A West German mask-measuring system boasts an accuracy to within 30 nm in production operation—four times the accuracy of competing systems, according to its maker, Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH. The LMS 2000 can make up to 100 measurements automatically in each of the x and y directions in 15 min and can handle masks up to 9 by 9 in. in size.

The LMS 2000 achieves its ±30-nm accuracy with high repeatability. Over a measuring distance of 200 mm, 95% of the measured results do not deviate by more than 20 nm from the actual value, the company says.

WELL AHEAD. The LMS 2000 is four times more accurate than competitive systems, claims the West German firm. To illustrate its accuracy, Ewald Bentz, head of Leitz’s Semiconductor Equipment Division in Wetzlar, points out that 30 nm is just 1/50 the side length of a bit cell in a typical 256-Kbit dynamic random-access memory. The LMS 2000 “will cover the industry’s submicron mask-measuring and inspection needs well into the 1990s,” says Bentz.

The system owes its high accuracy to interferometric alignment techniques. All parts that can conceivably drift—such as mirrors, the x-y table, and the lenses—are interferometrically monitored and drift-compensated, using a Hewlett-Packard helium-neon laser with a resolution of 5 nm relative to the mask-carrying x-y table, says product manager Holger Feindt.

An absolute necessity for precise measurements is an environment chamber with a highly constant temperature, says Feindt. If temperatures vary, he says, so do the mechanical and optical characteristics of the measuring head and the laser, adversely affecting accuracy. So the whole measuring setup is contained in a chamber in which the temperature is kept constant to within ±0.05° C.

Measurements are performed with a technique whereby a 0.25-µm-wide slit scans the mask over a 100-µm range. This range is divided into 10,000 steps, which means that the evaluation electronics registers up to 10,000 light-intensity readings for one scan. The measuring head above the mask contains a lens and the zoom optics for a charge-coupled-device camera. The camera presents a 200-by-200-µm area of the mask on a monitor.

The electronics controlling the temperature, the operation of the measuring head, and the power supply come from Leitz’s American affiliate, Leitz-IMS Co., of Billerica, Mass. So does the menu-controlled software.

The system is controlled by an IBM Corp. Personal Computer AT with a 20- to 40-Mbyte hard-disk drive. Measurements, mask alignment, and focusing are fully automatic. All the operator need do is load the masks into a 10-mask magazine.

Deliveries are scheduled to start during the second half of 1987 and will take from six to eight months. Prices range from $1 million to $1.2 million, depending on the type of loading system and peripherals. The system also will be built by Leitz-IMS.

—John Gosch
Phone (617) 663-7070 [Circle 420]

The new era of submicron fabrication technologies will be on display to the more than 10,000 exhibitors and 45,000 visitors expected to attend the Semicon/West annual show in San Mateo, Calif., May 18-21. A wide variety of ground-breaking production equipment, including the mask-measuring system and wafer steppers featured here, will help Semicon/West reaffirm its reputation as the premier showcase for semiconductor production equipment and materials in the U.S.
Signal Generator Has 400-MHz Pixel Frequency

Astro Design Inc.'s newest video signal generator provides all the performance needed to develop and test 2-K-by-2-K-pixel displays, the type of raster-scan displays now being designed for engineering work stations, command-and-control systems, and other very high-resolution color-graphics applications.

Astro's VG-850 runs at pixel frequencies to 400 MHz, twice the rate of the company's previous video signal generators. It easily surpasses the 360-MHz dot-clock frequency and 125-KHz scan rate typically needed to refresh a full-screen test pattern filled at 2-K-by-2-K resolution. The analog dot-clock limit is 400 MHz, the digital limit is 480 MHz, scan rates go to 290 KHz, and frame formats range to 4,080 lines. This performance was achieved with a 480-MHz voltage-controlled oscillator, phase-locked frequency synthesizers, and gallium arsenide circuits from Giga-bit Logic Corp., Newbury Park, Calif. All colors and grey-scale levels are available at the 400-MHz pixel rate, along with 25-ns pulses. For example, color test patterns can have as many as 16 differently colored blocks, with the red, blue, and green components varied in 1% steps. Also, 16 out of 100 grey-scale levels can be randomly selected. Distortion-checking patterns can be programmed in single-dot and single-line increments.

The VG-850 also offers single-pixel control, push-button selection of standard test patterns and character fonts, superimposed patterns, programming of custom patterns and characters, and electrically erasable read-only memory storage of test setups. Like previous Astro video generators, it is based on an 8086 microprocessor system and can be operated through the front panel, an IEEE-488 bus, or an RS-232-C port.

Last year, the Tokyo-based firm introduced a 200-MHz model for designers moving up to 1.6-K-by-1.3-K displays. But as display technology has accelerated, design companies have experienced testability bottlenecks, says George Stoeppel, president of Test & Measurement Systems Inc., which markets and supports the Astro line in North America.

Astro's VG-850 runs at pixel frequencies to 400 MHz, twice the rate of the company's previous video signal generators. It easily surpasses the 360-MHz dot-clock frequency and 125-KHz scan rate typically needed to refresh a full-screen test pattern filled at 2-K-by-2-K resolution. The analog dot-clock limit is 400 MHz, the digital limit is 480 MHz, scan rates go to 290 KHz, and frame formats range to 4,080 lines. This performance was achieved with a 480-MHz voltage-controlled oscillator, phase-locked frequency synthesizers, and gallium arsenide circuits from Giga-bit Logic Corp., Newbury Park, Calif. All colors and grey-scale levels are available at the 400-MHz pixel rate, along with 25-ns pulses. For example, color test patterns can have as many as 16 differently colored blocks, with the red, blue, and green components varied in 1% steps. Also, 16 out of 100 grey-scale levels can be randomly selected. Distortion-checking patterns can be programmed in single-dot and single-line increments.

The VG-850 also offers single-pixel control, push-button selection of standard test patterns and character fonts, superimposed patterns, programming of custom patterns and characters, and electrically erasable read-only memory storage of test setups. Like previous Astro video generators, it is based on an 8086 microprocessor system and can be operated through the front panel, an IEEE-488 bus, or an RS-232-C port.

Last year, the Tokyo-based firm introduced a 200-MHz model for designers moving up to 1.6-K-by-1.3-K displays. But as display technology has accelerated, design companies have experienced testability bottlenecks, says George Stoeppel, president of Test & Measurement Systems Inc., which markets and supports the Astro line in North America.

Display designers are now using Astro's 200-MHz VG-809 generator to trigger sets of high-speed pulse generators for testing of 2-K-by-2-K displays one pixel at a time, says Stoeppel. Without refreshable test patterns, military equipment designers, for instance, can't tell if radar blips will be properly spaced. That will end when the VG-850 ships in July, Stoeppel says.

The VG-850 costs about $7,000 more than the 200-MHz VG-809, at its North American list price of $23,300, but it will enable designers to see and correct such problems as frequency-response distortion, color fidelity, and misconfigured pixels at the higher resolution.

Calay Systems Inc. has based its new line of printed-circuit-board design work stations on a bedrock tenet: pc boards vary so widely in complexity that no single package of hardware and software for computer-automated design can handle them all cost-effectively.

Calay's Design Automation family consists of three machines. The top-of-the-line DA5000 targets the most complex multilayer boards. The slower DA3000 has automated routing features. The DA1000 is an entry-level computer-aided-design work station.

High to Low. It is difficult to compare the throughput of pc-board design work stations, the company says, but for identical boards, the DA5000 is five times as fast and the DA3000 twice as fast as the DA1000.

All three work stations are open-architecture, turnkey units that let users integrate them with other design and manufacturing equipment. Each has a similar central-processing unit, but main memory and Winchester-disk systems differ in size, depending on the model. Common software features include packages for interactive graphics design and multilayer circuit routing, among others.

The DA5000 couples high-performing hardware and software features, among them automatic component placement and 100% multilayer, variable-grid autorouting that uses a reduced-instruction-set-computer accelerator. This feature enables the work station to optimize the routing of pc board layout, after all connections are done, by adjusting line lengths and critical spacing.

The variable grid allows resolution down to 0.001 in. This is useful for pc-board designs using newer components, such as pin-grid arrays, and for surface-mount packages, which have odd spacings, the company says. The machines can handle large, complex board designs, which often have a mix of surface-mount and through-hole-mounted components implemented in many chip technologies. The hardware supplied with the $120,000 DA5000 includes an 85-Mbyte hard disk, a color monitor, a printer, and work-station furniture.

The mid-range DA3000 has better graphics performance and autorouting options than the DA1000 and costs $65,000. It addresses the center of the pc-board design market and is expected to lead the new family in sales.

All the Tools. The DA1000, at $65,000, comes with capabilities for interactive graphics, component placement, multilayer autorouting in hardware, and post-processing software. Also standard with the DA1000 is software for handling surface-mounted devices. The machine has a 25-Mbyte disk drive.

The new family replaces the Calay VO3 and VO4 stations, whose early versions in 1982 are credited with introducing fully automatic routing in pc-board design. Delivery on the new models is 30 days.

~George Sideris
Astro Design Inc., 4-17, Dogen-Chofu 2-Chome, Ohta-Ku, Tokyo 145, Japan.
Phone 81-3-722-0911 [Circle 381]
Test & Measurement Systems Inc., 2934 Corvin Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.
Phone (408) 720-8777 [Circle 382]

CAD Line Covers PC-Board Waterfront
You’ve got two weeks to put location proposals to the Board.

Don’t panic. Consider Livingston in Scotland—Europe’s most logical location.

You’re on the motorway, just 30 minutes from Glasgow’s Airport and 10 minutes from Edinburgh’s.

You’ve got a choice of fully serviced industrial estates—including a high technology park—and a wide variety of available factories and offices.

You’ve got neighbours. Over 300 of them. Unisys, Burr-Brown, Johnson & Johnson, Ferranti, NEC—to name just a few who are expanding vigorously.

You’ve got the support and research facilities of six universities and numerous technical colleges within a forty mile radius.

You’ve got maximum investment grants, rent free periods plus European Community assistance.

And you’ve got us. A Development Corporation that can put together a detailed, personalised prospectus on Livingston for your particular company.

In hours if you push the panic button.
Could anything be clearer or more specific than that?
THE TOUGHEST TEST OF MOTOROLA’S MC68020, NEXT TO YOURS.

GenRad VLSI testers are helping smart companies make high-performance products like the MC 68020 come out fast and come out right. How can we help you? Call 1-800-4GENRAD.

Visionics Corp.’s EE Designer layout tool set for printed-circuit-board designers handles board sizes of up to 24 by 24 in. with as many as 26 design layers and 16,000 components, but it costs only $695.

The package, which offers features typical of much more expensive computer-aided-design tool sets, targets designers who already have design-entry software packages that perform schematic capture and simulation but need a backend PCB-board layout system, the Sunnyvale, Calif., firm says.

The tool also allows design engineers to define up to eight different board trace widths and 10 different pad sizes. Other features include rubber-banding of connections, rat’s-nest function, automatic design-rule checking, automatic parts placement, component and gate swapping, and interactive trace manipulation at any angle.

The software automatically inserts vias while routing traces, generates silk-screen and solder masks, and produces component reference text.

**UTILITIES.** Optional utilities include Gerber-format file output for photoplotting, and automatic routing for two-sided boards, including vias/no-vias modes and trace-repeat function.

The software is intended to work with schematic-entry software from Oread Systems Corp., Hillsboro, Ore., and Omation Inc. (Schema), Richardson, Texas, and converts standard library symbols of the Oread or Schema schematic-capture systems into Visionics library symbols.

The software requires an IBM Corp. Personal Computer XT, AT, or compatible with 640 Kbytes of random-access memory, a hard-disk drive, and a bidirectional parallel communications port.

The system also needs an IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter equivalent display option. The software is available 30 days after order.

—Jonah McLeod

Visionics Corp., 343 Gibraltar Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94089.
Phone (408) 734-9012 [Circle 380]
The only project management system as easy to use as Project Workbench.

The back of an envelope. That's where project planning traditionally got done. It was simple and flexible. You could keep making new plans as long as your supply of envelopes lasted. But the power wasn't there. Project Workbench turns on the power but keeps the "back-of-an-envelope" spirit intact. Workbench is easy to use. Comfortable to work with. And flexible enough to do things your way, with:

* Automatic staff overload alert
* Resource loading across multiple projects
* Great graphics—Gantt Charts, resource spreadsheets, critical path and dependency networks
* Full text editing for presentation-quality reports
* LAN support, communications, and more!

For a free demo diskette, call us or contact your local dealer today. With Project Workbench, you'll never run out of envelopes again.

Call (212) 219 8945 for a free demo diskette!
TI'S LOGIC FAMILY PUTS POWER PINS IN CENTER

SIX DEVICES WITH 8-ns SPEEDS CHALLENGE INDUSTRY AND PUSH FAIRCHILD'S FAST FAMILY ON PERFORMANCE

The advanced 1-μm CMOS logic family that touched off an industry feud over package pinouts last year is being launched by Texas Instruments Inc. with a dozen devices that boast 8-ns clock-to-cue speeds.

TI’s new ACL product line breaks with the standard pinouts of previous commodity glue logic by moving ground and power pins away from the corners to the center of dual in-line packages and surface-mountable, small-outline integrated-circuit packages. TI maintains that inductance in long leads can cause voltage spikes on unswitched pins during simultaneous output switching in the fast CMOS logic.

The only solution—save slowing down the parts—is to shorten the power and ground pins, says Bill Thompson, strategic marketing manager of TI’s bipolar and CMOS logic. The pinout scheme adds a ground pin for every pair of data output pins. Up to two power pins will be used on 24- and 28-pin ACL functions, many of which are octal buffers, latches, and flip-flops. TI also is using a new flow-through architecture that places most input pins on the right side of the packages and output pins on the left [Electronics, Aug. 7, 1986, p. 29].

Thompson says the initial ACL parts are showing 50% improvements in quelling system voltage spikes, compared with advanced CMOS logic devices housed in DIPs with ground and power pins at the corners.

SAMPLES. “We now have products released to the market and have been sampling quite a few other functions as well,” says Thompson, referring to the target of shipping 33 functions by the end of June. “We are achieving our goal of being very compatible to speeds of the 74F series [the bipolar logic benchmark set by Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.’s FAST family]. Our goal was to come as close to the 74F parts as possible. Some of our devices are faster. Some are a nanosecond slower. We are within 1.5 ns of either way.”

Clock-to-cue maximum speeds are 8.2 ns low to high and 7.5 ns high to low for the CMOS-input ACL parts. That is comparable to the 74F series, which has 7.8 ns low to high and 9.2 ns high to low. Internal propagation gate delays are about 0.5 ns, giving the parts three times the speed of standard high-speed CMOS logic.

The ACL family is fabricated in 1-μm double-level CMOS, named Epic technology by TI. Power dissipation for the 11074 dual D-type flip-flop function is about 40 mA with input of 5.5 V across a temperature range of -45 to +85°C. If the ACL parts were actively operating 100% of the time in equipment, power dissipation would remain under the levels of 74F bipolar parts under 30-MHz speeds. The devices are designed to have 24 mA of output drive current.

The first wave of 1-μm CMOS gates and flip-flop parts is part of a planned family of 103 standard logic functions. Each part will be available with either TTL or CMOS-level inputs, making a total of more than 200 component types. About 65% to 70% of the entire logic series is expected to be available for volume shipments by the end of 1987.

Four TTL parts—designated ACT—are available. The 74ACT1080 (8-input positive NAND gate), ACT11074 (dual D-type flip-flop), ACT11109 (dual J-K flip-flop) and ACT11240 (octal buffer line driver with 3-states).

CMOS PARTS. Eight CMOS parts—designated AC—are available: AC11020 (dual 4-input positive NAND gate), AC11074 (dual D-type flip-flop), AC11109 (dual J-K flip-flop), AC11000 (quad 2-input NAND gate); AC11010 (triple 3-input NAND gate); AC11240 (octal buffer line driver with 3 states); AC11244 (octal buffer line driver with 3 states); and AC11373 (octal D-type latch with 3 states).

The four octal chips come in 24-pin packages with two power and four ground pins. They cost $1.41.

The AC11020 and ACT11080N parts sell for $33c each housed in either a 14-pin plastic DIP or surface-mountable small-outline integrated circuit package. The AC11074 and ACT11074 are housed in 14-pin packages, and the AC11109 and ACT11109 chips have 16 pins. They cost 44c each.

The AC11000 and AC11010 are packaged in 16-pin DIPs with a pair of grounds and power pins each and cost 38c each. All prices are for 100-unit quantities.

J. Robert Lineback
Texas Instruments Inc., Semiconductor Group, P. O. Box 809066, Dallas, Texas 75380-9066.
Phone (800) 232-3200, ext. 700 [Circle 360]

VTC’S 6-GHz CELL LIBRARY MIXES LINEAR AND DIGITAL

By predesigning more than 100 linear, digital, and memory functions into its 6-GHz bipolar VLS3000 cell library, VTC Inc. has made it possible for designers to mix linear and digital functions on the same chip without having to design at the transistor level.

The dual-metal library also boasts high-performance cells such as 1.2-ns emitter-coupled comparators, 2.5-V/μs buffers, and 500-MHz operational amplifiers and transconductance amplifiers. It is the fastest mixed linear/digital offering available, says VTC vice president John Hodgson.

Designed for use with ±5-V or ±5-V power supplies, the performance of the linear cells exceeds that of typical ±15-V circuits, says Hodgson. For example, the operational amplifiers in the library have slew rates ranging from 30 to 150 V/μs. Unity-gain buffers have slew rates to 2,500 V/μs, he says.

The key to the high performance and high density of the linear cells is the use of a proprietary complementary bipolar process that incorporates not only vertical 6-GHz unity-gain pnp transistors but vertical 1.5-GHz pnp transistors as well.

The problem with complementary bipolar circuits has been the lack of vertical pnp devices equivalent in quality and performance to vertical npn structures. Compared with those of vertical npn structures, pnp parameters are less reliable and harder to control. “The addition of a vertical pnp allows engineers to use monolithic silicon to design cir-
NEW! MAGTROL 4614B Three-Phase POWER ANALYZER

Provides Autoranging and Simultaneous AMPS/VOLTS/KW Display.

Check these outstanding features:
• **Averaging:** Digital integrating capability for virtually unlimited averaging period.
• **Power Factor:** Displays either the power factor of an individual phase or the three phase sum.
• **IEEE-488 Interface:** Computer interface read and write.
• **Microprocessor-Based:** Full math capability and non-volatile data storage.

• **Ranging:** May be automatic, manual or GPIB selectable.
• **Floating Point Data:** Provides reading ease and maximum resolution.
• **Easy-to-Use:** No operator training required.
• **Foolproof:** Protection against overload and surging plus many additional state-of-the-art advantages.

Use reader service card to request four-color descriptive literature or phone, today!

MAGTROL, INC.
70 Gardenville Parkway West
Buffalo, New York 14224


Circle 127 on reader service card
ANNOUNCING!!!

**BUSMATE**

Each card features pins matching each signal line present on the bus. The pins, clearly labeled and made accessible along the top edge of the card, allow technicians, engineers, and hobbyists to make simple connections with their oscilloscopes or logic analyzers using standard test probes or microclips. Both cards also feature a bus reset button for rebooting some systems that plug directly into the system bus of any IBM PC/XT/AT compatible.

Both cards are very inexpensive (PC XT BusMate, $579.00; AT BusMate, $589.00), offer quick access to the bus and are easy to install and use.

**CROWCARD**

A diagnostic tool that functions when your computer won't. Works when you can't boot diagnostic software or have no video output! Shows exactly what activity is taking place on the system bus. Reduces troubleshooting time and board swaps. The Crowcard has proven useful to trainees and repair shops alike. Observes supply voltage, address and data lines, clock, I/O and memory activity, interrupts, DMA, write states and parity errors on the bus! Simplifies isolation of component failure. Easy to use and comes with its own manual.

**DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME!**

**APPLIED PHYSICS, INC.**

Circle 159 on reader service card

---

**Everything You've Ever Wanted From A DC/DC Converter**

We're now offering one of the industry's largest selections of DC/DC converters. We believe we've crammed more features into these tiny devices than any other manufacturer yet. Features we think you're going to like.

- **LOW COST**
- Surface mount technology for rugged performance and small size
- Over 400 standard models
- Regulated and unregulated outputs
- Standard 1000VDC isolation
- Six-sided shielding
- Wide operating temperature range of 
  - 40°C to +100°C
- Input and output filtering
- Customs available
- And much, much more!


**Burr-Brown**

Improving Power/Conversion Productivity

Circle 128 on reader service card
We helped Sony boost their output.

WE CAN DO THE SAME FOR YOU

In 1984 the Sony Corporation of Japan began producing 300,000 compact digital audio discs a month in their new Indiana facility, the first of its kind in the United States.

In just two years, the Digital Audio Disc Corporation, a subsidiary of Sony, has more than tripled its production and its workforce.

That's the kind of productivity you can expect from our job training programs in Indiana. We helped Digital Audio Disc Corporation train their employees to run a highly sophisticated, high-tech manufacturing facility.

Our strong labor force and industrial training programs are just two of the reasons Sony chose Terre Haute over other cities from New Jersey to California. Our central location offers easy access to major markets. And our supportive state government gave them even more reasons, including tax abatement on new equipment and infrastructure assistance.

If you're looking for a new business location, call us. Because we have the resources new industry needs to get established and get its products on the market. In record time.

Indiana Department of Commerce • Lt. Governor John Mutz, Director • One North Capitol, Suite 700 • Indianapolis, IN 46204-2288

Call 317/232-8888.
DISCOVER THE POWER OF INFORMATION at NCC '87

ONLY AT NCC '87 WILL YOU DISCOVER:

NEW TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Participate in highly targeted technical sessions led by industry experts on the newest developments, applications and directions.

NEW SOLUTIONS
Discover the answers to your specific computing needs at the most comprehensive business computer conference.

NEW PRODUCTS
Explore the latest hardware, software and communications innovations from the leading companies in the industry.

There is a need for one event to bring it all together and give you the chance to sort it out—that event is THE NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE.

Make plans now to attend.

The National Computer Conference
June 15-18, 1987
McCormick Place, Chicago, Illinois

Call 800-NCC-1987, or 800-235-3332, in California Call 800-228-1064
or return the coupon below.

Sponsored by:
AFIPS, ACM, DPMA, IEEE-CS, SCS

REDISCOVER NCC — DISCOVER THE POWER OF INFORMATION

For additional NCC '87 information, call 800-NCC-1987, or 800-235-3332, in California Call 800-228-1064 or return this coupon to:
NCC '87, 1899 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA 22091

Name ___________________________
Title ___________________________
Company _______________________
Address _________________________
City ___________________________ State _______ Zip ________
IF YOU'RE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE USE, PLANNING, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF INFORMATION NETWORKS...

Read and evaluate 2 FREE issues of DATA COMMUNICATIONS Magazine.

DATA COMMUNICATIONS is devoted exclusively to information networking technology including data, voice, video and graphics communication. There's no other source of information you need to face the challenges and opportunities in today's communications market place. Major articles examine the efficient transmission, retrieval and management of data resources for a broad range of business applications:

- Methodologies of computer networking
- Distributed data processing
- System design and optimization
- Terminals
- Message switching
- Multiplexers
- Diagnostics and testing
- Common carrier facilities
- Office automation
- Tariff and regulation
- Software to optimize network design

All are analyzed in depth. New Technology coupled with changing financial regulatory and standards practices are discussed for our worldwide business and industrial audience.

Here's what you'll find in every issue:

- Feature Stories—8 to 12 in-depth reports of leading edge technology
- Newsfront—which brings together and analyzes industry news from McGraw-Hill worldwide editorial network
- IndustryWatch—a look inside one important high technology company from a business point of view
- Departments—14 in all, covering everything from legislation to literature, new products to new software, hardware, technology, business conditions and more...

Don't take our word for it—convince yourself. Complete and mail the attached order card to receive 2 free issues of DATA COMMUNICATIONS plus an invoice. If you like what you read, pay the invoice. If not, just write “cancel” across the bill and return...and keep the 2 issues with our compliments.

Take advantage of this no-risk offer today. We'll take it from there and you'll have ample evidence to help you decide to be a regular DATA COMMUNICATIONS subscriber.

Data Communications
The World's leading networking magazine since 1972

Electronics / May 14, 1987
Electronics reaches over 130,000 engineers

Upcoming 1987 Editorial Features:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Closing</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Closing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 11</td>
<td>NCC Preview</td>
<td>Bonus Distribution</td>
<td>May 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer-Aided Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ultrascale Integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 25</td>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial Electronics</td>
<td>June 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Design Automation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information, contact Susan Barnes-Ronga, National Recruitment Sales Representative, at (212) 512-2787

Gate Array and Standard Cell IC Vendor Directory 1986/7 ASIC UPDATE

Written by SOURCE III - Author of Gate Arrays

A 541 page directory that will aid in selecting the right semi-custom design house — including Gallium Arsenide.

It provides a step-by-step approach in dealing with vendors.

It organizes the vendor list by technology and covers both front and back end cost estimates.

Minimum volumes and delivery schedules are also detailed.

It contains a listing of 70 vendors and describes:

- Gate Array and Standard Cell Design Services Offered
- Prototype Cycle Times
- Corporate Background
- Address, Telephone Number, and Person to Contact
- Technology
- Second Sources
- CAD Services Offered
- Size
- Software
- Speed
- Hardware
- Development Cost
- Test
- Production Cost
- Layout
- Gate Array and Standard Cell Design Experience
- Gate Array and Standard Cell Development Process
- Gate Array and Standard Cell IC Vendor Directory

Send $295 or your company purchase order. For a detailed table of contents contact:

Electronic Trend Publications
12930 Saratoga Ave., Suite D1
Saratoga, CA 95070
(408) 996-7416

"We're looking for retired managers who want to get back into action."

Harold W. McGraw, Jr., Chairman
McGraw-Hill, Inc.

I'm a volunteer supporter of the International Executive Service Corps, a not-for-profit organization with a vital mission.

We send retired U.S. managers overseas to help businesses in developing countries, which often respond by increasing their imports of U.S. goods. In fact, developing countries consume about 40 percent of U.S. exports.

As an IESC volunteer, you would not get a salary. But you would get expenses for you and your spouse, plus a world of personal satisfaction.

IESC leads the field in this kind of work. We've done over 9,000 projects in 81 countries. We could have a project that's just right for you.

For more information, send this coupon to Harold W. McGraw, Jr., Chairman, McGraw-Hill, Inc., P.O. Box 10005, Stamford, CT 06904-2005.

International Executive Service Corps
A step out of your past to make your future happen.
Dynamic History
Five years ago Micron produced its first dynamic random access memory component (DRAM). The company was then a 50-person organization. Until early 1985, Micron produced only one product, assembled in just one type of package. Today, Micron manufactures three generations of DRAMs in many package types, and the company is expanding its product line to include EEPROMs, SRAMs and Video RAMs.

Production Design Environment
Product development in a production environment is one of Micron's unique and valuable attributes. Our Research and Development Department employs circuit designers, layout engineers, product engineers and technicians who mutually participate in product development.

The work climate at Micron is characterized by hands-on participation at all levels of the organization. Micron's reputation for innovation in circuit design, quality manufacturing and product reliability is due to the contribution and ideas of our people. And we consider our people to be our most valuable asset.

A Diverse Future
Micron's strategy for the future is to diversify its product line and expand its customer base. Our first steps toward product diversification include 2- and 4-MB memory expansion cards for IBM-compatible PCs. Our next steps will further enhance Micron's reputation for product innovation.

POSITIONS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

DESIGN
SRAM Design Engineers
EEPROM Design Engineers
DRAM Design Engineers
Image Sensor Design Engineers

TEST
SRAM Test Engineers
EEPROM Test Engineers

PRODUCT
SRAM Product Engineers
EEPROM Product Engineers

ASSEMBLY
Sr. Semiconductor Encapsulation Engineer
Jr. Die Attach/Wire Bond Engineer
Jr. Wave Solder Engineer

WAFER FAB
SRAM Device/Characterization Engineers
EEPROM Device/Characterization Engineers
SRAM Process Engineers
EEPROM Process Engineers

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
COMPUTER MARKETPLACE

POSITIONS WANTED


SELLING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

PC Boards, Transformers, Injection molding and other electronic Components from our high quality offshore factories. We seek commissioned experienced manufacturers reps with strong following to represent our product. All normal ERA territories available. Send resume or call 714-472-8666, Sultan Concepts Int’l Inc., 10005 Muirlands, Suite L, Irvine, CA 92718.

SPECIAL SERVICES

286/386 Software Development Integration RMX/UNIX/DOS. Dafo Computer Services, Inc., P.O. Box 6599, 340 Iradell Road, Ithaca, NY 14851-6599. (607) 387-5517.

Electronic Designer that can convert your design problems into working solutions. Flexible fees. 916-721-3020.

Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send resume: Global Services, (0) Clinton, CT 06413. Transportation not paid to Connecticut.

Microcomputer Solutions — Systems Analysis, Database design, telecom, public access (VAN) Programming, expert system development. All microsystems. David Edwards (718) 768-0098.

Digital Signal Proc TMS320 Specialists — Hi Speed (Gats) Bit slice and ECL design instrumentation, Communications, Control. Call for brochure DetDatacom 313-524-2868.

HOT LINE

To place your Computer Software Ad

Call Ilene Fader
212-512-2984

SPICE up your PC

Z/SPICE professional circuit simulation
Full version $300 a Student version $79
ZTEC
box 737, college place, wa 99324
(509)-529-7025

SPICE Circuit Simulation
8/16/32 bit PC's
PC too slow? Need > Maxxem?Northern Valley Software
28327 Rothrock Dr. R.P.V, CA.
(213) 541-3677
90274

ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE?

RelCalc 2 automates MIL-HDBK-217D on your IBM PC!
Very easy to use. Demo package $25.

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (201) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 4 Sparrow Dr.
Livingston, NJ 07039

TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS: Address separate envelopes (smaller than 11” x 5”) for each reply to:

Box Number (As indicated)
Classified Advertising Department
Electronics
Post Office Box 900, NY 10108
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The Drive to VLSI/ULSI Reflected at SEMICON/West

The semiconductor equipment and materials industry continues to lead the drive for new technology. The results of a year of intensive development efforts aimed at coming generations of VLSI and ULSI circuits will be evident at SEMICON/West '87.

More than 900 exhibitors will display equipment that offers new and exciting levels of automation and contamination control to an industry that has given top priority to both. The show has been expanded to a full four days to assure you of time to see all there is to see from front end to back end.

The SEMICON/West technical sessions have long been recognized as the leading forum for discussion of new developments in materials, wafer fab and test and measurement. This year is no exception. The three-day technical program includes sessions on:

- Diagnostic Techniques in VLSI Fabrication (with the morning devoted to In-Process Test and the afternoon to Measurement)
- Compound Semiconductors
- Lithography

Standards Meetings and STEP Program Planned for SEMICON

The SEMI organization is leading the worldwide drive for development of standards in virtually every aspect of semiconductor manufacturing. The volunteer committees working on these standards will meet throughout the show to develop standards in areas such as equipment automation, particulate control and safety. Interested individuals are encouraged to attend these open meetings at the San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel. Another important activity prior to SEMICON week is STEP/Mask '87, a two-day SEMI Technical Education Program devoted to inspection and protection of photomasks and reticles.

Rounding out the activities will be the traditional SEMMY Awards Banquet on Wednesday, May 20, at the San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel. In addition to honoring those selected for SEMMY Awards, attendees will also enjoy guest speaker J. Peter Grace, chairman and CEO of W.R. Grace and Company.

For complete details on SEMICON/West '87 and a free advance registration form, complete and return the coupon today.

Please send me free information for SEMICON/West '87.

Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip

Complete and return to:
SEMI, 805 East Middlefield Road
Mountain View, CA 94043

Circle 137 on reader service card
Thanks to the Library, American dance has taken great leaps forward.

American dance is more popular than ever, and one of the reasons is The New York Public Library’s Dance Collection. Choreographer Eliot Feld says the Library at Lincoln Center is “as vital a workroom as my studio.” Agnes de Mille says, “the revival of any work is dependent on access to the Library’s Dance Collection.” And they’re not the only ones. For dancers and choreographers everywhere, over 37,000 volumes, 250,000 photographs, and an enormous film archive have been essential elements in the renaissance of American dance.

That’s just one way The New York Public Library’s resources serve us. The Library offers plays and puppet shows for children, programs for the elderly and disabled, extensive foreign language and ethnic collections, and scientific journals vital to the business community.

Again and again, the Library enriches our lives.

The New York Public Library WHERE THE FUTURE IS AN OPEN BOOK
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PEARSON ELECTRONICS, INC.
1860 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 494-6444 Telex 171-412

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

Pearson Electronics specializes in the design of very high voltage (to 1,000,000 volts) and very high current (to 1,000,000 amperes) pulse transformers. Typical applications are for units supplying power to high power microwave tubes, particle accelerator injection systems, pulsed x-ray tubes, high power lasers and plasma physics.

Other Pearson pulse-modulator components include precision current transformers and coaxial capacitive voltage dividers. The current transformers for high voltage use feature double shielding and high voltage stand-off capabilities. Units for use with high currents are rated up to 1,000,000 amperes or more. The voltage dividers are rated up to 500 kV.

Inquiries regarding specific requirements for these components are welcomed.

PEARSON ELECTRONICS, INC.
1860 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 494-6444 Telex 171-412

Circle 139 on reader service card

Portrait of the Great American Investor

You can tell by looking at him that he believes in working hard. And he expects his investments to do the same. Which is why he has his money in U.S. Savings Bonds. Bonds have changed. They now pay competitive rates, like money market accounts. Find out more, call anytime 1-800-US-BONDS.

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
THE GREAT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

Bonds held less than five years earn a lower rate.

A public service of this publication.

World Radio History
ELXSI ADDS VECTOR PROCESSING POWER

Elxsi Ltd., San Jose, Calif., is now offering Sky Computers Inc.'s high-performance Vortex integrated vector processors [Electronics, March 5, 1987, p. 69] in its System 6400 minisupercomputers. Each of the vector processors from the Lowell, Mass., company can perform as many as 20 million floating-point operations per second in 32-bit mode, or 10 megaflops in 64-bit mode. As many as seven processors, and perhaps more, will be available in the System 6400 when demo units begin to ship in the fourth quarter of this year. Volume shipments are set for 1988. Although prices have not been set, they are expected to correspond with the $140,000 to $290,000 price of Elxsi's current scalar-processor 6400.

InP SOLAR CELLS GAIN EFFICIENCY

An indium phosphide photovoltaic cell produced by Spire Corp., Bedford, Mass., has achieved 17.3% efficiency—a record for InP cells—under simulated deep-space conditions at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. The cell was developed under a program begun in 1985 at NASA Lewis. It surpasses peak efficiencies of 16% observed in earlier InP cells built by Spire, Arizona State University, and Japan's Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Laboratories. NASA hopes to employ InP solar-cell technology in future spacecraft because of its superior radiation resistance compared with silicon and gallium-arsenide photovoltaics.

PROCESSOR HITS A DIZZYING 2.5 BIPS

Thinking Machines Inc. has bested the speed of its Connection Machine CM-1 processor, which ran at 1 billion instructions per second [Electronics, May 5, 1986, p.16]. Its new CM-2 scorches along at 2.5 bips in data-parallel scientific computing. The Cambridge, Mass., company's new processor reaches 2.5 bips in a double-precision or 3.5 bips in a single-precision floating-point multiplication of two 4,096-by-4,096 matrices. The blazing speeds are achieved by using as many as 64,000 processors to operate in parallel on single data elements of the same program simultaneously. Prices for CM-2 configurations range from $1 million to $5 million; deliveries will begin in the third quarter of this year.

ALLIANT SYSTEM GOES TO BOEING

Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, will use an FX/8 minisupercomputer from Alliant Computer Systems Corp., Littleton, Mass., for real-time simulation of various aspects of Boeing's next-generation aircraft, the 7J7. The FX/8 will perform flight simulations that include the autopilot, flight-management, and propulsion systems. Alliant president David Micciche says the application will be the first use of a minisupercomputer in real-time simulation.

STORAGE TEK SETTLES TAX SUIT

The last steps out of bankruptcy proceedings are being taken by Storage Technology Corp. of Louisville, Colo., following a crucial settlement of income tax liabilities with the U.S. government. Storage Tek, once a $1 billion firm and the largest computer-equipment maker to ever file for Chapter 11 protection, has agreed to claims of $57.1 million for interest and income taxes for 1984 and prior years. The company and the Internal Revenue Service had been battling for months over tax liabilities, which were as much as $267 million by IRS accounts and no more than $3 million by Storage Tek's. The settlement is the final major impediment for Storage Tek to emerge from Chapter 11 proceedings after more than two years of protection, says chairman Ryal R. Popka.

DG UNVEILS HIGH-END LAPTOP...

Data General Corp., Westboro, Mass., is launching an IBM PC/XT-compatible laptop computer into a 1987 market in high-end laptops that could exceed 250,000 units. Based on Intel's 80C88 chip, the new Model 27 can be configured with 2.5 Mbytes of random-access memory, a 10-Mbyte hard disk, a full-size backlit LCD screen, a dual-speed CPU, and other user-installable options. An entry-level system with 512 Kbytes of RAM and a 3½-in. diskette drive costs $1,695.

... AND MAKES A BEDSIDE TERMINAL

Data General also signed a three-year, $11 million contract with Health Data Sciences Corp. of San Bernardino, Calif., to provide 10,000 hospital bedside terminals. Each terminal is customized with an implosion-proof screen, a board for transmitting data and voice over a single line, an enlarged display on a 14-in. screen, and other features designed for easy interaction.

COMPAQ CHIEF BLASTS IBM PS/2

Highly critical of IBM Corp.'s changes in its personal computer line, Compaq Computer Corp. has declared itself king of the PC clones, vowing not to abandon the original system standard set by Big Blue. "IBM, the company that had the most to do with creating this powerful standard, now has taken some dramatic steps to leave the standard behind," warned Compaq president Rod Canion during a recent news conference in New York. Canion believes the new IBM Personal System/2 introduces too many major incompatibilities with the existing PC standard, including the move to 3½-in. diskettes from the 5¼-in. floppy and the new 32/16-bit Micro Channel expansion bus. Compaq plans to provide as much power as the new IBM units, but without major departures from the existing PC standard. Still, Compaq marketing officials in Houston won't rule out moves to follow IBM if customers begin to demand similar products.

SENTRY NAMES U.S. MANAGER

Schlumberger Ltd.'s Sentry subsidiary has consolidated its North American management under Irwin H. Pfister, who previously headed Sentry Schlumberger's San Jose, Calif., operations, which produces most of the firm's digital-circuit test systems. As vice president and general manager for North America, a new position, Pfister is also responsible for the analog, memory, and digital testers made in Simi Valley, Calif. He reports to Daniel Pujo, Sentry's vice president and general manager.

EDS FORMS ASIAN JOINT VENTURES

Electronic Data Systems Corp., the computer-services arm of General Motors Corp., continues its aggressive push into global markets, with a decidedly Far Eastern tilt. Dallas-based EDS has formed a joint venture in Japan with Nippon Information Industry Corp. to focus on large-scale computer services and telecommunications networks. The birth of Nippon EDS comes only two weeks after EDS announced a joint venture with China for a large computer and data processing center to be built near Beijing. Earlier this year EDS formed joint ventures in South Korea and Italy [Electronics, Feb. 19, 1987, p.18].
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The Avantgarde in Process Versatility - L560
The one-System Solution, Combining Sputtering and Evaporation.

Another "Plus"-Point for our LEYBOLD-HERAEUS Technology
people: The L 560 is a versatile, compact coating system, designed especially for R & D and pilot line application. The L 560 allows you a choice between evaporation and DC-sputtering or sputtering with DC and RF magnetron in one pump-down without breaking the vacuum. You can expect the most widely varied combinations in one system.

Another "Plus" for you: The L 560 is readily convertible for other tasks. You "design" your individual unit to suit your individual needs. And when the job normally calls for new equipment, your L 560 can be retrofitted to meet your new requirements.


Call your local LEYBOLD-HERAEUS TECHNOLOGIES office to discuss your applications. CT: 203/741-2267, or CA: 408/436-2822

Process Engineering Creativity
MATROX IS ABOUT TO DRAMATICALLY CHANGE YOUR VIEW OF IMAGING AND MACHINE VISION ON THE IBM AT.

If you think that serious imaging and PCs are light years apart — but wish they weren't — we present the following facts:

**MVP-AT**
- Real-Time Processing — Convolutions, Histograms, Profiles, Feature Extraction, Area of Interest, Much, Much More
- True Color • Graphics Overlay
- EGA Video Switch • Non-Interlaced Display
- Complete Software Library
- Image Pro Driver

**MVP-AT**
- Powerful Processing
- Unlimited Applications
- $4995

CALL US.